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1o-mtiKi. znmoDJsuncB
Plant epiderale oonelete of outloularlsed 
eelle forming the greatcr pert of the epidcxmle and 
of other more highly differentiated oelle such ae ooife 
oelln, silica oelle, aej^rttlee and the guard and 
oubaldlary eelle of etocnta.
In the Mcnoootyledon genera the lens 
differentiate oelle are, In general, elongated and In 
a linear errengeaent. In Dicotyledon genera these oelle 
are earleble In nhape and ptaoeaoat•
The else, ^re^<u^-^oy and dletrlbutlon of the 
various differentiated cell types over the epiderale 
allows ltp Identification to at leant ooclflo level 
in nmy plrnte, as has been shown by Prat ( 1952,1943), 
Metoelfe (i960) and Borrlll (1907).
The epidf ml a le covered with a layer of out in 
which la resistant to digestive ennymen. In 1952 
Professor Walton nuggeeted to the Scottish Hill Farming 
Research Cox.ilttee that, an cutlolee are indigestible, 
they night be. used for the specific identlflcstlon 
of the plants eaten by sheep.
The diet of sheep is at present lrpeeft-ctly
known/
 2
/taiown due to the• fact that it la almost impossible 
to determine with precision the speolea which an animal 
has grazed when it is on comPetely free range*
Visual methods of diet analysis have failed to 
produce consistent results because of the variable 
impurity of open pasture where very few clumps of 
herbage consist of a single plant species.
It has been shown that accurate QaaUtatl^ve 
analyses of the plants eaten can be gained frcm an 
examination of rumen samples (Norris 1943) but such a 
method implies slaughter of the animal or permanent 
rumen fictulatitn for Img-term investigation.
Faecal samples provide another source of 
^aerial suitable for the qualitative investigation of 
the diet. Phillipson (1952) has shown that 32 %
of faecal ^aerial from ruminant animals is composed 
of the residue of the plants ingests. The plant 
maorisl in ruminant faeces cowsi^its of portions 
of the outer wall of the epidermal cells, with the 
cuticle attached and of Uglified tissues* These latter 
tissues have no characteristics which make them of 
value in determining from which species of plant 
they are derived but, as indicated above, the 
e idermal fragments can, by their structure, be 
specifically identified.
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Annlysee of sheep diet utilising frogmentery
plant material in rumen end f^aeoal templee were carried
out by the present author (Matin 1955). It was shown
that faecal samples contained plant fragments which
were as easily identified as those in rumen samples,
that qualitative results from Loth types of samples
were comparable and that faecal samples were more ‘ 1
freely obtainable.
herous (1959) confined that this method of 
diet analysis was of value in determining the self­
selected diet of sheep. In her investigations the
experimental anlnals were on free range on hill pasture 
in New Zealand.
The present study is of the diet of blackface 
ewes end lambs on hill pasture in Argyllshire, Scotland, 
on the basis of the qualitative and gufatltative 
analysis of identifiable plant fragments in faecal 
samples.
The experimental animals were part of the 
hill flock at Lephinmore Hill Form, Argyll (56^5*H t
5^14* v). Half of the tnimils were able to graze b
full range of the flora tvzBLlable from sea level to 
about 1100 feet. The other half were on a range which 
was restricted due to afforestation, fenoing end 
natural barriers. These letter animals could only
graze on the flora available from 600 to 1500 feet.
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There was a difference In the flora of the two
jg
hlrsele * the full range hlrsel (arnaoarry) being
predominantly a community*
whereas the restricted range hlrsel (Low *tod) was
In type.
Faecal samples were taken direct from the
rectum of selected ewes grazing on the t^o hlrsels
and were supplemented by fresh faeces which were
collected at times of visits to the area. Lamb samples 
were similarly collected.
To enable accurate Identification of the
plant fragments In the faeces* epidermal material
for the purposes of comparison was prepared from
about 60 species of the plants growing on the areas*
using adaxlal and abaxlal leaf surfaces and stem
surfaces.
The Investigation was primarily one of the
analysis of the qualitative diet of the ewes and the
lambs on the two hlrsels. onder the conditions
prevailing/
* In the present context the term ’hlrsel’ is
applied to an ares of land bounded by natural or
artificial barriers* and over whloh part of the
complete flock grazes.
5
/prwtlllng there were the alternatives . of the ewes 
and their laoAs on any one hlrsal eelecUng a more or 
1*88 similar diet ■or of the lamb diet dtfferifg from ; 
that of the eves.
The effect of the diffetetnce ln flora aval leble 
an eaob hlrsel ■ combined with the selective grating 
habits of the animals wt^^ also of Interest, ^in that 
the diet of the (mirels tBght be effected by factors 
whleh . compensated for the differences in ■ herbage 
available on the hlreels, even to the point where the • 
ewes, or the . lambs,■ ; grated almost the- same diet on 
haimaoarry and Low %id» ,.;z
6 .
MATERIALS ATiD M'/:TIiODC v’
The mterlol «awHniMd eonalst^t of epidermal 
preparatlone from plante growing on the two hireela* 
bamaenrry and Low End* and of frogw ntary epidermis 
and outleloa in faecal samples obtained from the 
expeeimetul anf wIo and others m ti.eae hiroels*
1* i££g?amtA2ER
To enable aoewrete identification of the 
fragments in the faecal samples, ooraparlson material 
(ftam plant eped.mena eolleotad on the grasing areas) 
was prepared by one or more of the followin ' mrthods*
/,* .ic-lsal -isasratKgn
(1) Mtrie noid* The epooimcne oolleoted «wro out into 
2 am length* end a very thin strip removed frwm each 
edge to facilitate separation of ti.s upper and lower 
epldoml8* The pIoooo wore then macerated in 50 S
nitric sold in a eater both# The use of a eater
bath wee found to be essential in order to reduce to a 
.m.nimur the eonvcetlon eurrents set up in the meld as it 
ess found tbat these currants w?-’e capable of creaking the 
epidermie inV> fregMnts whieh were too smi^ to 'be of 
value* MoreoTOr, a greater/
">• 7 'W
/greeter degree ot uultrul over the rate and extent 
of ma ©ration was possible.
The musoe&Blw oonplctc w1th caideamlB
and the internal tissues of the leaf, was then 
transferred to e petri dish and the sold removed 
by gentle washing. Knoh epidermis was then separated
from the' other when necessary.
, On examination of the epideimd preparation 
it was invariebly found at this stage that Berne of 
the palisade tiaras, together with fibres or vascular 
tissue, was still atBcchtdl. Where staining was
to be employed in order to make the laldea^afil 
structure dearer, it was necessary to remove 
these tissues*
A second■ moeration for tnls purpose usually 
had the effect of completely disintegrating the 
epidermis and the only suiteble mthod watt found to 
be that of carefully brushing nway- the unwanted 
tissues with a - .ctmel^F^^^r brush. t
The denned epidermal preparations were then 
taken through an ethyl alcohol series end stabied in 
acid fu chain or stained in 1 % nt Irmin end taken 
through the same alcohol series. They were t- en
transferred to an equal mixture of 95 % ethyl end 
butyl alcohols, washed in 95 $ butyl -alcohol end 
momted in Kapartl.
8(11) Lactic AcldL The method of Clarke (I960) has
been used. The mterial was placed In bolltag eater 
for a few mnutes and then decoloured In 70 % ethyl 
alcohol. It was then cleared and softened In
do % lactic acid heated by means of a water bath*
Fresh mterial required some 7*15 minutes in - the 
acid while herbarium mterial* which waa occasionally 
used. required 20»25 minutes. The maerlal was then
cleaned by removing the excess pa Head e tissue* 
vascular tissue and msophyll with forcepa and by 
brushing.* ’*> £ - ^”‘0^.;. TVy.,• ••■* y • -.4 ' -£ • *T ' • *' ■? 4*- 5 1- * *'w ■*.' ’ • V-fiSret.’ *x ' * - ‘ ’’ ' • * .' ’..-A ‘ . < •'' AML’. " ’ -< -• ’ ♦/*-. ' .«V . ’7-"
Where staining was necessary this was done 
in 1 j# laotophonol/cotton blue for 20 ralnutee.
The -maerlal was then destalrned slightly and mcounted 
in lactic acid*
(iil> SAhglSnS Dianin. T.tra-Aoatlc A^d. The method 
of Latham (1938) for the moeration of apple tlesua 
using the above acid was attempted. and although 
suitable for the moeration of parenchymatous 
tlasuea proved of little value for clean epidermal 
preparation a.
B MflMttllflB
(1) Tie preparation of epidermal ma^elel was
atecmpted by placing fresh plant maerlal in sheep 
rumen extract under anaerobic conditions at sheep 
blood'
/blood heat (lOU°i’) according to the method of Louw 
et al. (1949).
(11) Similarly* a pure culture of Clostridium rosea 
was used aa a macerating agent under the came 
conditions (Skoea 1955)*
Neither of these methods gave usable epidermal 
preparations and were abandoned*
C. aacaBtd -material
By placing leaf material on a glaas slide* 
flooding with household bleaching solution and scraping 
with a new razor blade It was possible to remove the 
uppermost epidermis* meaophyll and pallead . tissues. 
Vascular tissue was removed as far as possible with 
needles. The remaining epldermlu was then brushed 
clean* rinsed and stained aa before. The process 
was then repeated for the other epidermal layer.
This method was also useful for stem epidermis 
preparations* the stems being split and flattened 
before treatment.
Thia method waa similar to that used by 
Prat (1948)* Davies (1959) and Vetoalfe (I960). 
d. fiaaiaii urn
By using cellulose acetate films (hort 1 .
it Is possible to obtain Impressions of the epidermal 
characters./
10
/character. Damage vae frequently oswsed to the
epidermal surface with thia mac rial and it was found 
that lew mslting point paraffin wax made a superior 
sutetitute. This rnthod was not frequently used
since in speatmens with hairs or papillae the 
oharacters were not acccurately transferred to the 
wax or cellulose acetate.
3* fetfibiriMB antorLai
Dried herbartwrn epoolnenc provided excellent 
epidermal peels in immy eases, after treatment with 
boiling water for about an hour. Dsav.es (1959) has
shown that 10X00^11^ herbarium mterlal in aLoohol 
for several hours also allcws epidermal peels to 
be taken from it.
f. Kee^ and Rumen *«asri«i
Large fragments of epidermal are
ooeaslonally found in analysis samples, and these 
fragments after identification can bo utilised as 
reference Material. They ere suitable for tills
purpose as the action of the rumon bfiateria tends 
to make the cell characters more obvioue.
' *'♦*'Vi. .. - s ‘W '' ' ' ' -
2. RQ.Cg.mgje QALegMon
From specimens obtained by one or msre of the
abov^/
11
/above methods a reference collection of the epidermis 
of known species was prepared*
Photomicrographs of the apedmens were made 
on Kodak Mloroflle film. Tt waa found that* due to 
the high Inherent contrast properties of this film* 
there waa no need to stain the epidermal preparations. 
Thia was advantageous In that the stomata and aaperltlea 
did not beoome opaque with stain.
3. r’aecal Camples for Piet Analysis
On each hlrsel two ewes and their lambs were 
selected for the investigation of their diet. The 
ewes were chosen at random from amongst those which 
could reasonably be expocted to remain part of the 
flock during the period of the investigation and 
whloh would lamb each year.
The selected ewes each bore a single lamb 
in each year of the investigation.
Faecal samples were taken direct from the 
rectum at times of normal flock handling or 
during visits by the shepherd to the areas.
This prevented any upset to the animals* nonrol 
behaviour by being brought out of the flock by 
dog and handled by a stranger.
These samples were supplemented by others 
gathered/
12
/gathexed at times of visits by the author to the areas*
On these oocaelone faeces which were aeon to be frochly 
voided were collected and formed part of the maerial 
analysed* ThLs was particularly the case with lemb samples
on both hl reels* In such cases it was not possible to
have a record of which eve or lemb the sample came fom# 
but the time of the year end the hlrael was noted*
These supplementary sam>les effectively increased 
the number of ewes and lambs taking part in the investigation
The faecal samples were placed in formalin-acetic-* 
alcohol as soon as possible after collection* They were
shaken to separate the faecal pellets and to make the 
pellets break down into component fragments*
For analysis pupoees each sample was again separated 
by agitation after dilution to four times its own volume 
with water* An aliquot was then examined under % binocular
microscope*
From each sample a minimum of 100 counts were made 
at random of the epidermal fragments present* These counts
constituted the basic results of the analyses* The plant
species which were present in the original sample but not 
recorded in the analyses were also noted*
DJTRCDUCTiCK
iLLUSTHATICJa CP CHARACTERS 
KRY TC TDCITIPXCATKW CP PSAC!..T3HT3 
LIST CP SPBCTS8 AKD PLATKS 
DR8CCr'TnRS AND PLATES
’ ►/’’ ' ' J ,r * < u ♦
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HtYMDKfttQB
In comnectlon with diet analyse^ published 
literature^cn the subject cf cuticle cr epidermal 
features is sparse*
Mcris (1917)» Pcrklnecn A Fielding (1930)# 
Wintcn (1914) and • w intan (1916) utilised epWeinml 
characters in the identification cf the ccnstituents 
cf ccm erciai cattle fccdstuffs* mlnly ae a safeguard 
against adulterants* La these eases the features
were tc be seen cn the surface cf the fragments which 
were mostly cpaque and cf cGmppaatively large size*
1n the field Qf paleobottny cutlcle,fraturas 
have lcng been reccgnised as Identification characters; 
6^^©!^ (1856) and finer (1935) * fer example* have 
fcund cuticle features cf value in 8peolfie
identification in their palecbotanlcal investigations* 
Hrrls (1945) made use cf them 1n the identification 
and classification cf Jurassic plants* He points cut
that in fcssll maerial all. iuticular structures* 
such as external and internal cuticle cf seeds and 
spores* are presented* He alsc (1956) mtes stability
cf utin as a factcr cf ccnsequence in the preservation 
cf/ W-B'"
1U
/of microscopic characters of plant fossils* this 
material having been recovered from fossils of the 
oldest known plants* Epidermal cells* particularly 
atomatal guard cells* are noted by him as traceable 
In such material*
Prat (1932) states **•• almost all the workers 
who have studied the anatomy or the systemstics of 
the Gramlneae have remarked an the characters of the 
epidermal cells* which attain a higher degree of 
specialisation In that family than In any other* 9
This specialisation Is Indeed very marked 
In the Gramlneae and In the different species studied 
there have been found specific differences in the 
epidermal cell types and arrangements* In the case 
of the Cyperaceae* Juncaceae* pet Hold Monocotyledons 
and Dicotyledons the differences are not so well 
marked but are nonetheless distinguishable between 
genera or species*
There are many characteristics of epidermal 
cells which can be utilised In specific Identification* 
Pfeiffer (1927) In an Investigation on the leaves of 
Cyperaceae noted four types of epidermal cells* some 
of which apr eared In a single species or were confined 
In distribution*
15
These he teraed i
1. LengMllrnn.. long celle of the fundamntsl mOKKOtyledon
type.
2. Blssenisllen.. bubble-shaped* isodlamtric cells.
3. Rigsellen.* narrcw cells* sunk below the other
epidermal cells.
U Kegeezellen.. sillclfled cells, containing ten
distinct types of silica bodies.
He also classified four types of appendages t
1. Papillae and cuticular pegs.
2. Staohelhaare^.. 1-celled, thora-like hairs*
3. Boratenhaare.. 1-celled bristles.
4. Winkeehaare.. hairs ^klng a right-englud bend and
growing at right angles to the 
leaf surface.
Prat (1932) used the foil owing oharacters as 
an aid to identlflcatlrn t
1. Short cells e.g. silica cells, suberose cells»
exodermio cells and stomata.
2. Long cells e.g. the basic type of epidermal cell, of 
a length at least three times its width; b^l^lfoTra 
cells; cells with undulating wl^s (cellules engrenoea).
Later investigations by the same author (Prat 1948) 
showed that it was possible to utilise the epidermal 
characters of cereale in genetic and taxonomic studies.
When studying a cereal or grass the first step was to 
recognise the stractural characters i. e. the nature and 
ahaee/
 /shape of the compcm<eit cells of the epidermis. The 
shape of the silica bodies. presence or absence of 
bioellular hairs, cushion hairs and bulliform cells 
were investigated. Kach genus has a definite set 
of epidermal cells with well-dt efined shapes as one of 
its fundamental characteristics* In all species of
a genus the same types of cells with the same shapes 
are found but they are differently distributed over 
the epidermal surfaces from one species to another.
The second stage of the study was to determine how 
the types of cells were distributed over the leaves.
This gave a second category of characters. the
’J'*.' ’ Mr* -v . t. • * •’ . J,, f ’jk '• * * k< . V/•;*. .3 r * v? ..
distributive characters. which enable one to identify 
the species. ;•
’ ' . r .< , . # X... •*' * . '* ' • 4 ~ ■
Meecalfe (1954) confirma and extends this view 
of generic (basic) and specific characters visible in 
epidermal preparations and found the following to be 
moot useful for diagnostic purposes J
(A) Generic (basic) diagnostic characters:-
1. Silica and cork cells over the veina solitary. 
paired. ift rows of 3*5' oeila or in rows of more than 5 cells.
2. Shape of subsidiary ceils to stomata tri­
angular. straight sided. hemlcentric or tall heraic<tttrie•
3. The prescAce or absence of angled mi cr co-ha ire
(winkelhaare) which ore usually but not invariably 2-cell<wl•
4* The shapes of the silica bctUss to the'<:#?*•••• Ml' , • ' - -. . , vx ;x.■■■■:.• ’ • ■ •*-••• 2v 1 -•■-•'• . . “* .-it - " x • • -
silica cells above tht velna«
(B) Specific Diagnostic characters :
1. ^ Occurrence and dletrlbutlcm of lorge f ooka or 
small# rountet hooks.
2m CBdumncet tlstrlfcutlcn and types ef 
?epidermal papillae.
3. Occurrence and tistrObutlon ef 1-celled haira* 
all cf these characters Mec^alfe consiteret te be
important Out comOnatiens ef them were still more
Xv ’ ’< . '•***’•*-• r k: *’ •' , . - ... ' .7f ’• £/’ '.’4* •_. '*F * . . ' ■ - •
$ significant*
Me^c^llfe (1954# I960) aim points out that
,. ■ 1 ,
similar specific diagnostic characters may.exist in 
the epidermis ef grasses which are net relatet ant he 
censttera that this may Oe tue te adaptations te growth 
in similar envlranemwital cendltlons*
BorrlH (1957) was able te separate twe ecotypes 
cf Sactylla glornarala on the Oasis ef tnorpPtOogi<olly 
tlstlnct epitu^^l patterns.
Other woricors who have utilised eoitermal mterial
l>i
in their staties have each tdded various points ef 
M^O^i* itentiflcatian e. g. CreO (1396), Naanfldt (1935), 
Church <(1949), , B^nnaon (1953), Mfetin (1955), Rcrous (1959) 
ant Davlua (1959).
Prat (1932), omflrmat by Davies (1959) peinta
out/
18
/out that there is a certain amount of gradation of 
epidermal cell types i. «• a progressive differentiation 
of the epidermis in the 8ueceBQlve leaves of the plant. 
Some species shoved a strong gradation. the epidermis 
of the leaves nearest the inflorescenoe differing 
mrkedly from those near the vegetative tillers; 
others showed feeble gradation in that the epidermis 
of the terminal leaves resembled even that of the 
seedling leaves.
These variations affect minly the auberose. 
silleose and subero-ailicoae cells. hairs and other 
asperities present on the epidermis. Davies (1959)
concluded that the leaf sheaths of the Oramineae 
provided few consistent criteria for specific 
determination whereas leaf blades were much loss 
subject to gradation and differentiation. Leaf blade 
gradation in Zea mavat for example. is so consistent 
that it ^y be used to d:stlrg?ulBh between 
varieties (Prat 19U3).
Davies (1959) utilised epidermal oharacters 
as a method of identifying short lengths of grass 
leaf in dry leafy herbage samples and in the analysis 
of closely grazed pasture. Using detailed cellular
structure within the epidermal cells he was able to 
separate/
19
/separata EQatUgg Pratenals from £. arundlnaoeat
aalKUnKla from ?°a asslesgla; and £. ovlna
from a&saalla sgtasga or ijatflUB al£l£ia« LblSlUD pretense. 
AAgEggama ECajefifl.ta and AgEaatlB species were
separable on their characters of crystal clusters* 
nerve epidermal cells and llgular asperities*
.7 ‘ -af- V.
All of the authors so far noted have been 
concerned particularly with genera of the Monocotyledons* 
but specific epidermal characters exist and can be 
utilised In the Dicotyledon genera*
The outstanding difference between the 
epidermis of Monocotyledon and Dicotyledon plants Is that 
In the former the epidermal cells are In longitudinal 
rows* with straight or corrugated sides*
In Dicotyledons the cells are not In rows 
and the cell outline In many cases shows a jig-saw 
type of pattern*
These differences are due to the different 
ways In which the leaves are Initiated* The Monocotyledon 
leaf arises from a merlstem whloh encircles the
apical cone of the stem and much of the leaf growth 
Is as a result of activity In an Intercalary merlstem 
at the base of the leaf sheath* This leads to 
files Of cells being produced from the merlstem*
The/
20
/the major expansive growth of the Dicotyledon leaf* 
on the other hand* le the result of activity In linear 
marginal meriatems* with both tangential and radial 
divisions occurring* giving rise to the Irregular 
cell arrangement (Foster 1936$ Xsau 1953)»
Watson (1942) considers that the corrugated 
epidermal wall may be due to the unequal plasticity 
of different parts of the cell wall at right angles 
to the surface* The hardening of the Inner part 
of this wall followed by the continued expansion 
of the outer part would alao lead to the wavy outline 
frequently formed*
Winton (1914) and Winton A Winton (1932)* 
in volumes concerned with the Identification of plant 
fragments in food samples* give many Illustrations 
of leaf epidermis features in Dicotyledon families*
The characters they note moot commonly are :
(A) Undifferentiated epidermal cells s
1. ‘Valle smooth or corrugated* pitted or unpitted*
2* Cutin striate* papillate or smooth*
3« Presence or absence of papillae*
4* presence or absence of oxalate crystals*
3* Ceil wall outline*
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(B) Differentiated epidermal cells s
1. Stomata solitary* paired or grouped.
2. Stomata sunken or horned.
3. Haire capitate* warty* Jointed* uni- or multl-oellular. 
U. Presence or absence of bladder cells.
Aocorsl (19U9) investigated 517 species from 
106 genera of the family Kublaceae* placing them 
In Sh categories based on the morphological characters 
of the lower epidermis. In general the charsetera he 
utilised were those applied by the Investigators 
noted previously.
Varying environmental characters are found 
to affect chiefly the quantitative oharactera of the 
epidermis* namely cell dimensions and the rapidity 
of maturation of cell walla (Prat 19U8; Horrlll 19571 
Davies 1959)« Nevertheless these variations are not 
normally sufficient to obviate the accurate Identification 
of similar species from different sites (Martin 1955)>
Metcalfe (i960) discusses the epidermal 
oharactera whloh are useful In systematlcs shown by a 
wide range of Graralneae. He shows that there are 
groups of oharactera whloh are common to sub-families*
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This occurs in# for scrapie# the Featuocitese ant the 
.Poaldhte• In many cases only the characters cf the
aOaxlsl hpidermls are cen8itered. In the present
stuty the characters cf both surfaces have been 
taken into ci^uaiteratJ^in. ,4
Many ef the investigators nctet above have 
aepent‘d tc a large exltmt on characters cf the 
costal parts cf the leaf in identlficttian. Particularly 
in the Mocololyleden genera it is fount that the 
aillca-c<ntaining cells# the whercse cells ant the 
aillca-8Ubercse couples are confinet to such areas.
In faecal samples the plant fragments ciulat 
cf cuticle# the outer epitn'raa! surfaces ant vascular
This latter may be free in the sample or still 
attachet tc the epiterrals. Thus the costal areas ef 
leaf fragments tent tc be obscuret# ant the frequency 
ant aiat^ibuti<Xl cf the tifferentaitet cells notet above 
as occurring in these areas tents te be cf little 
value in the identlfiQatlra cf fragments in 
faecal samples.
Characters ef the inthr-oeattl areas are thus of 
more importance in the present case# ant quantitative 
characters# as well as qualitative# are valuable.
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In mny oases aoournte identification of fr gmmts 
oan be made from very small pieces of epidermis, 
particularly where patterns or groups of oharacters are 
present and are highly specific#
In the present Investigation the following 
characters have been utilise, mot of them applicable 
to both Moococtyledon and Dicotyledon genera, except 
where otherwise noted:
A Onam'srutlatad epidermal calls t
1. Cell outline s walls more or less parallel (Mn^^o.yled^)
or outline Irregular (Dicotyledon).
2. Cell Shtape J walls parallel, t rape sold or narrowing
at the ends only#
3. Cell length : elongated (length more than 3x brendth)
or short.
U Cell breadth i average breadth of cells above
veins (costal) and between veins (intercostal).
5. 'Wall type , thick, huni, cormgated, pitted.
B Piffmntlatad naldaraal call* *
1. Somata t fFequency, distributonJ siee.
2. Storaital subsidiary cells t trlcrngular, straight-
sided, teffilQenm^ll, tall heracentrlo or variable.
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3# Stomtal Subsidiary cells t extending or not
extending below the adjacent epidermal cells,
4# Silica cells t frequency and distributlcn; solitary, 
paired or in rows of 3*5 cells or more.
5. , Silica body t shape.
6. Suberose cells : as for 4.
7. Silioo-auberose couples % as for 4.
8. Hairs % frequency and distribution; one-, two-
•jk'.
or mny«oelled»
9. Hooke i frequency and distribution.
10. Papillae t frequency and distribution.
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UlnatmllflM of Bnia.wal ChirtaUfl
n^t«3 1 ana 2 (Pagea 28*29) ebc# exaaples cf 
the more common upltenmd otanm1e^e which are usht in 
the Key ant in the Descriptionac#
iHfL
1* This example ah^a the undifferentiate 
cell structure ant arzamgement which la typical cf the 
Moooeo1yleaon genera, that ie, with the cells elongatet 
ant in a Umar arItn^£lmg^nl. The cells in this case
are alec la^&£5t ant have ^tlc..ttaJ,lt^
(_a& annua: ataxtai; x 70.)
2. This is the typical appearance cf a 
Dicetyletin epitn'mls, with the undifferentiate cells 
l££g&alas. *n aP'gPmsaQl.QLfl ^0^. The stomata are
actttered ever the hpidermtl surface ant their pcres 
are net orientate in any particular tirectlcn.
(LaM awnlwlltmui abaxialj x 70)
3 In many cf the Dicctyledcns, partleulirly 
Leguminoisae ant Ericaceae, the type cf cell pattern 
termeri v44eo~cMs' is fount, ant is here illustrate.
The cells interlock te a ccn3iderabll extent.
(Vlttia aftDtum: adaxiall x 70)
4. Thh walla ol nmny speucee are corrrugth tc
a greater cr less dhgrhe. This hxaawlh is cf fine 
olr]nugatllnfe/
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/corrugations* (alfi2SfflX£US UCUSialai adaxlalf x 2 >0)
5* Coarse corrugations arc also found aa
illustrated here. A Blmllar type of structure la found 
In moat of the Cyperaoeae and Juncaceae.
aflSEfalUffll absxlalj x 280)
6* The vails may have cellulose protuberances
at which the wall frequently changes direction! such a 
wall is termed 'foobbod*. and is frequently found in 
the Legumlnoaee* (Lotus oom 1 cult.tusi abaxlalf x 280)
7. Tn speclea such as Loliu.-a rerenne*
_2U trlvialla and I&totgR aaa~aftjPt,^Uri the wull appears 
to be very thin and flexuaua* non-scrlPtust both; x 70)
8. £trlatlons are occasionally found on the 
cuticle* particularly in xeromorpblc speoles*
(.aclfia alnqrqa; adaxlalj x 750)
9. In most of the Gramlneae* Juncaceae and Cyperaoeae 
the storaatal a bsldlary cello do not extend beyond the
line of the adjacent epidermal cells* Tn other cases* 
aa shown here* they extend .be^ow the adjacent cells*
Caa annual adaxiai; x ?ao)
10* Papillae ore found on the undifferentiated
cells of many species* Tn the example shown they are 
single In each papillate cell* In other members of the 
Cyperaoeae they may be paired* particularly beside the 
stomata/
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/stomata, In which case the four papillae overarch the 
stoma. In Nsrflus atrlota the papillae may reach a lonpth 
of 30 M» (Care* nlrrai adaxlalj x 280)
11. aHUfl-SSlla containing 3111c;. boaloi. and 
cor, cella are the most frequent differentiated oells 
found In epidermis. They may be single, paired or In 
groups. The allloa bodies vary In shape and size and 
in many oases these oharactera are specific.
( Hffltala adaxlal} X 75>o)
12. lcro-holre. consisting of one cell, are
frequent in many species* They ray be lost in the 
process of digestion but the basal epldornal oell 
remains to show their frequency* V ercr-halrs are of 
two cells: the distal cell is usually lost leaving the 
basal cell Intact or the oell base visible in the 
epidermis. (^fiashflBKala tiSSUgag* adaxlal} x 280)
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List of Species Described and Illustrated
1. Graminnae Plate -NVmm.er
Agrostla stolonifexa L. 3
Aopeccurus Bcatengia l. 4
Anthoxanthum odoratun L. 5,6
Co^^uxua sristetna l. 7,8
Dactylia stomata L. 9
• DegohjamB^a WPltgaa (L) Beauv. 10,11
Deschampela flexuoaa (L.) Trin. 12,13
ffegtusa Btksa L. 14
yestuca ovlna L. 15
ilolcus ^anatug L. 16
Lollum perenne L. 17,18
MooInla oaerulea (L.) Moench 19,20
Nardus sUUIs L 21,22
Phleum pratenae L. 23,24
pQs annua L. 25,26
Poa e^teRala L. 27,28
Poa trlvlalls L. 29,30
2. Cypex^e^
Carex echlnata lArr. 31
CaxeS nisra (L. ) Reichard 32
Carex pantsea L. 33,34
31
Cyperaceae conta.
SrlgghgruiB anguatlfolium Honck. 
grlophomn vaglnatum L.
Plate Numb
35,36
37
TglghQPhioiUro OaMBUgWM (L )Hartman 38
3. Juncaceae
Juneue artlculatua L. • 39
Juncua effuaua L. 40
Juncua aauarrosus L. • 41
LuEUla Piloaa (L.) Willd. - 42,43
Lunula campestrla (L.) DC. 44,45
Luaula sylvatloa (Huue.) Gaud. 46,47
4. Legumlnosae
Lathyrua mcoitanua ^rah. 48,49
I&au£ oornlculatua L. 50,51
Lotus uliginoaus Schkuhr 52,53
Mei.caao luRu&ina l. 54
Sacpthamnus acoparlua (L. ) Wlmmar 55,56
Trifolium cratenae L. 57
TgLEQUus ESSena L. 58
U1S2 europaeua L. 59
Vicia sepium L. 59a
Erica,ceae
Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull 60
Erica cinerea L. 61
Erica tetralix L. 62
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Krloaoeae oontd. 
yaaolnlmn laavtlllus L 
VacctaWm gBraonwi L»
'late dumber
63
64 •
6. Other Forage Plante
Aaemcne nemgroea l 65
Brnnetrum nlxiutm L, 66
SQiorBlffll noo-Bcrlptue (L., Garcka 67
Gaivam aawMla l 68
SaliUm vorum L, 69
l£U eBouflasorua l. 70
Mvioa gale l. 71
.oaal.£rgum ((•, Huds. 72
_gLv2_ia vulttarls L. 73*74
PoOfaUlla erects (l } ausih h 75
Rsusgi aoetoseHa l. 76
Hals canVea l. 77
7. PHrttgpW
_terldiuni aaHttfrUM L 78
8, Bryophyta
P'ol.vtrlchum aggregate 
Sphagnum aggregate
79
80
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Key te the .idpnU■fli&WaB , of .Frogmen to
This Key ollcws the identlfloatlon to speoies 
level of most of the fragments enoouitered in the analysis 
samples* in the case of some Dicotyledon plant
fragments, recourse to oomarlson with the photographic 
illustrations is necessary for commpete occuracy.
1. Undlnferentiated oslls elongated, ot least 3x
breadth, or inregulor rows..........•••••• •..••••••• 2
Cella not elongated as above,............46
2. Cell edges corrugated...............•...................................... 3
Cell edges smooth or nearly so.................................. 25
3. Unnifferentiated cells papellate•.,•,•,.•••.,,.•••, 4
Not pappilate.e................................................... ......... 8
4. Papillae at least 20p high................... stricta (AD)
Not os above............ 5
5. Papillae in fours at each storm...... £. (AB)
Papillae in pairs at each stoma.............••••••.••••• 6
6. Undlfferentiated cells at leost 5% long as broad... 7
Not os above............... ............................. £• niizra (AA)
7. Celledges finely corragsSed......... .. D. aeespltosa (AD)
Cell edges coarsely corruggaed.••.••. H atriota (AD)
8. Differentiated cells, except stomata, in
intercostal rdglown.••••••••••••••••.......•••. 9
Hot os above.. ............ ...............•...................... ............. 13
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9# Differentiated ceils single...#........................ 10
Differentiated cells two or more in rows«.....•••• 12
10. Silica cells irregular but often H-ahaaed. •Jj> oaerulea (AB) 
single between undifferentiated cells..
aa.eiPl^gaa (ab)
Not as aboovi................. 11
11. Silica oells regular, no hairs.......• £, rubra (AB)
Silica cells regular, hairs 100 long. ?. ovina (AB)
12. Silica bodies dumb-bell shaped; atomtai subsidiary
cells hemispphrical........••••.. M. oariutlea (aD)
Silica bodies elongated and rough; stomatal subsidiary
cells triangular. • N. atrOcta
13. St out a present........•  ........................... .. ...........• ... . 1U
Stomata absent. •..................... •.......... .. •••••••.•..... 22
14. St omit a scattered, not in rows, frequent hairs
20 - 30 4 long........................................... £. rubra (AD)
Stomata in single rows..••••••......• .............. 15
St out a in two adjacent rows....•••••••.......••• 16
Stornta in more than two adjacent rows* ........ •• 18
15# Stomata with short, undifferentiated cell brtwrrn
each.   ...................•.......... .. H. pratenar (AB)
St out a with long, or more than one, undifferentiated 
cell between each............. pratrnsia (AD,AB)
l6. Subsidiary cells of stomata extending brlcw other
epidermal cells... •..........• •........................ ................. 17
Not as abovei#....•• • ......... .. ... A. dorauuro (AB)
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17. WXla coarsely cornigBtea.......................... f. eratenae (AD)
Wl^B finely corrugated............................... 4. odoratum (AD)
18, Unnifferentiated cells near stomata with cellulose
ingrowths................. • ••••............•••••••••••••.. 19
Not as above.. ......................... .. .................. •............. 20
19# Moot undifferentiated cells length 3 - 4x breadth...
... i>, gilQss, (ad )
Most colls 1 - 2 x breadth................ J, 0!^^, (Stem)
20. Length of undifferentiated oells 3-4 x breadth... •• 21 
Length 1-2 x breadth, with many lx..£. ar^ustifollum (AD) 
Length 1-2 x breadth with few or none 1 x .....
.... £. vagiamtuni (stem)
21. Stoma tai subsidiary cells shorter than guard oells...
.... T. caPBflftgBM (Stem) 
Stoma tai subsidiary cells as long, or longer than, the
guard cells............................................. jg. (AD)
Stomital subsidiary cells triangular., g, echinata (AB)
22. Cells tapering at ends....................... .. £. crista tua (AD)
Calls expanded at one end............... £. nigra (AD)
Cells not as above. ................ ...................................  •••••••• 23
23# Cells near costal areas often greater than 108 fa in
length............................................................. £. eanlcea (AD)
Cells near costal areas not noticeably longer than
inter-costal cells 24
24# Cell walls evenly corrugated..... -jcianhomm see# (AB)
Cell walls rough with cellulose extrusions into
cell******.................................. J. squarrosus (AB)
36
25. SScomOa geesera cove inteir-costal aree..... •••..••• 26
Stomata confined to near costal regions................ 37
Sto^ta absent«.•••••••...•••...•...•••••••.. ...... 40
26. Differentlated ceeis. exccep stomta. preset...••• 27
Not as above. .••«............... . . • . . . • . ... . . . • • . . • • . . .. . * 30
27. StomkOal subsidiary cells large. tall hdImncdtrlc....
.......... D. XfO^tiQ (AD)
Not as obovee ............ .•••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 28
28. tHOrs very frequent..... • •••..••.. Hhocus spp. (AA.AA)
Hairs absent, or not ^eq^nU..^..^.^..^..... 29
29. CCl wwOls pitted. ..............•.......... .. £• crriOatus (AB)
Cell walls not pitted................ ..... £• trivlalio (AD)
30. Storm Oa with or xrnh-like subsidiary ceeis.. 31
Not as ahoyse. ................... 35
31. UnH Hff nre!! a ted oell length U-5 x breaddh... ••••.. 32
Not as abo^^....^.......................................................................... 34
32. Untlffe^entiated oelle tapered at ends. .............. 33
Cells not tapered at ends..........••• L. pence c (AD)
33. SSiOimOaO 8Ub8idiary cells extending below adjacent
epiderma^l cells. .........•• ..... P. pretensis (AD)
Hot as above......................................... & atolotfefex^a (AD,AB)
34. Stomata in frequent. single rows. evenly distnibuddd••.
............  £• arilsttlaUfl (St.m)
Stomata in single rows. irregularly distributed.
.................. Lk fidmPdOIXl£ (AD)
35. Stomata with small epidermal cell adjacent..
................... monLa^ (Stem)
Not as abova..................................................................................... 36
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36.
37.
38 .
39.
40 .
41.
42.
43#
44.
45.
B>idermal oells thin, flejuiouaj stomata 70 a long..........»
. . . . .. . . K. nonscrlpta ■ (AD,AB)
Bp 1 dermal cells thick, rigid; stomata 40 0 long*.......
..............  !• pae^<i^ccffaB (ad,ab)
Spider r al oells thick. rigid; atom^s 20-30/i long.....
.............. ooaifraaua (AD.AB)
Stomata in single row* »••••• • ••••  .................. 38
Stomata in two adjacent rows..... ••••••• P, annua (AD)
Subsidiary cells talla****••*•............ .•>•••*•*•.......... 39
Subsidiary cells lmw2* praienlll (AB)
Un dd 1X6^111110. cells taeering at ends; subsidiary
cells sane length as guard cells.•£. glootrata (AD.AB)
i
Cells hardly taeering at ends; subsidiary cells shorter 
than guard cells.............. ............................ P. annua (AB)
Unad!!erentiated cell length at least 4 x breadth.. 41
Not as abcov..(,.a.........*•.............. .....••••• 44
Cells straight. m>re or less earallel-sided......... . .• 42
•cells* curved; corncoBed of smUer cells.,.Sehagnum egg. 
Cells at least 10 x long as br^ad. •••.«••..«••.••• • 43
Not as above.................................................... Polyirlch^m agg.
Cell walls thin, fie .ucue.. L. nerenne or P. trlvialle
Cell walls thick. rigid........................... .. D. floxuoBa (AB)
Cells more or loss elongatedd,...... J.. avlvaHtn (AB)
Cells mire or less rounded............... ............... .. 45
WUa thin and flexacus#.............. ................. 2* Piloaa (AB)
taHs thick. rigid......................... .. L. cumeserls (AB)
38
46. Stomata present.•••*••••••...............................*•••••*•• 47
Stomata absent* •••••••••••..........•••••••........... ............... 62
47. Walls ’knobbed’............................................................................. 43
Not aa above*•••••••••••*•• •.................. ••••••••••••• 51
48. Stomata about 100/i long*nemorosa (AT,// )
Stomata not more than 50/i long* ••••••**• *.............. 49
49* Walls usually bent at knobs**********..****.............. 50
Walls not bent at knobs| occasional hair bases* ••••••••
.............. !• Pre tone* (AB)
50. Kails very Irregular In shape.......... J. lupullna (AD,AB)
Walls Irregular................................ L, oornloql.tuq (AD,AB)
51* Cells Interlocking, jig-saw shaped****..........*........... 52
Not as above*••••••••••••••*••••••*•••••••••••••* 55
5?« Stomata frequent*••••••••• *.......................••••••••••• 53
Stomata infrequent..................... K. nigrum (AD)
53« Stomata more or less elongated.• ••••••••*•••••••• 54
Stomata more or less circular*•••• • • • £* vulgaris (AB)
54. P. aculllnuat I* Photographs.
55* Stomata with 1 small epidermal cell adJacent.••• ..............
................ !• ££G£Ua (A3)
Stomata with 2 small epidermal cells adjacent.••••• $6
Stomata surrounded by close ring of small epidermal
o«iie...................................................... ft> asgp.ar?ua 0tem)
Stomata without small epidermal cells adjacent. • ••• 58
56* Stomata circular*••••*••••*••••*•• £• euro aeus (stem)
Stomata elongated*•*••••*•*•••••••*••••••*•*••*••• 57
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57.
58.
59.
60 *
61.
62'.
63 .
64.
65 .
66.
67.
Stomata dnolisad by oimll epidermal cells..
.............. Oallum spp. (AD.\B)
Stoats not so enclosed............. k. afifiiofiSllfi (AD,AB)
Hair bases frequent.................................... .. .............,,,,,, 59
Ho hair baidi present. .............. ........................ 60
Stomata suken. t.. ................... agoea^lui (AD.AB)
Stomata less than 100 per square mm» L ullglnosuo (AB) 
Stomata more than 100 per square mm.. p. erecta (AB)
Stomata partly sunten.................. .. L. ^llgtnoBU) (AD)
Not as abOTe. ...•••• ..........•••••....  .............• 6l
Cell outline wavy......••.«..••••• V. canine (AD#AD)
Cell outline not wavy.............. £• vulgaris (A ft)
Cells with irregular outline. interlocking...... 63
Hot as above.. ..........•••••... ....••••••• 65
Cells with thin walls. simKo^s.•.. £• vulgaris (AD) 
Cells with thick walls. rigid. extremely sinuouss....
....•• £• aqulltnum (AD) 
Cuticle thin. not striate.... ..... V. myrrilluo (A D) 
Caticle thick. faintly striate.... X* oxvooccuo (AD) 
Ctlcle with strla^^s or o^'tiou^iar 'halra'.. •• 66
Hot as above.. ............ ...................... .. ......................... .. 69
Cell outline a^^l.ar......•••••• ••«••••••• •...•• 67
Oitline not sharply sn&dar...... •. P. vulgaris (AD)
Citicle strongly striate, no 'hairs'. K. citerea (AD) 
Citlcle faintly striate, 'hairs' present.......••..••
.............. K. tetralix (AD)
uo
68. Cell outline multi angular. ...*•••••..........•••••••••• 69
Cell outline rounded...................... .. ?. erectn (AD)
69. Glandular cells and hair bases frequent.• £. gale (AD,A3) 
Not as above..................... 2. pratenge and T. repens (AD)
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DESCRIPTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
The desorlptlons vhleh follow are iDtendod oolely
aa • guide to the UMitlfloatlon of spldsxmOL mterlal*
Call alzee ere in rainy oases variable aIthln fairly
wide liclts. The frequency* else end pattern o^
dlatrlbutlon of differentiated Mile la of greater
dlagnoatio value In apeolflo d 'termination.
1. qramlnga*
rmiia strnnimrga i* xiate 3
The adaxlal end the abaxlal surfon'a of the
leaves of this aped'a are almilar.
The w^e^l^ferentia^^ oella are 200-300 j In
length* and 20 ju broad tapering to 10 ju at the ends.
The valla ere thin* smooth and plttwL
Stomata ooour In a single row near eaoh ooetal
- „*■♦< * • '
areas The atonetai oella ere 40 ;i by 20
The stomatal subsidlary oella are paraaiel^alded*
oocaelonally extending below the 'djaoent epidermal oellae
No differentiate oella* other than stomata* ooour
ln the Inter-ooatal areaas
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 4
42
Alacssusua sratonala u
The adaxlal and the abaxlal surfaces of the
lerves of thia speoies are similar*
The undifferentiated oelle are 400600 ju In length*
and are 20 p vide tapering to 15 p at the ends*
The walla are thin and finely corrugated*
The stomata occur In a.single row near the oostal
areas* and are separated longitudinally by at least one
undifferentiated oell* The etonatal group of oells
measures 40 ju by 30 p, The etonatal subsidiary cells
are high parallel-elded and extend beloe the adjacent
r
epidermal cells*
Anthoxanthum fiiar&llUl U Plates 5*6
On the adaxlal surface.the undifferentiated
cells are from 250400 p In length and are 3040 ju
vide* hardly tapering* The vails are smooth and are not
pitted*
The stomata measure 40 p by 25 p, with low
done-shaped subsidiary oells which extend below the
adjacent epidermal cells*
Macro-hairs are frequent In the oostal areas
and are usually 200250 p in length*
are/
On the abaxlal surface the undifferentiated cells
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
U3
/are 300-400 4 In length and 25 4 wide with little or
no taper.
The wtcmwtw are aparaa on thia wurfwoe* The
atomaal oella are 55 4 by 20 4 with low pazrAlel-
alded eubeldlary oella whleh do not extend below the
edjaoent epld^r^^^ oellfe
Varo-halre are oommxx. on the costal reglona
and are sane 200-300 4 ln length. Mllrco-hnlrs of
40 fx length alao ooour here.
Cmomuma arUUtua l. Pistes 7*8
On the adaxiai surface of this speoles the
undifferentiated cells vary from 125-250 ja ln length.
Tielr width la about 25 4. The waais are not corrugated
but are heavily pitted, glvlng a similar appear^«no^
No atoms ta or other differentiated oella
were found on this surface.
The abaxlal surface oonslsts of undifferentiated
cells of 125 4 average length and 25 4 average breadth.
The central cells of the lnter-ooatal reglons have
thln waais which are liable to become dletcrt*!.
The sterna ta occur ln two or three i*owa adjacent
to the costal regions. They are 40 4 by 15 4, and
have parnaTel-sld^ subaldlary cells which hardly
extend/
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
/extend below the adjacent epidermal oella. The stomata
are separated horlxontally by one long oell or by a eequenoe
of one long oell* one abort oell and one long oell.
Micro-haIre are frequent ln the area between the
ooetal region and the stomatal region. They are of
UO-5O u length and have almost circular basal cells.
aaaixlla ttlaoaxaifi u Plate 9
The adaxlal and abaxlal surfaces of the leaves
of this species are similar.
The undifferentiated oells are 300-500 ju ln
length and UO pi broad tapering to 20 ju at the ends.
The vails are thin* smooth and unpitted.
Stomata occur ln a single row adjacent to the
ooetal areas* separated longitudinally by one epidermal
oell. The stomatal oella measure 35 ju by 30 The .
stomatal subsidiary oells are high dome shaped.
Mloro-hairs occur In the ooetal regions and
are about UO u long.
gftlgtKUBBfiia gfttBPUVfift <*••) Beauv. .latea 10*11
The undifferentiated oells of the adaxlal
epidermis are 150-250 jut ln length and 20 pi broad* with
no taper. The walla are smooth and pitted. These
oells ere papillate with usually one* but occasionally
two* papillae per cell.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
U5
Stomata are very frequent on this aurfaee. The
stomatal oells are 55 p long and 30 p vide. The atomatal
subsidiary oelle are low dome shaped or parallel-aided
and do not extend below the epidermal cells.
Micro-hairs of 30-1*0 p In length occur frequently
on this aurfaee* mainly In the lnter-eostal regions.
The cells of the abaxlal surfaoe ere 150-250 ju
In length and are 25 p wide. The walls are very thlok*
sinuous and pitted. Kach cell la separated from the
next In a longitudinal direction by a short* stout
micro-hair of 25“30 u In length.
No stomata were found on this surface.
figasnampflU Xlasuaaa (u) Trin. ,iatsa 12*13
The undifferentiated cells of the a axial
surface are 100-200 u In length and 10 p wide.
The walla are smooth* thin * and tend to become
distorted.
Stomata are scattered over the Inter-costal
regions. The stomatal cells are 30 p by 20 p } the
subsidiary cells are high domed.
Between the stomatal and costal areas* the
undifferentiated oells are separated longitudinally by
mloro-halrs* about 30 p long.
The oells of the abaxlal surfaoe are very
regular./
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/regular. They are 250-300 p ln length and 25 ji
broad with no taper. The waWlw are amooth* slightly
thle^med* with a few pits.
Ho etta^a are present on this ^^^^aoe.
yeatuoa rubra ’’’late 14
The undlfferentlatel sella of the adaxiai
eplderm.s are some 6o 4 by 15 p at the csntrs* taperlng
to a point at each end. The waWls are thln, smo^^h and
flemous.
Stomata are scattered over the surface.
The stomtal cells are 20 p by 10 pl the subaldlary cells
are low paraWlel alded.
Mllrcohelrs are frequent* 12-15 p long.
On the adaxiai surface* the undlflerentlated
cells are 40-90 p long and 10 p wide with no taper.
The walla are thln and finely corrugated. Bach cell
ls separated longitudinally by a slllcw cell, vertically
elongated* gu by 10 p.
There were no atomata on this surface.
fewduoa .gvlna u Plate 15
No adaxiai surface could be prepared from this
species.
The cells of the abaxlal ^^^faoe are 200-300 /J
long/
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/I<ng and 30 p wide# There la no taper# The waiae ere
thick and coarsely corrugated# The cello are aeparated
longitudinally by a allloa cell# vertically elongated 
and frequently C-ahan^,
Occasional haira occur of 100 p length# These 
arise adjacent to a slllca cell# and the hair base la 
20 /x square#
i'Pious L. Plato 16
The adaxlal and abaxlal eurfacea of the leaves 
of this 8pede8 ore similar#
The undifferentiated cells are 300 p long and 
30 p brcrolt with a a laght taaee s8 tth ends# The walla
are thin and pited# -ach cell la aeparated from the
next by a micro-halr# 50-60 p In length#
The atomata are generally dietributed over the 
epidermis# The stomatal cells measure 45 p by 30 p#
The aubaidlawy osHa are low dome shaped and do not 
extend below the other epidermal cells.
taaccohalra of up to 1 me In XexngbH occur in 
the costal regions and of uu et 500 p In the Inter­
costal regions#
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Lollum n ermine U Plates 17# 18
The undifferentiated cells of the adaxlal 
epidermis occur In irregular rows# They are 100-200 p
In length near the costal regions and about 500 p in the 
inter-costal. The walls are thin and unpitted#
The stomata are scattered over the epidermis#
The stomtal cells are 53 p by 35 p# with low dome sided 
subsidiary cells.
Ho other differentiated cells were found on this
surface#
On the abaxlal surface the cella are 450-800 p
in length and 30-40 p in breadth# The walls are thin#
and flexwcuis#
Ho stomata were found on this surface#
Mllnla caaeulca (L.) Moanch Plates 19#20
On the adaxlal surface the undffferentiated cells 
are 80-90 ju long and 10 p wide with no taper# The walls 
are thin and finely corrugated#
The stomata occur in numerous rows# and are 
separated longitudinally by one undifferentiated cell#
The stomatal cells are 20 p by 15 p; the subsidiary cells 
are tall herm-centrlc or dome-shapcd#
allies cell and couples are frequent;
the micro-haire have square basal cells. The silicu
bUlsi#/
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/bodies are of Irregular shape and also*
^ecoo-halrs ooour principally In the costal 
regions and are 50-60 p in length* Also in the 
costal regions there occur rows of silloa and suberose 
cells Intermixed. The silica bodies of these cells are
dumb-bell shaped or H-shaped.
On the abaxlal surface the cells an 100 p long 
and 15 p broad with no taper* The walls an thin and
finely corrugate.
Then are occasional rows of silica cells and 
cork cells* The silica bodies are dnbell sha?ed.
The silica bodies of the cells in the Inter­
costal region are H-shaped or variable*
tfardua at^ota U i’lites 21,22
On the adaxiai surface the undifferentiated cells 
are 50-70 ju long and 10 p breed. The walls are thin*
coarsely corrugated and piHed* Most of the cells are 
papillate^ the papillae smll In the inter-costal areas 
but up to 30 p lcmg In the costal areata.
The stomata are guneally distrlbu^d. The stomtal 
cells are 25 ju by 20 p; the subsidiary cells are low 
dome shaped or triangular*
On the abaxlal surface the cells are 150-250 }
long and 15 p broad. The walls are thick and coarsely
corrugated*//
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/ccrdlgah ed#
The etomata are scatteedU The atomtal cells 
are 30 p by 25 pi the jubsidiary cells are triangular.
Macro-hairs are found in the costal areas and are 
500 p long with occasional hairs of almost 1 mm#
Miro-hairs are also found# 70-90 p in length#
Rowe of silica and suberoae cello are frequent# 
The silica bodies are up to 50 p in length and variable 
in structure.
hleum drahwxae L l*laees 23»24i
On the adaxlal surface the undifferentiated cells 
are 250-350 p in length and 30 p in breadth# tapering to 
15 p# The walls are thin# finely corrugated and pitedl.
The stomata occur in one or two rows near the 
costal areas# . The stomatal cells masure 45 p by 25 pi 
the subsidiary'cells are parallel-iided# just extending 
below the adjacent epidermal cells.
On the abaxlal surface the cells are 250-400 p in 
length; breadth is 40 p tapering to 20 p at the ends#
The walls are thin and coarsely corrugated#
The stomata occur in single# very occasionally 
double# rows#separated longitudinally by one epidermal 
cell# The stomtal cells maaure U5 p by 25 pi the
subsidiary cells are parallel elded and extend below the 
adjacent epidermal cells.
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Poa annua. L# Platea 25# 28
On the adaxlal aurfaoe the undifferentiated oelle 
are of 150 u average length and 30 a average breadth#
The oella taper at the enda to about 15 p# The walla 
are thin and an^th#
The atomata are usually in two rows near the 
costal regia# separated longitudinally by one or more 
undifferentiated oelle* The stomatal cells mjasure
30 p by 25 pi the subsidiary ce^ls are straight-aided 
or hemlorntrlc and extend belcw the adjacent epidermal cell* 
in many cases they sppesr to be shorter than the guard cells*
Ho other differentiated cells we e found on this
surface#
On the abaxlal surface the cells are 150-250 p 
in length and 25 p wide* The walls are thin# smooth
and unpittdU
P The stomata oocur in one row adjacent to the
costal area# The atooatal oells mMaere 35 p by 30 p> 
the subsidiary cells are almost straight-aided and are 
shorter than the guard cells* They do not extend to any
extent below the epidermal cella*
jam P^atmela U rietee 27,28
On the edaxlal surfeoe the undifferentiated cells
meaur^
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/measure 100-200 /x long and 25 /a broad. taperlng to 
10 ju at the enda* The rails are thin and
The etcrnita are seattered over the surface.
The stmtal calls masure 40 p by 30 juj the subsidiary 
cells are straight sided and extend below the adjacent 
epidermal cells.
Ob the abaxlal surfaca the undifferentiated 
cell* are 250-400ju in length and 20 p wide, with l'ttle 
or no taper. The rails are thin, finely or aoareely
oorrugated and piteeoa
The stomata ooour in single rows beside the costal 
areas. The sto^tsl cells masure 50 ju by 20 u> the 
subsidiary cells are parallel elded and do not extend 
below the ad^aon^ epidermal cells.
if trlvialla l Plates 29,30
The undifferentiated cells of the adaxiai 
surface are 100-200 u in length end 20 /a broad taperlng 
to 10 u. The vails are thin, smooth and unpitted.
The etomata occur in rows or ray be scattered.
The stomal cells masure 35 p by 15 uj the subsidiary 
cells are low he^li^trlc.
Ocaslone! mlcroo-halrs of 25 ju lmgth are found 
in the inter-coata! regions.
On the abaxlal surface the cells are 350-500ju 
in length and SOa broad, taperlng slightly. The walls 
are/
53
/are thin and flejuicuis.
No atonata or other differentiated oella were
found on thia surface*
(
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FLATS 3
Agrostla stolonIfera L.
Leaf - Adaxlal and Abaxlal epidermis
1. x 70
2. X 280
3. x 750
□3
PLAT* 4
Alopeourua
Leaf — Adaxiai and Abaxlal epidermis
1. s 70
3. 5. *' 750
5&
PLAT'S 5
,,nthoxHnV.ui3 gloryturn U 
Leaf • Adaxlal epidermis.
2. x 70
3. * 750
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?LATK 6
MtkaauailiBiffi Qdoratura u 
Leaf • Abaxlal epidermis*
1. x7O
2. x 280
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PLATS 7
gynoourub grlatutua L. 
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis
1. x 70
2. x 280
3. x 750
59
FLATS 8
Smggurua scislalua u 
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis*
2. x 280
60
PLATS 9
flfiSVUB glome rata L.
Leaf - Adaxlal and Abaxlal eplderml8.
1. x 70
2. x 280
3. x 750
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PLATE 10
Deaohampsia sfigaEllWa (L ) Besuv. 
Loaf - Adaxiai epidermis.
1. X 70
2. X 280
3. X 750
6?
PLATS 11
DMgfafifWBla cacapUooa (L. } Beauv. 
Leaf - Abaxlal cplderrnla.
2» x 750
 6j
?X*AT ■ 12
laaoharcpb1a flexuoaa (L.) Trln.
Leaf — Ad axial ap 1 derail <#
1. X 280
2 X 750
1ZLATK 13
Deachampala flexuoaa (L.) Trin. 
Leaf — Abaxlal surface
2. x 280
3. x 750
'■ 5 65
FLATS 11*
Futuua rubra l.
Leaf — Adaxlal •Tidertnla.
1. X 280
Leaf • Abtalal epidermis*
1. X 70
2» x 280
<56
PLATE 15
-33tug! gvlna L.
Leaf - Adaxiai epidermis.
1. x 70
2. x 280
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FLATT? 16
Holotis Ionatua L.
Leaf — Adaxlal and Abaxlal epidermis*
3. x 750
PLAT* 17
LalMm Perenne L.
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis*
1. X 70
2. X 280
3. x 750
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PLATS 18
kalVirc -grcftqe l.
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
1. x 70
2. x 280
i
 70
PLATS 19
"oltnlo aaemlea (L.) Koenoh
Leaf ~ Adaxlal epidermis*
x 750
71
gliftla caorulo (
oaf b&xlal oplderails
oonch
t 230
2. * 7‘0
PLATS 21
'aMua atrlota L»
Leaf — Adaxiai epldermls*
1. x ?80
2 X 750
73
PLAT1? 22
Mardua atglsia.
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis*
2. x 280
3. x 750
 7U
PLATS 23
hl— ££ftJJB&£ u 
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis*
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PLATS 21»
JJUeum prateose L.
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis*
2. X 280
3. x 750
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’LAT3 25
_oa annug L.
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis.
1. x 70
2. X 280
3. x 750
77
PLATE 26
_ob Sanaa L»
Leaf — Abaxlal epidermis.
3. x 750
(O
PLATE 27
_2ii Pra^ensla L.
Leaf - Adaxiai epidermis*
1. x 70
2* x 280
3* x 750
79
PLATS 28
3. x 750
60
PILATE 29
£aa .tcivUMe l.
Leaf — Adaxlal epidermis.
3. x 750
81
PLATE 30
_a,i .tclv-UUs i»
Leaf - Atbxlel epld 'mis.
1. x 70
2. % 280
3. x 750
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gam eohlnata Mrr, Plat* 31
The undlfferrntlated oella an the adaxlal Buneae
•re elongated and In regular raea* They mature 150 ja
In length and 30 /a In breadth. They are thlek-wallad
•1th aaarae earrugatlana.
Ba differentiated oelle were found an thia aurface.
The undifferentiated oella ef the abaxlal aurface
tid to be allghtly amHer, with an average length of
125 ju and breadth of 25 ju. They are thlak-wlll^l with
omrae oarrugatlcne.
etdata aoour In Irregular raw a. The atomtal
group mawurea 50 ja by UO;uj the aubsldlary oella are
triangular.
Caca* nigra (L) Salehm Plate 32
On the adaxlal aurfaoe the oella rnasure 30-60 yu
In length and are 20 p In breadth. The walla are thlok
and ooriugated. Oodlcx^aiy the oelle are expanded In
width at cne end.
Ko atrnata or other differentiated oella were
found an thia aurface.
The abuttal unddfferentlated oella mawure 20-U0 jn
In length and are acme 15 ju In width. The walla are
thloV
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/thlok and ooarsely corrugated, Kost of these oells
are singly papillate.
The stomata are soattered. The atomatal
oells measure 30 ja by 40 jai the subsidiary oells ere
tall triangular.
£&£3Z mlflTa L» latea 33.34
The undifferentiated oells of the adaxlal surface
are In regular rows and measure 100-120In length end
are 30 /a In breadth. The walls are thick and coarsely
okrrugsted.
Ho differentiated oells were found on thia surfaoe.
On the abaxlal surface the cella are 50-90 p In
length end 20 pi wide. The walls are thlok and ooarsely
oorrugated. The cella are frequently paplllatef single
papillae occur in most of the undifferentiated oells
but In those adjaoent longitudinally to the stomata the
papillae are double. These papillae overarch the stomatal
pore to aom extent.
The stomata are In lrre ular rove. The stomatal
oells meesure 50 pi by 40 ^uj the subsldlar oells are
tall heralcentrlo or triangular.
Mo other differentiated oells were found on this
surfaoe.
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Brlgghomn angiUtolUa PLataa 35*36
On the adaxiai surface the undifferentiated oellaHr
ooour 1a Irregu mr rows# They rnaaur# 50*70 p 1a lrng^h
end 25 * ia breadth. Shorter oell# of 25 /i equare occur
occaelonally# The walla are thick and finely
corrugated#
The atocrata are aeattaiede The stomtal cell#
manure 60 * by 60 yu the eubeldlary celle are low heml*
apherloal and are ahorter than the guard cellie
On the ahead a 1 aurface the cell# are ln regular
row# and they mmaeure 65 fx by 35 y» The walla are thick
and finely corrugated#
90 a^o^m^ta or other dlfrerentlated oella were
found on thla aurface«
SrODh *rum nwtoalM i Plate 37
On thla atem the costal area oella measured
40-60 ju by 25 y ln breadth* The walla are thick and
coarsely corrugated* The inter<*}ostal undiffermtletert(
cell# are lsaa regular ln length than thoee above#
The atomta occur in narr«w banda# two or three
row# wide# The atoma.! oella mamire 50 yu by 40 |if
the sub8ldisry oella are low hemispherical#
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l£ljhoffih£t£m maBlta«M» (U) Hartman Plata 38
The undifferentiated oella of the flowering 
atom are 120180 ft long and 20 /a wide. The walla are
thick and coaraely corrugated.
The stomata occur In irregular rowa in the 
inter-»oostal arsaa. The atom tai oella msaBure 60
by 40 yuj the subsIdlazy oella are lew hemlspheeleal 
or straight aided.
Ho other differentiated oella were found on
the epideimls of thla stem.
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M.ATK 31
fs.h.laala
Leaf — Tdaadal. epldezmla.
1. X 280
Leaf — Tbaxlal epldermla.
1. X 280
?. X 750
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PLATH 32
_____ nigra (L) R«iohard
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis.
1. x 280
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
1. x 280
2. x 750
Of
FUT 33
Sam gmlaaa l.
L eaf - Adeaclal epldermla
X
K
1. x 70
S, X WO
■ ■
II ffttZ
rUni "
-arox panlcea L.
Leaf - Abaxiel curl'ace*
3U
1. * 70
2. X 280
3. x 750
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HLATR 35
anguatlfollutn Honok. 
Leaf • Adaxlal epidermis*
1. x 70
2. x 280
t
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PLATE 36
Krlophorum anKuatlfollum Sanok. 
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
2. x 280
yi
PLATS 37
Leaf epldermla*
1. x 280
2. x 280
3» x 260
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Trlohoshonim oagopitoquo (L.) Hartman 
Flowering atom 6pidermis*
p« X 280
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3. Junoocece
Janqafi JBElUMidsMS u Hate 39
on the aerial parte of this plint the
undifferentiated cella measure 100-128 u ln length and are 26 u
wide* The walla are thio* end are barely corrugated.
The etomate ore In rows distributed generally
over the epidcmls. They rre separated longitudinally
by usually one undlf ertntlated cell. The stomatal 
oella measure 40 u by 36 uj the subsidlcry cells are low 
hemispherical.
Ho other differentiated cells were found.
June nr effusus L. Plate 40
Ttv undifferentiated celle vy ooneldevably
ln length but eve urully within the vange 50-80 u long
and 20 u bread# The wellr are thlok> with fvcqutnt
cellulone outgrewthe Into the cell*
The etorart& ave ecotterede The rtooatal cella 
measure 50 u by 50 u; the eubeldlovy ce Is ave tell 
hecal npherlcel.
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jCiQflSia fiflUA££2BUft u Plate U1
On the adaxlal surface the undifferentiated
oelle are U0-80 ju In length and 15 ju In width*
The walls are thlok and smooth* occasionally undulating*
The stomata are generally distributed. The stomatal
oells measure 30 yu by 25 ju; the subsidiary oelle are
low heral-spherleal or straight sided.
On the abaxlal surface the undifferentiated oells
measure 80-100 p. In length and 25-30 ju In breadth.
The walla are thlok with cellulose outgrowths Into the
oell whloh give the wall a coarse appearance.
Mo other differentiated oells were found.
&SUB11& Pllosa (L.) Wllld. latea U2*U3
Cn the adaxlal surfaoe the undifferentiated
oells measure 50-150 p, In length with an average of
90 ju. They are 20 ju broad. The walls are thlok and
ooorsely corrugated.
Stomata oocur in Irregular rows In the Inter-
oostal area and are usually separated longitudinally
by one* or more* epidermal oells. The stomatsl cells
measure 30 ju by 30^1 the subsidiary oells are straight
sided.
cn the abaxlal surfaoe the oells are In Irregular
rows. They are almost lsodlametrlo* measuring soma
00/
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/4O p. eoroaa* The walla are thln and flernuxia*
Ho other differentiated oella ware found*
Luana oammearla (l ) dc* Plate* 44.45
Oft the adaxiai aarfaoe the undifferentiated
oella are 60-110 ju In length and are 25 /x wide, taperlng
alghtly. The mala are thlok and arc finely eorrugated*
The ctomata ooour ln rows ln.the lnter-ooatal
area* The atom tai oella meiure 40 pi by 30 pt the
aubaldlary cella are straight alded*
On the ataxlal eurfaoe the oella ooour ln
irregular rowa* The oella are not truly reo^^gu^^w
The waaia are thln and plttid* The oella vary ln
dlamter from 50-6O u.
Mo other dlf feiesntlatid eella were found*
Lmmla avlvatloa (Huds* ) (laud* Platea 46.47
On the adaxiai eurfaoe the undlfferentlated
oella are usually iOO-130 pi ln length with occasional
ahort oella of 30-50 p length. They are all about
20 p wide* The waaia are thlok end eorrugatidU
The Bt<Mata are eo^laed to the lnter-ooatal
area* ln lrregular rowa* The atomaal cella Masure
30 u by 25 pt the aubaldlary oella are tall do^e-ahapM*
un the ataxlal aurface the oelle are In regular 
rowa* They measure rom &J-120 u n length and 25 pi
ln width*
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PLKTK 39
□jnasia artloulatUB L.
Leaf epidermis*
1. x 70
3. x 750
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LT $ 40
1< X 70
X 280
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PLATS U1
Juncua aquarroBua L.
Leaf - Adaxiai epidermis*
1. x 280
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis*
2. x 280
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PLATE U2
Piloaa (L.} Wllld.
Leaf - Adaxlal apldermls, •
2. x 280
x 750
100
PLATK U
Lusula aUoaa (l. ) wma.
Leaf • Abaxlal epidermic#
2. x 280
101
PLATS UU
Luailii Q^fqpeatrls (L.) DC. 
Leaf - Adaxiai epidermis.
2. x 280
3. x 750
102
.. PLAT U5 
oaapestrls (L. ) DC.
Leaf • Abaxlal surface.
1. x 70
2. X 290
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PLATS 46
LuWa sylvaUca (Huds. ) Gaud. 
Leaf - Adaxlal spids^mia.
1. x 70
3. x 750
101+
Plate IT*
Lusmla aylvatlca (Hude, ) Gaud. 
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
1. x 70
2. z 280
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u Lagwalfloaaft
Lathyrua OTQtarnaa fterah. Platea 48,49
On the stem epldenala the oells are In Irregular
roes. They ere of various lengths but are mostly 35 fi
vide* The oelle In mw^ eases taper to a point at one
end*
The stomata are aoattered over the eurftoe• and
their poree are orientated lengthwise. The guard oelle
measure 45u by 30 yu &aoh stone htt a emtl epidermal
oell alongside.
On the adaxlal turfaoe of the leaf the oelle
are irregular ln alma *nd shape and have thln walla.
The stomta, vhleh are allghtly sunken, are not
orientat'd* The guard oelle aeasure 40 yi by 30 p.
On the abaxlal eurfaoe of the leaf the longer
diamter of the oollt tanda to be along the asms dlreotlon
at the nearest veUu The stomata are similar to those
on the upper aurftoe.
LaUf gormlculatM l. Platea 50,51
Both turftoet of thia leaf are rather almllar*
The oella are irregular in ehape and site. The valla
are thin and knobbed. The at<mata rnasure 30 ju by
30 yi. They are not orientated.
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L2filA UllglnoBUS Sohkuhr Plate. 52»55
The adaxlal eurfaoe of the leaf hae irregularly
ehaped oella with thin mils whloh are not knobbed*
Thm stomata, which are partly auntm, measure
30 fi by 30 ;u. They are not orientat'd*
The abaxlal surface ia almilar-exoept that it hae
oeoaalonal halra, up to 2 mm long. The hair beees are
circular,
acdjgaga luPQlaa l. late 34
The adaxlal end abaxlal eurfaaes are a-mllap. 
xh« oella are jlg«aaw in type. The walla are knobbed.
Stoma ta are not orientated. The guard oella
measure 25 u by 20 fit
aaro^t^agnua acopariua (L} Wlmrmr Platea 35*56
On the stem of thia epecies the cells are in
irregular rows. The rnlla are smooth and thiek. -
The att^sta, which are scattered and orientated
lengthwise, measure UO jx by 30 yu They are eaeh
surrounded by a rlnr of awdl epidermal oelle.
The adaxlal and abaxlal surfacea of the leaf
are similar to one another, The cells are more or
leas straight sided, irregular in eiae and shape.
The walla are thiek and pitted.
The atemata are scattered and are not orientated.
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The etomtal oella Masure 30 fi by 30 ja» They
ar# partly sunken Into the epidermis.
Hairs* of 400-500 ft length* era frequent on
both aurfacee.
IrUqUua eratwag L - Plata 37
On the adaxiai aurface the ' aplderme. cella
ere atrelght aided but Irregular In size and ahape*
On the abaxlal surface the cells ere larger
with thick* knobbed'wallfe
The etomita are eeattered and are not orientat'd*
They measure 15 M by 13 p
Hire are frequent on the atanlal eurfaca*
masurlng frcm 300-800 ft*
Trifoium repena l Plate
The adaxiai eurface of this species le similar 
to that of 1# BietAmga
On the abaxlal eurfece the cells are irregular in
ehape and sixes The cell edges ere waved but are not
knobbed#
The stomata are eeattered and are not orientet<dl.
The etomrtal cells masure 30 ye by 20
UCX WfOTagUB L Plata 59
On the stem epidermis of tils saciles* the cells
are/
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/are arranged irregularly in roes. The Bttmata are
soatteiert orer the eurfsoe and are orientated with their
pores longitudinal^.. The stomtal guard oellt measure
10 ft by 30 fx and usually have two smtl epidcimtl
oells adjaoent to thess
Visit tepf L -Plate 59t
The sdaxlnl and sbaxlal leaf surfaces of this
species are similar.
The oells are Jigsaw fc type* irregular in sise
and ehape.
The stcmats are soattered and are not orientated.
The stomtal guard oells rnasure 33 fa by 30 u.
Ocooslonal hairs of up to 1 mo are found.
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PLATE U8
■ath./rus months Bemh. 
Stem epidermis*
2. x 280
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FLATS 49
Lathy rug motanus ^rah. 
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis.
1. X 280
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
1. x 70
2. X 280
Hl
PLATE 50 
Lioiwa corniculatus L.
Loaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
1 x 70
2. x 280
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PLATS 51
LslEfi ooralculatua L 
Leaf- Abaxlal epidermis*
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PLATS 52
Lrtua ULWrtPWW Bchkuhr 
Leaf — Adaxiai epidermis*
2 x 280
PLATS 53
LgtUB Ullflnoaua Sotikuhr 
Leaf - Abaxlal epidei-rals.
1. x 70
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PLATK 5U
MMlMgg lupullna L 
Leaf - Adaxlal epldernda.
1. X 230
L^iat — Ataaial epidermis.
!• x 230
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PLATE 55
Sar<gttamvis aooparlus (L. ) Wimmer 
Stem epidermis* .
1. X 70
2. X 280
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FLATS 56
sarothmmus ecoparlua (L. ) S lmm»r 
Leaf — Adaxlal and A'oaxlal epldermia.
2. x 280
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PLAT1? 57
Trifoiius prsisess L.
Leaf — Adaxiai epldemmls*
1. x 280
Leaf • Absxlal epidermic
1 x 70
?• X 280
too
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fLATK 58
l£i£2liwa rePena L.
Leaf — Abaxlal epldermla
 120
. OAATO 59
max wrooaoua L. 
stem epldermle.
1. x 260
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PLATTS 59a
Xifllft septum L.
Leaf - Adaxlal and Abaxlal epidermis*
£• x 280
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5. Brlcaceee
cplluna vBtaacla (l } Hull nate 60
On the adaxlal eurfaee the celle am jigsaw in type.
They are thin walled and have faintly striate cut In.
On the abaxlal surface the cells are slightly
elongated and jigsaw In type.
On thia surface the stcmata are scattered, they
are occasionally crimtated lengthwise. They maeure
30 j by 30 p.
l\ris,a jgd££M L Plate 61
The epidermal cells cf the adaxlal surface are
irregularly pclygcnal in shape. They have thick, pitted 
walls and the cuticle is strongly striate.
Nc abaxlal surface cculd be prepared frcm this
species.
SjlSfi tgtrallx L. Plate 62
The cells of hhe adaxlal epidermis ara similar
to thcse cf £. cinerea with the exception that they have 
cuticular 'halra9 cn then. masuring frcm 600-900yu
yasslnUm wyUllua. u Plate 63
On the adaxlal surface the cells are irregular
to/
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/in shape aed sls<# The walls ers think# Ho stoesta
were found on thia surface.
On ths sbaxlal surfscs the oelle sre lrregulsr 
ie shspe sed size, Jigsaw le type. The walls sre thick.
The stomats sre sparse sed sre partly sunken.
The guard cells masure US by 30 p*
Yf<;gl,n)iwQ WCgggUB u 
On the edaxlal
but moesiy polygoeal, 
On the sbaxlal
ie shspe sed size.
> I
surfsce the cells sre 
The rails sre thiol#
surfsce the cells sre
Piste 6u 
lrregulsr
lrregulsr
The sttMats sre frequeet, usually orleetsted 
lengthwise. The guard cells masure UO fx by 23 pi.
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PLATS 60
Ollttn.a Ytlgat-ls (L. ) Hull
Leaf - Adaxlal and AbaxXal epldermia.
Leaf — AdaxAH epidermis.
1. X 280 
Leaf — Abaxlal epldermia.
1. X 280
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PLATE 61 
Krifia cLneiaa L.
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis
1. X 70
2. X 260
3. x 750
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PLATS 62
grlco tetralix L.
Leaf - Adaxiai epidermis.
1. X 280
2. X 280
w
»X v •?-1
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3
■ZftgfiW.Mm mrrtll aa L»
1 oaf - Adaxlal epldeimla.
1. x ?ao
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermic
1. x sao
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PLAT'S 6U
oxyooeous l.
Leaf — Adaxlal epidermis.
2. X 280
Leaf — Abaxlal cl dermis.
1. X 70
1. X 280
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6. Qtfr<?E..g,9KaM, lanta
flnwmi a®a2£2as. i* natn 65/ ‘ ' 4
The edaxlal and abaxlal surfaces of the leaves 
of this species are similar.
The oella are Irregularly shaped, tending towards 
the Jigsaw type. The walls are thick and knobbed.
The stomata are frequent.. The guard oells 
measure 90 p by 50 fi,
Konslcua Ol££UQ Plata 66
On the edaxlal eurface of this speoles the
oells are Irregular and Jigsaw ln type. The walls are 
thin.
The atomata are very sparse and measure 50 /i by
25 ju.
No abaxlal surface oould be prepared from this species.
rA&WlaB aai-fifi£lElJl£ (U ) Oarcke 1 late 67
The adaxiai and abaxlal surfaeea of the leaves
of this species are similar.
The oells are ln regular rows, with the walls
thin and flexuous.
The stomata are scattered. The guard oells 
measure 70 p by 50 ju.
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Qall im BBifflUlS L« Plate 68
The adaxlal and abaxlal surfaces of the leaves 
of this species are similar#
The cells are Irregular ln size and shape with 
thin walls#
The stomata are Irregularly orientated lengthwise# 
The guard cells measure UO ji by 15 pi and have two small 
epidermal cells alongside#
Uallum verum L# ’’late 69
The adaxlal and abaxlal surfaces of the leaves
of this species are similar#
The cells are Irregularly shaped* jigsaw ln
type# The walls are thin#
The stomata are sparse and measure 30^ by 15 jx.
Frequent macro-hairs are present* measuring up
to 200 /x ln length#
Xrla nseudacorua L# Plate 70
The adaxlal and abaxlal surfaces of the leaves
of this species are similar#
The oells are arranged In regular rows# The
walls are thick#
The stomata are scattered and are orientated 
longitudinally# The guard oella measure UO jx by UO jx9
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Mrt.e.a aaJ£ l. Plate 71
The adaxlal and abaxlal aurf^aoea of the leave® 
of this apeoles are almilar.
The oelle are irregularly polygonal with thick 
walla. The etomata are very aparae; the guard celle
measure 20 ji by 15 p.
There are frequent ha ire on the surface# which 
measure up to 400 p in length.
Glandular structures are also frequent. The 
epidermal cells radiate from their base.a
H.rthclw oBgltagfflm €- ) Hula. Plate 72
The adaxlal and abaxlal eurfecce of the leavea 
of this epeciea are simiar.
The cells are elongated# in irregular rows. The 
walla are thick.
The stomata are scattered; the guard cells 
measure 30 p by 25 p and the atomtal pores are 
orientated lengthwise. '
"olygala vulflarla L Plates 73,74
On the adaxlal surface the cells are irregular 
in shape with thick# pitted walla.
On the abaxlal surface the oells are irregular
with thick# unpitted walla.
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The stomata are scattered and the guard cells 
measure 40 p by 30 p.
■■’otcntllla ereota (L. ) Hauaoh Plata 75
On the adaxiai surface the cells are Irregular
In shape and size with thick walls.
On the abaxlal surface the cells are Irregular
with thick# pitted walls.
The stomata are scattered and masure 40 yu by
25 p.
There are frequent hairs on this surface#
masurlng up to 1 mm
. ►
Kuraa aoqtoaqUa L ’lata 76
In this species the adaxiai and abaxlal surfaces
4 ’
of the leaves are similar.
The cells are irregular in size and shape with
thin walls which are slightly flexuous.
The stomata are scattered and are occasionally
orientated with the stomatal pore longitudinal.
» I
The guard cells masure 80 ji by 40 p. The stomata usually 
have two smll epidermal cells beside them.
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VLOLa oanlna u Plate 77
The adaxlal and abaxlal surfaces of the leaves
of thia species are simLlar.
The epidermal cells are irregular in sise and
shape. The walls are thick.
The stomata are scattered and are not orientated.
The guard cells measure 70 p by 6o pi.
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?LT5 65
ABfHWWS, nemoroBa L.
Leaf — Adaxlal epidermis.
1. X 280
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
1. X 70
2. X 280
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HATS 66
gmPetruCT nig-tmm, 1.
Leaf — Adaxiai epldepmia.
Wfc
1. X 280
136
SLATS 67
JEhhCSisa flga-ac_glEtU6 (L. ) Uareke 
Leaf — Adaxlal and Abaxlal epidermis*
1. x 70
2. x 280
iXATK 68
iaiiiLS BBflUle L.
Leaf * Adaxiai and Ataxlal epidermis.
2. X 280
3. X 280
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PLATS 69
^allum verum L.
Leaf — Adaxlal mnd Abaxlal erldermlm*
1. X 70
2. X 280
JRLATK 70
•LEifi. Peeudacorua L.
Leaf - Adaxlal and Abaxlal epidermis.
1. x 70
2. x 230
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SLATS 71
Wvlam ^alo L
Leaf — Adaxlal mnd Abaxlal epidermis.
1. x 70
2. x 280
FLATS 7?
PlrtlHOlBB oaBlfragum (L. ) 
Leaf - Adaxiai and Abaxlal
Buds, 
inidarml
1. x 70
2, x 280
Ik2
PLAX 73
-fllmla vulgaris L.
Leaf - Adaxlal epidermis.
1. X 70
2. X S8O
 1U3
PLATS 7U
olygala vulgaris L.
Leaf — Abaxlal epldermis*
1. X 70
2* X 280
 1W*
PLATK 75
-jals&nnp, eroeta (L) Ruaoh 
Leaf • Adaxiai epidermis.
1. X 280
Leaf - Abaxlal epidermis.
2. x 280
1U5
PLATR 76
RUmex acetOBella L.
Leaf - Adaxlal and Abaxlal eplderml6.
2. x 280
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77fW
VtOla cm Ina L.
Leaf 4 Adaxlal cnd Abaxlal cpidcrtnls*
1. X 70
* 
/ - V
2. X 280
3. x 750
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7. -Pteriagphyta
HTiaiim aOMlinPUm U . Plata 78
On the adaxiai surface of the frwid the cells
are jigsaw in type with thick walls.
On the abaxlal surface the cells are similar,
slightly more contorted and with thicker walls.
The stomata are frequent. The stomatal cells
masure 50 jx by 30 jx.
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*LAT“ 78
Pteridlum aoullinum L.
Frond - Adaxlal epidermis.
1. X 280
Frond - Abaxlal epldermla
1. x 70
2. x 280
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8. Bgyothyta
Polytrlotrnm aggregate Plata 79
In the leaf of this plant the cello are in
regular rows. They have thin fleauous walla and rnasure 
about 10 jj square.
in the leaf sheath the cells are elongated and 
measure about 100 ji by 10 p.
Sphagnum aggregate Plate 80
The cell groups in the leaves of this plant are
irregular in shape, each group consisting of some 12 - 
18 smaier cells. The walls are thin
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PLATS 79
Prtrt,rUto«
Leaf - Adaxiai and Abaxlal epidermis*
1* x 280
Leaf Sheath • Adaxiai and Abaxlal e lderrela.
1* x 280
PLATE 80
sphcgnun cgg.
Leaf - Adaxlal cnd Abaxlal epidermis.
1. X 280
JR AV•y 11 |S
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INTHODUCTiCH
Many workers have reported on the habits and 
diet preferences of sheep# utilising two min lines of 
approach to the subject. These are %
(a) an investigation oi the grazing habits or 
flock mco/ement with the actual species grazed as an 
incidental feature, and
(b) an investlgatIon of the species grazed# 
with floxsk movement as an incidental feature.
In the present investigation the second type 
of approach was used but the results were correlated 
with data obtained frcm workers in the first type of 
investigation.
Hill sheep are gregarious creatures with an 
inborn flocking instinct and they therefore tend to 
stay close to one another and to their own grazing 
area. Each heft tends to have its own regular 
system of movemnt over its rake or hlrsel and this 
again appears to be an inborn instinctive movemOTnX# 
mcoltfied locally by the climatic conditions and by 
the herbage available. in general# hill sheep tend
to move towards the upper slopes of a hlrsel as 
darkness approaches and prefer to spend the nights 
on/
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/on the higher ground* ae a defence against low-ground 
predators. This Is evident In some cases where the change 
In altitude Is only a few feet. In the mornings* at or 
before dawn* they move downhill rather quickly to graze 
the lower at d usually more succulent herbage of the lower 
slopes and bum-sides (Heddle 1948).
Investigations by observation have been made on 
the specific grazing habits of sheep. Tribe (19U6) In 
an analysis of three factors (general behaviour* specific 
choice of herbage and the reasons for such a choice) 
found that hill sheep had a working day of approximately 
11+ hours. More than half of this time was spent In 
actual grazing* nine to ten hours each day being spent 
In resting and rumination. The distance travelled was 
about three miles ebch day* this distance being little 
affected by change In botanical constituents of the 
pasture.
Further investigations by the same author 
(Trite 1950b) on Blackface sheep showed that their day 
could be split Into three activities - grazing* lying 
and Idling. The amount of time devoted to these 
occupations was fairly constant throughout the day.
Results from his study showed that there were 9i hours 
grazing* 13 hours lying and l£ hours Idling. In winter 
more grazing took place from 7 a. m. to 7 P«tn. than during 
the/
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/the summer and lees frcm 7 P#m to 7 a«nw The average 
distance travelled was 2.6 miles# this being covered 
mostly in daytime* This distance was greatest in
spring and autumn and least in summr. The distance
travelled after dark was greater in summer than in winter 
despite the longer nights of winter.
He further shewed that when bad weather is 
imminent a down w wads movement from the higher slopes 
may be seen or if the sheep are already on the lower 
slopes they will stay there (Tribe 1950b).
Hughes & Reid (1951) give data for a similar 
observational experiment. They quote a grazing period
of 9 hours (7*80 • 10*47 hours). in the period
June • August 95-100 % of this grazing time occurs 
during daylight hours whereas during D)oem^a^ only 
60 % occurs during the day. Idling# lying down and
ruminating occupied 11.4 hours (6*97 - 12*59 hours).
In summer mich of this occurred in daylight whereas 
in winter a greater proportion took place in darkness. 
Standing idle occupied 3*4 hours and walking idle 
1*8 hours. All the idling time took place during
the day in summer while in winter some took place 
during the hours of darkness.
Wlllmann (1955) suggests that younger sheep 
prefer higher ground and that in general sheep can 
go/
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/go for longer periods without water as such than any 
other farm animals#
Robinson (1953) considers that the Blackface 
breed of sheep mat display a more energetic grazing 
behaviour for foraging over difficult territory than 
any other breed#
Hu ter (1954a) observed the behaviour of 
Scottish Blackface sheep on hill pasture in south-east 
Scotland# He noted that apparently the sheep knew the 
location on the hill of any specific community e#g# 
heather, and w could frequently move directly towards 
it for a cwsiderable distance although out of sight 
of it# Only in the spring and at lambing time did the
ewes respond to bad weather by seeking shelter#
Comppriaons of the resting periods of these 
sheep with those of the lowland sheep investigated by 
Tribe (1949) showed that the Blackface sheep were more 
active during the daylight# The actual location of
grazing varied seasonally, due, as the author suggests, 
to the interaction of instinctive or acquired behaviour 
with the nature of the grazing, to meteorological or 
nutritional factors and to the presence or absence of 
lambs# Idle periods were related to sunset and sunrise,
there being more time spent in resting during the lwiger 
days#
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Both Wallace (1884) and Crofton (1949) have 
stated that hill sheep move and erase very little during 
the hours of darkness in Burner but Wallace (loo* oit«) 
considers that a significant amount of both occurs 
between the hours of 11 p.m. and 2 a.m. during the Wnter 
months.
Investigations have also been carried out 
to detcmine the actual epedes grazed by the sheep*
It is a commonly expressed view that sheep are 
'selective* feeders# but it is not always made clearf
as to wfeat each writer implies by using the tern 
* selective*•
Sheep may eat selected parts of plants; they 
may eat selected plants or types of plants or they may 
eat plants only at a selected stage of growth. In each 
of these instances the sheep may be termed 'selective* 
feeders; the problem then is to determine which of 
these criteria apply# if any# in a particular case.
The major factors in determining the selective 
feeding habits of sheep would appear to be s
(a) the jage and breed of sheep*
(b) the time of year*
(o) the climatic connitionB.
(d) the abiu^<^^<^e or scarcity of tppes of herbage* 
(o) the projdLmty of oti.er rmmbbrs of the flock*
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Sheep tend to prefer the finer herbage, and this 
frequently implies also the younger herbage, and have been 
shown to eat coarser herbage at the beginning and the end 
of the day, grazing on the grasses and other softer 
plants in the middle .of the day (Fenton 1949), in wet
weather they mil avoid moving amcxigst rank vegetation 
whether or not they waald normally eat it, although at 
such times coarse-leaved plants in open situatlcns are 
eaten which in dry weather would be rejected (Tribe 1950a,b).
The reasons for sheep taking or rejecting any 
particular plant are difficult to determine and at times 
there appears to be no connection between palatabUity and 
selecting Tribe (1950a) reviews work by Linnaeus in 
which sheep were offered 618 different plants. Of these,
137 (22 %) were never eaten. Plants belonging to the
families Saxifragaceae, Ericaceae and the order FUlcales 
were always rejected and seleotlm against harsh, strongly 
aromitic and hairy plants was also exhibited, it was
concluded that sheep showed the least discrimination 
of all types of stock tested, this including sheep, 
cattle and goats.
Tribe & Tribe (1949) report on sheep from the 
islands of North Ronaldshay and Lewis which eat widely 
of a range of seaweeds available to them.
Cockayne (1919) has shown that under the 
conditions prevailing in New Zealand the sheep, in 
general/
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/general, preferred to eat HyQO0h.relq radiosVa#
Crep s capillar!#. and HalOUS lanetUB before any 
other herbs or grasses foUwed in preference by 
^^t^honla speeles, pgi ggleOBflb DaLLyHe glome rata 
and Poa l■ratelslr ln that order#
Armtrong & Thorats (1952) showed that sheep* 
when grazing heather?, ate only the tips of the plants to 
an average of three-quarters of an inch in length#
On another area under investigation by the same 
workers# which was composed half of heather land 
and half of white land# the sheep grazed noticeably 
longer on the latter area# stool bent (Junem senar^orus) 
in particular being heavily grazed#
Davies (1923) has shown in an investigation 
concerning Kerry Hill and Suffolk ewes and lambs 
that more of the herbage was eaten when it was 
available as a simple mixture than when the same 
constituents were available separately as pure stands# 
This applied particularly to grasses in a clover mixture# 
Hairy pints were not rellshed as mioh as glabrous 
species# ln red clover at flowering time the sheep
preferred the flcwer heads and stem tops to the 
leaves# whereas white clover mantained a high and 
uniform attraction at all times of the year#
Davies considers that the stage of growth of a plant 
is the dominating factor in its selection in grazing 
in/
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/in that the younger and hence more succulent plants 
of a species tend to be preferentially grazed#
Selection for species Is only exercised during the 
late spring and the early 8uram^i? when keep is relatively 
abundant# He does# however, indicate that there is
a selection within the species since sheep prefer 
leaf lamina to leaf sheaths and flowering stems# and 
erect plants are mor e heavily grazed than those with 
a supine habit of growth# He commits that grass
inflorescences# especially of Avena fatua and 
Lollum perenne# were occasionally heavily grazed.
Davies (loc# oit#) indicates three main grazing 
periods in the year s January to April; May to September; 
and October to December# In the first of these the
sheep wcrnld prefer the winter-green species such as
Iciuw nareaw Is* lta,num» £2aisn&la and ayagaagua
cristauus# The second period miy be sub-divided into 
pre-flwerlng time# when there is a certain amcount of 
selective grazing# into flowering time when most 
selecti m is exercised# and into the post-flowering 
period when there is more leaf growth and hence less 
selecton# In the last period of the year the sheep
will graze particularly on those plants with a good
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Davies (ioc# oit. ) also showed that these 
breeds of sheep (Kerry Hill and Suffolk) did not rellBh 
red fescue# He showed the foilowing relative
palatabUity series s
Clovers 100
Timothy 88
Cocksfoot 87
Perennial Rye Grass 86
Crested Dooasall 79
Italian Rye Grass 74
Sweet Vernal 73
Rough Stalked Meadow Grass 61 
Rod Fescue 35
Tall Fescue 30
*
Arnold (1961) has shown that merino sheep will 
select leaf material in preference to stem where this 
is possible. Furthermore they invariably chose the
leaf or stem ^aerial containing most nltoogen.
In another experiment a direct relationship was found 
between the anmrnt of pasture available and the time 
spent by the sheep in grazing. On pastures of low
fodder availability some sheep stopped grazing due to 
fatigu* before they were satlsfitd and as a result they 
lost body weight. He considers that differences
between individual sheep in their capacity to graze for 
longer periods on poorer pastures could have practical 
im^p-icatim^E.
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Ab Woodman,* Blunt & Stewart (1926) have shown, 
young grass had a marked richness In protein* This Is 
the type of herbage shown to be preferred by sheep in 
the Investigations carried out by Davies (1925) and 
Arnold (1961).
Tribe (l9U9b) has shown that the sense of smell 
ln sheep Is of Importance In the Initial stimulation 
of appetite but does not Influence the selection of 
particular herbage species* He has also shown that 
sheep are colour blind (Tribe 19U9c)*
Linton (1913) has shown that any feeding at 
night cannot be selective except where feel or touch Is 
brought into play and that sheep appear to be more 
voracious feeders at night* He disagrees In this 
respect with Crofton (19U9) and Wallace (133U)♦
He considers that Blackface sheep ln particular will 
eat more of the rougher plants than will any other 
breed* He also points out that the presence of 
abundant or obvious clumps of a plant or plants ln 
a pasture Indicate that these are the plants which 
are not being eaten and of which full use Is not being 
made*
Hunter (l95Ub) applied the methods of Boulet (1939) 
to Blackface sheep grazing part of a hlrael in 
Midlothian which could be kept und r direct observation*
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B<oilet*s thesis was that each sward tyre has a
characteristic comppaative grazing intensity (C*O*I*) 
calculated from the num^b^ir of sheep grazing the sward 
type in relation to its area as aom^<^ared with the total 
grazing area of all sward types available# If the sheep
showed no preference for a s^ard type (i#c* no selectivity) 
then the percentage of sheep grazing that sward type 
wo^^Id be in direct proportion to the percentage of the 
total area occupied by that sward type#
From the calculation "100 muliplied by the 
percentage of sheep grazing the sward type \area#
W'?5- "
divided by the percentage of the total area occupied 
by the swaxd type"# the am count of over- or under­
grazing of the sward in relation to others can be 
calculated* A C*O#I# of 100 implies no selective 
grazing while a CG.I. of less them# or more than#
100 implies under-grazing and over-grazing respectively#
Hunner (loc# dt# ) indicates the factors which he 
considers influence the preference for any particular 
sward type as follcws :
1. Botanical comppostion of the sward:
(a) productivity of different species# on 
different soils and with different management.
(b) palatability of species varying with the 
stage of growth*
(c) seasonal availabiliyy# where winter-• •
green//
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/green speolea will retain a high C.G. I.
2. Seasonal changes in the location of grazing t 
These are related to the regular flock movements
e.g. the low ground in the daytime, high ground at night 
pattern of movemmnt usually shown by sheep but not by 
those in this particular experiment.
3. Location t
This involves the exposure of the aw -■ rd and its 
position in relatcm to other swards.
4. Proportion i
A smll proportion of a usually preferred sward 
type e.g. regenerating heather, will induce a high C.G. I.
Later the same author (Hxmter 1958) indicated a 
further factor influencing the position of individual 
sheep on a pasture and therefore of their choice of 
herbage. This was the flock factor, caused by the sheep 
distributing them elves over the hirsel not only in 
relation to vegetation and shelter but also in relation 
to each other.
In general Hunter concluded that the seasonal 
utilisatocn of a sward type was unlikely to vary between 
pastures situated on different areas as other work 
showed that the same seasonal changes occurred at 
Sourhope and at in the Cheviots. (Hunter 1958).
The results showing the C.G.I. values of various
sward/
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/sward types are shown In Figure 3i 1-5# where they 
are compared with results of analyses from the present
study.
Braid (1954) considers sheep to be 'notoriously 
improvident’. On hill pastures the bulk-producing
grasses are absent or poorly represented but he suggests 
that nevertheless the grasses are the most 1 oppotiunt part 
of the vegetation, fo!.lwed by the heathers and the 
heaths# sedges and rushes in that order.
There is thus general agreement among many 
workers that sheep are indeed selective feeders - 
selective in the species that they graze and in the 
particular part of the plant eaten.
As a result of this selective grazing by sheep 
there has been noted in many cases a mrked increase 
in hill pasture of such plants as .-olinia. iSOrdUit 
P98ghfBBala £0su.RL1£M and £. flex osa and of__.. tardHum 
os well as Juncua species and Carex species. Although 
the floristis change has not lowered. the fertility of 
hill pasture it has rendcred the hills less 
productive (Wannop 1958).
All of the above results have been obtained by
• +
direct observation of the sheep and of the species grazed. 
The following workers have utilised rumen or faecal samples 
in the investigation of diet.
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Harris (1943) examined rumen samples from sheep 
eating a herbage mixture as hay whose comppciticn was 
known# Examination revealed that the rumen samples gave
aocuriate qualitative results but that quannitatlve results 
were misleading, and no constant correction factor could 
be applied to them.
Tribe (1950a) similarly investigated this problem, 
but again his quunitatlve results were not in accordance 
with the diet actually fed to the ^nlnas. Muoh of the
variation was due to the large propootion (48 - 65%) of 
mterial which was too fragmentary to be quickly 
identifiable. Tribe (loo. dt.) considered that an
analysis of this fragmentary 111^x^181 would be too time­
consuming to be practicable under normal conditions.
Gcofrey (1953) Investigated the diet of Mlcrotua 
agrestis L.» the field vole. ■'Icrotua is ah herbivorous
genus and the faecal pellets were found to be a good 
source of plant epidermal maeriaK The voles were on a
Braohypodlum pinnatum L. - dominant area. It was found 
that the eight species of grosses and the single sedge 
growing on the study areas could be distnngulshed from 
one another by the microscopic structure of their epidermal 
cells. The characters used were the^Hnear proportions
of the cells and the character 6t the cell walls, with the 
presence of hairs and spines as additional diagnostic 
characters. G^df^^'T’s results suggested a reflect!^ of
seasonal/
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/seasonal differences in grazing Intensity on different 
species and also differences between areas consistent with 
the differences in species distribution. She also notes
that Helmetotr’lt^lico pubetient (Huds. ) Pllgar occurred 
more frequently in pellets than would be expected from 
its known distribution end concluded that voles showed a 
marked preference for eating it.
The present author (Matin 1955) investigated 
rumen and faecal samples from Blackface sheep and Highland 
cow8. Some forty species of hill plants were prepared as
check maoria!, and the counts frcm the samples for sixteen 
of these were tabulated. The qualitative diet of the
animals was shown for one year in the case of the sheep, 
and a corresponding sample for one month from the Highland 
cow. Ha points out that, where digestive effect is 
similar for many species, the faecal samples may give a 
more accurate estimate of1 the qualitative and queanitatlve 
diet, since the fragments in such samples are more free 
of underlying leaf tissue wHlch may partly or whody 
obscure the epidermal pattern. The use of faecal ^Mt^I^^al
also obviates any surgical or mechaancal interference with 
the sheep with its possible effect of alteration of the 
normal movement and diet habits. He also notes that some
plant epidermises miy be comopetely digested by the animal, 
and as a result no trace be found of them in the rumen or 
faeoaX/
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/faecal samples, giving an arroneously negative result.
Martin also considers that there may be instances of 
plants appearing in the samples with a relatively high 
frequency, and yet not being deliberately grazed by the 
animls. ’ In particular, he feels that this is true of 
BEftagnuffl spp. and PglytElhlum spp.
MacLeod (1955) investigated the rumen contents of 
sheep with the object of assessing their seasonal grasing 
selectivity for Calluno vulgaris and Erica species. In
quantitative terms, summer samples contained 20L of their 
total weight as £. vulgaris while winter samples contained 
40%. In qualitative terms, 77% of the samples taken in 
the period My - September contained fi. vulgaris as 
compared with 93% of the samples frcm October • April.
In these latter samples some S. tetrolix was found but 
no g. cinerio. McLeod inferred from these results that
sheep showed little preference in grazing particular parts 
of the heather plant during winter, since many samples 
contained entire' shoots up to two inches long. In summe 
samples only shoot tips of that season's growth were found.
Huxley (personal commnicaSian) investigated the food 
of woctidice, by analysis of the gut contents for epidermal 
fragments of plants. No published data are available for
this work.
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Hercus (personil communication) applied the methods 
of Martin (1955) to sheep grazing on New Zealand hill 
pastures. Later the results of this and other Investigations 
by the same author (Hercus 1959) showed the method to be a 
promising system of gaining Information on the self-selected 
diet of the free-ranging sheep. She utilised faecal 
samples collected from two areas* one a fescue com unity 
with 35-inch yearly rainfall and the other a ’depleted’ 
area with l6-lnch yearly rainfall. She was able to 
separate 19 species by means of an artificial key baaed on 
epidermal characters* while the rest of the 50 species 
Involved were sufficiently different to be separable 
visually. Both Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons were 
listed in her analyses.
x^er analyses showed three groups of counts per 
species per sample (Hercus 1959)* The first group was 
represented by ten or more epidermal fragments per sample 
and was provisionally taken to represent those species 
always grazed at the time of sampling. The second 
group was of a few fragment counts* representing species 
occasionally grazed* while the third group was of speoies 
giving infrequent fragments In the samples* probably being 
species which were perhaps accidentally eaten with others 
or were very infrequent In the pasture. Some epidermal 
fragments/
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/faagmentt from the samples could not be matched with 
maerial from plants collected on the area, and she 
concluded that these came from plants occurring rarely 
in the flora, yet which might be heavily grazed by a 
particular sheep, giving a high count in its sample.
Ghhrles (personal commutcation) has applied 
the techniques of epidermal character recognition to a
study of the diet of voles in central Scotland. Results
of this investigation have not yet been published.
Hercus (i960) reviews the basic principles 
underlying the use of epidermal characters in diet 
estimation and reports on the result of the extension 
of earlier work on sheep in New Zealand. Work on tussock
grassland has shown that the method could give an accurate 
qualitative result i.e* a list of the plants eaten and 
digested. There was surprisingly little variation
between animals on the same area and each sample thus 
gave a similar list of species grazed in similar proportions. 
This suggested the same pattern of grazing by each animal.
No q^^m^'tati^ve estimate was at that time available from 
these results; experiments were therefore put in hand 
in order to find the correlation, if any, between epidermal 
fragment counts in the faecal sample and the am^i^nt 
ingested of the corresponding species.
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In the course of thia work Herous (loc. clt*) 
showed that: a) the cuticle was completely resistant to 
rumen digestive processes over a period of at least two 
days; b) that epidermal fragment counts could reflect a 
change ln diet (ln this case due to the onset of the rainy 
season) within at least 13 hours of the change ln diet; 
and o) on plots of a single species* where the sheep 
grazed for 2& - 3 days* the relevant species (Me&loago 
satlva 1». ) formed 89/> of the fragment counts* weed species 
3%» other grasses and unknown fragments 3%«
On another plot* where Lollum nerenne Le gave a 
count of 90>fc by herbage dissection* the percentage of 
this species In the faecal samples was Q2fa Similarly* 
Kestuca elatlor L., 87% by herbage dissection, gave a 
sample count of 85#»
On a plot containing one grass rmd one clover* 
the relevant figures were:-
perenne
Dry Weight %
90
Fragment Count
81
Clover 11 15
Unknown 0 3
The proportions of the fragments ln the faeces were thus 
of the same order as those obtaining ln the original 
herbage. She suggests that the small difference ln 
proportion ln the clover result could be due to selection 
for/
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/for It on the first day of graslng, or to dlfferraoes 
In the relative digestibility of the grass and the 
clover.
Investigations with a more complex diet
available to the animals gave results as below t
Dry Wight Fragment Count 
% %
ianatma 59 35
L&lUffl p.r«an. -|
> 28
20
other grasses „ 10
Clovers 13 21
Weeds 0 ' 1 9
Unknown 0
} 9
Prom these results Hercus suggests that there could have
been selection against H. lanatus (due to its hairy
nature) or that it could be less digestible than the 
clovers* (In this experiment the animals were on a
free range and w^i^e therefore not being fed a completely 
known diet. This would perhaps account for the
discrepancies, particularly with regard to weeds and 
unknown plants. )
In further simple grass/clover feeds of 3/1
ratio, the ratio of epidermal fragments of these species 
in the faeces varied from 2# 5/1 to 3.3/1, with an average 
of 2.8/1.
Farther investigations are in hand by Hercus 
(personal commuicat^on) to determine the relationship
__________________
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/among epidermal fragment counts, relative digestibility 
of grazed species and weight of species eaten#
Philllpson (1952) has shown that approxim^^y 
32 % of sheep faeces is composed of the residue, both 
coarse and fine, of the ingested food. The remainder 
consists of glandular and body weto'Ce Mteritls.
Lignified and cuticular structures are particularly 
prominent in the undigested residues of fodder plant 
mte^i^^s, other tissues of the plants being digested 
in a certain order and at widely differing rates 
(Baker & Nash 1947).
Goss (1943) has shown that there is no glandular 
secretion in the first three stomachs of the rumlnakt 
animal, breakdown of ingested (masrla! at this stage 
being due to infusorial and bacterial attack, 
accompanied by a restricts amount of lipolysis.
Philllpson (1953) endorses this view showing 
that the degradation of cellulose is due almost 
entirely to the effect of cellulolytlc bacteria in 
the first three stomachs.
From the above review it is clear that the 
analysis of cuticular fragments in rumen or faecal 
samples, can, with some qualifications, give an 
adequate picture of the self-selected diet of
herbivores^
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RESULTS
The tabulated results of the diet analyses are 
shewn In Appondlx Tables 1-27 (Pages 257-29
In 1957 ewe sampling oommneed In May and 
continued at mcoithly intervals, except when for various 
reasons samples were not available, until September 
1960 (June 1960 on Low End hirsel).
During the period 1957 - 1959 lamb samples 
were taken mcoi^ly from birth to speaning i# e. from 
May to Octoer# No lamb samples wore taken in 1960#
In the following preliminary presentation of 
the results the thirty-seven originally investigated 
species have been restricted to those showing important 
similarities or variations within groups and between 
hirsels or animals#
For the sake of convenience abstracts frem 
Appendix Tables 1-27 are shown here relative to 
the species discussed (Tables 1 - 12). These abstracted 
Tables show the average fragment count in mcothly ‘ 
samples over the period of study, for each of four
groups of animals :
Baxmacarry Ewes# ••••••• BS
Low End Ewes.• LS 
^imacarry Lambs######. HL 
Low End Lambs##••#••••# LL
17U
TABLS ,1
Keatuca rubra
M A M J J A 3 0 N DJ F
BS 11*5 12*5 21.0 14.6 9.1 11.7 17.3 12.6 13.7 12.8 11.5 13.3
LB 10.25 12 0 19*3 15.6 12.7 12»8 16.5 13.9 13.0 12.1 11.0 12.7
BL 10.2 13.3 16.3 14.7 13.9 14.2
LL 13.0 14.5 17.7 15»0 12.6 14.0
From Btrnacarry ewe samples a ra^ioum sample count is 
found of 21 % in March with a minimum of 9*1 % in May and 
a secondary miximum of 17. 3 % in July. At most times of the 
year fragments of £. rubra are the moat frequent compcomnts 
of samples being superseded by Galluna in January, Aiugust 
November and December and by Aurostis and Brionhorom in May.
In Low End ewe samples the maxima are again in 
March (19. 3 %} and July (l6. 5 %) with a minimum in January 
(10.25 %). It is superseded in importance during January,
February, September, November and December by Calluna.
The Mamacarry lambs show a maximum sam^^e count of 
16.3 in July and from this ramont mwaxri8 have a higher
sample count than the ewes.
Similarly the Low End lambs have a maximum of 17. 7 % 
in July and a greater sample cooun than the ewes thereafter 
except in September.
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TAoLK 2
APrwtig
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D
BB 10.5 11* 75 U. 0 11. 6 10.3 9.0 6.6 6. 0 6. 2 6. 5 8.2 6.9
LB 9.0 10.3 11.3 7.4 8.9 6.3 5.0 5.6 6.5 6.7 7.75 9.3
BL 9.6 10.9 9.6 10.1 11.2 8.6
LL ■••-I. - 7.9 7.7 5*9 4.5 4.9 6.4
Brnacarry ewe eamplee show a maximum of 13. 0 > in
Mrob and a minimum of 6.0 % in Auggist. Qraaing of this
8 peoies shows no abrupt changes in sample c<omt and it is 
reasonable to conclude that there was no intensive selection 
for it by this group of animals.
Low End ewe samples show a maximum of 11.3 % in March 
declining to a minimum of 5*0 % in July.
Bama carry lamb samples show a relatively higher 
lttg)le count as compared with the ewe samples from this 
hirsel, with a mean of 10.0 % (Appendix Table 27). The 
occurrence of maxima in June and September suggest a different 
grazing pattern from that of the ewes on this speoies.
Low End lambs have a sample count greater than that of 
the ewes only in June and July and an average over the 
sampling period of 6.3 % compand with a ewe average of 
7.7 % (Appendix Table 27)# This contrasts with the
comparison for Baroaoarry ewes and lambs
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TABLS 3
species
J P H A M J J A 8 0 N D
BE 12.5 12.25 7.0 4*4 2.6 3.1 2.2 2.8 4.4 6. 5 10.6 12.5
LB 14. S 5 10.0 7.6 5.9 3.9 4.75 3.7 4.3 7.9 11.5 15.1
BL 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.7 1.9 3.5
LL 4.5 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.4 5.7
A maximum of 12# 5 % in December and January ie shown 
in the Btxmaoarry ewe samples with a minimum of 2.2 % in July. 
This variation holds in general for the three Juncus epeoies 
studied*
Low End ewes show a maximum intake of 15.1 % in 
Deoember and a minimum of 3*7 % in August. Orer the period 
of study the average amou^^ grazed was greater than on 
Baxmacarry ($*6 % t 5.6 %) especially in the case of 
£. aouarroeUB (2.2 % « 1.2 %) (Appendix Table 27).
At all times over the sampling period the Bamacarry 
lamb samples showed a srmdler fragment count than that of the 
ewes (1*4 % t 5#6 %)•
Similarly the Low End lambs had a lower intake than 
the ewes (3#9 % : 7*8 %) particularly In the caoe of 
£. Bamarosue (0.5 % * 2.2 %) (Appendix Table 27).
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zablsju
spedes
J p M A M J J A S 0 H D
M 7. 5 6.75 7.0 10,2 12i4 8.4 4.0 4.2 3.4 2.0 1.8 4.9
LS 8.75 8-2 8. 6 8*1 9.0 9.9 5.75 4.7 J4.5 2.4 2.75 6.8
BL 11.4 10.3 8.0 4.7 3.5 1.9
LL 8.6 7.5 7.1 6.2 Ju1 3.3
Biroacarry ewes show a maximum Intake in Miy of 12.4 %
and a minimum in November of 1*8 %•
Low End ewes have a mximum in ’toy - June of 9*0 % - 
9. 2 % and a minimum in October - November of 2.4 % - 2.75 % 
OceaH these ewes utilised these species to the same extent as 
the Barnacarry ewes (6.7 % * 6.4 %) (Appendix Table 27).
The Btmacarry lambs show an almost constant intake 
of these species from May - July ( 11.4 %§ 10.3 % and 8.0 % 
respectively) while the ewe intake is declining rapidly 
( 12.4 8.4 4.0 %). Also, they would appear to
eat more E. angu8tlnolUm than did the ewes (1.2 % :
0.8 %) (Appendix Table 27).
A similar picture of Low End lamb diet exists with 
the lambs maintaining their intake from L'ay - July ( 8.6 %j 
7»5 7*7 %) while the ewe intake declines ( 9*0 %; 9*2 %j
5*75 %)• The difference in total intake is, however, not
well-marked (1.3 % % 1.1%) (Appendix Table 27).
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TAgg S
Carex apeciea
, J P H A M J J A 8 0 N 0
BB 5.O 5iO 6.5 10.0 7.0 3.6 2.9 4.2 2.6 3.8 7.4 8.1
LB 6.0 6.3 5.8 8.6 6.8 4*3 4.0 4.5 3.9 6.9 8.5 6. 6
BL U3 4«6 3.7 4.7 3.8 i.5
LL 7,7 8.6 7.0 8.2 8.4 7.6
Bimaoarry ewe intake shows two maxima, in of
10.0 % and in December of 8.1 % There is a significant
nmcount of Carex speoles in the diet at all times of the year, 
the average over the period of study being 3«3 %•
Low End ewes also shew a maximum in April, of 8.6 %; 
their second maximum occurs in Novem>er at 8*5 %• The average 
intake over the study period wag 6.0 % (Appendix Table 27).
Bumacarry lamb intake remained remarkably constant 
varying from a maximum of U7 % in Auumot to a minimum of
3.5 % in October. This compares with a decreasing ewe*
intake over the same period.
The intake of Low Rod lambs varied from 8.6 % to 7.0 % 
with an average of 8.0 & Again this compares with a
decreasing ewe intake at this time of the year.
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aoltnla sasnilga
J f M A M J J A a 0 N 0
BE 3.5 7.5 7.5 6.0 7.U 4.5 1.3 2.4 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.7
LE 4.25 6.3 7.3 7.3 6*U 5.7 3.5 2.9 2.5 2.3 1.75 3.9
BL 6* 8 7.4 5.4 2.2 1.3 1.0
LL 5.8 6.4 4.4 1.7 0.9 1.1
In Bamacarry ewe samples this species formed an
Important part of the count from February to May, ranging 
from 6,0 X to 7.5 > and thereafter falling off rapidly 
to a minimum of 0.8 a ln October*
Similarly the Low End ewe samples show a high 
Incidence from Februar/ to May of 6*3 to 7.3 % with a 
minimum of 1*75 % In October*
In both lamb groups the percentages and grazing 
patterns follow much the same course of a high May - June 
Intake followed by a fairly regular reduction*
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1&&2LZ
Calluna vuluarls
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D
BB 17.0 19*25 6.0 3*2 2.U 3.1 U.7 1U.U 13. U 11.9 12.7 1U.8
LB 19.0 21.0 11*0 8.1 6.3 U.2 7.0 12.6 13. U 10. U 13.5 16.3
BI, 5.1 1.1 1.7 U.3 6.9 10.3
LI,
£
U.1 3.1 2.9 3.2 U.5 9.3
In ba ma carry ewe samples this soeolos forms the second
most frequent component <of the diet analyses over the sampling
period* It Is at a maximum count In February samples of 
19*25 % and shows a secondary maximum from August - November 
(11*9 % - 14*4 %)• It Is least common In May samples 
at 2* 4 / •
A similar situation exists In the Low End eve samrles 
with a February maximum of 21*0 % and an autumn range of 
10*4 > - 13*5 ?°* Minimum Intake is found in June ut 4*2 /•
From the high May record of 5«1 the barnacarry 
lamb sample count falls to 1*1 % In June and slowly rises 
to 10.3 % In October* This contrasts with the earlier 
(August) maximum found In the ewes*
The Low TSnd lamb diet shows a similar varlatlon» 
ranging from 4*1 # In May to 2*9 minimum In July and later 
rising to 9*3 maximum In October*
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Trlfollna species + Lotus species
A S 0 M DJ F M A U J J
BS 0 1.25 1*5 2.0 3.3 5.4 6. 3 2. 8 5.0 7.2 4.7 1.1
LS 0 0 0.7 0.9 2.3 5. 6 6. 75 10.3 10. 0 6.8 1.0 0.1
BL 4.4 7.6 9.5 9.0 7.8 8.7
LL 3.1 6.0 6.0 10. 3 11. 2 8. 5
These species are apparently eaten in amcounts 
according to their stage of growth, their intake rising 
accordingly to a maximum in July - September. The e^^<e diet 
maximum ia 6. 3 % on B^mace ry hlrsel In July and 10. 3 ? 
on Low End hlrsel in Auugist.
The lambs eat a high proportion of these species on both 
hlrsels, and this is ralntained through much of the 
sampling pericd. Baamacarry lambs have a maximum
intake of 9*5 % in July; Low End lambs have a maximum
intake of 11. 2 % in September.• «
Over the total period of study the lambs ate 
considerably more of these species than did the ewes;
8.4 % : 4. 0 % on Baimacarry hirsel &nl 7.1 % t 4.2 % 
an Low End hlrsel (Appendix Table 27).
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lias-2
Sphagnum speclee + .Pol.vtriGhum epeoies
J p M A 1 J J A 8 0 N D
BK 1.5 2.75 4.5 3.0 3.5 4.7 6.3 4.8 4.1 4.2 5.7 4.9
LE 2.5 3.2 4.1 L.U 5.8 7.0 5.5 4. 6 6.1 5.6 4.0 3.3
BL 2.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.4
LL 7.4 7.2 6.2 7.7 7.9 5.6
The Intake of these species Is fairly constant 
throughout the year within eaoh group of animals* but the 
level of intake varies from group to group. The average 
intake over the study period was i Bamacarry ewes L.3 
Low End ewe8 U.9 >> Bamacarry lambs 3*0 /»> and Low End 
lambs 6.9 & (Appendix Table 27)»
Myrlca gale
J P M A M J J A 8 0 I D
BE 0 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.7 1.2 1.7 3.0i 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.2
BL 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
This species occurs ln quantity only on Bamacarry
hirsel. No fragments were found ln any of the samples
from the Low Knd animals.
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U
ggatfinaf! + Jaaaaswa ♦ Cypecaafiaa ,
JPMAMJJAS OSD 
BB 54.0 66.9 74.0 79.4 74.3 &4 0 5*65 5^30 51.9 i.8.6 52.9 60.2
LB 6375 65.1 75.8 75.4 74.3 6^,1 61.5 55-5 55.1 5&9 59.5 65.2
BL 67.55 74.2 68.4 59.7 56.7 52.7
LL 70.2 71.9 70.3 &4.5 58.3 60.5
The above Table la a summtlon of the results from 
the narrow-leaved plants of Importance on the hil^,
In general the ewe results rise to a maximum in > 
April and fall to a minimum in September, follcwing the spring 
flush and increasing mturity pattern of growth of the 
constituents.
The lamb sables are at almost all times higher.
other Forage Hyrba
J K K A « J J A S 0 H D
BK 28.5 27. % 15.0 10. 6 1^ 0 22. 6 27. 0 3H 2 33.1 36.9 32. 5 31. 0
LB 27.% S8,Q 19.8 18.3 22.3 28.5 38.3 39.0 3^^ 26.2525.6
HL 177 2 17.0 19.7 233 4 28.0 36.2 '
LL 20.3 23.7 2i.2 3:3 2 37.5 33.1
This Table represents the sumratlon of the results 
from the petalloid Mooooctyledans and the herbaceous Dicotyledcns 
It follows a pattern over the year which is almost the reverse 
of that shown in Table 11. The high winter values are due to 
the inclusion of the results for Calluna vulgaris.
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liaivu’iHUsaisuudUUd-aasLUi
Under the heading of 'unclassified' come those
plants which occurred infrequently in the samples. There 
were many genera represented in this group, mostly 
Dicotyledons, and included Aohlllea. Alche.rnlila. Carflmm.
> Oi£Di£, aailtigfifl OssHH* ,^glllS^JaaEl■B> Polygala. 
Rumex« Veronica. Viola etc. Occualonally fragments were
encountered which were not quite typical of known patterns; 
these also were included in this group. Kach genus above
noted was separately an insignificant part of the total 
count but when summed the 'unclassified' entry gave an 
average of 6 % over all samples. The percentage varied 
from month to month, due mlnly to the varying frequency 
of uncommon grazing constituents of the herbage; it 
tended to be higher in lamb samples than in ewe samples.
The *unknown' classification was applied where 
an epidermal fragment in the samples could not be matched 
with the reference raaerial collected from the Hrsels.
In most cases these fragments would come from plants 
which were relatively rare in the flora, from imraaure 
herbage or from additional winter feed. This group
accounts for 3. 5 % of the total over the study pericd.
An entry of 'O' against any species can be 
interpreted in various ways:-
1. The plant/
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/I. The plant is not present on the hirsel. In the 
present study this does not apply.
2. The plant may be present but may not have been
eaten.
3. The plant may have been e^ten but fragments 
may not have appeared in the samples due to the complete
disintegration by digestion of the epidermis and cuticle.
U. The plant may have been eaten* appeared ln the 
bulk sample but not in the analysed fraction.
It is evident then that little or no importance can 
be attached to the absence from samples of any given plant* 
unless its frequency on the hirsel and its known ability 
to withstand digestion is such that it is Improbable that 
it be overlooked ln samples. In such cases a consistent 
*0’ entry indicates complete rejection by the grazing 
animal. An example of this is shown by the results irom 
lamb samples on Bamacarry hirsel for yrlca galei out 
of fifty-six samples only one showed one fragment of this 
species.
The above Tables 1 - IP show the average fragment 
count ln monthly samples over the period of study. Certain 
qualifications must be borne in mind when consideration 
is being given to results of this type.
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1. There le at present no known correlation
between qualitative results as presented here and a 
quiaitltative assessment of the weight eaten of any 
particular species. Therefore an entry of 10 % for
£• rubra la not directly equivalent, in terms of weight, 
to an entry of 10 % for £• vulgaris at the same time of the 
year.
2. The analyses show the percentage of the
total diet which is represented by the fragments for any 
given species. Therefore a result of 10 % for a given
species in winter samples, when there is relatively 
little bulk of any plsnts available, will not indicate 
the same amount of the plant as an entry of 10 %
during summer when the total weight of plants grazed may 
be many times that during the winter. *
3 Wi^n a plant is at its least palatable
it tends to be broken into smaier fragmants than when it 
has become less fibrous (Hercus i960). Thus, at its 
period of greatest palatability one would expect a 
lower fragment count for a given weight ingested of 
any particular species. In fact, in moat oases in the 
analyses, the highest counts are found at the period of 
greatest paTaXatbULitty and digestibility: it follcws that 
the present results therefore underestimate the
selection for a plant at its palatable period or,
conversely/
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/conversely, overestimate its true value in the diet at 
periods of low palatabUity. Since the conclusions
drawn from the results are based, oo the variation 
over the year of the percentage of fragments of a 
species in the samples, the evidence in favour of the 
oonclusirois is greater than at first appears.
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DISCUSSION
1. Yearly Or>«lng Pattern
The results obtained from three species*
I.qstttfia £Slii£a» iXEQaSia at9lSRU9EP and Gallunq vulgar la. 
over the period of study are shown In Figure lj 1 * 4.
The results are expressed as the average fragment count 
in samples for each successive year, compared with 
the average fragment count over the whole period.
Kwe sample results are shown at bi-monthly intervals, 
lamb sample results are shown at monthly intervals.
These three species were chosen for illustration 
because of their importance in the flora and diet of the
animals.
It can be 6een that there is a close parallel 
in each year to a set pattern of grazing on these 
species, indicating that there is an annual grazing 
cycle. This is particularly the case with the ewe 
results. In some cases the lambs do not show so 
constant a grazing pattern but this may well be due 
to the different grazing system of the lambs as compared 
with the ewes ( see later ) and to their unfamiliarity 
with the grazing area.
It can be concluded that, for the species
shown,/
 1*9
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/shown* the sheep exhibited a grazing pattern which 
was repeated In Its eseentiala each year# The same
is true of most of the species investigated but not 
rilui^tr^td^*
It can also be shown that there Is an annually 
recurring resemblance in the intensity of grazing on 
groups of plants e*g* on grasses’ rushes or sedges*
There is some variation between the results 
for individual ewes and lambs which is not obvious fr<m 
Figure 1 or from the Appendix Tables* Over the period 
of study* however* the average diet of ewes or lambs 
on either hirsel was rerarkably alike* Hercus (l960) 
has also com-Meeted on this similarity over a period of 
time* As Hirnter (1958) has pointed out* the diet of
individual sheep ray differ due to the flock factor* 
the result of which is the tendency for a heft of sheep 
to segregate into units which grace different parts 
of a hirsel* In the present study the faecal samples 
were taken from all members of the flock on each hirsel 
and thus represent the mean diet on that hirsel*
Variations which do arise in any one hlrsel 
will be partly due to the flock factor and partly to 
individual preferences of the sheep*
19U
2. seasonal Use of Selected Speclca
Figure Pj 1 - 11 ah owe the comparisons between 
the four groups of animals ( Bamacarry ewes and lambs 
and Low Knd eves and lamts) of the average monthly 
percentage fragment count*
j/gstuca n±br& (Figure 2tl)
Red fescue Is at almost all times of the year 
the most frequent component of samples* On both hirsels 
and In eve and lamb samples there vas a regular grazing 
sequence of this species* In March the Intake we8 
highest vhen young fresh growth of this plant was 
appearing* This selection disappeared to an extent 
from April till June* rising again to a peak ln July* 
This trend was evidenced by both the ewes and the 
lambs* the latter retaining a higher sample count 
at almost all times of their sampling period*
The low Intake period of May - June may not 
be a reflection of decreasing palatablllty of this 
species at that time* but of a greater availability 
of other spoclea which are by then showing a spring 
flush* In particular there are Indications that 
plants such as Kriophorum species* arex species*
Nardus and olinia may well be those which contribute 
to the spring decline in fescue utilisation*
/
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9. Trlfollum apeciea 4- Lotus species
■•“TTI
x?y
It should be noted that the maximum Intake period 
as shown for j£. rubra occurs in ?£arch* at a time when this 
species has not reached Its major period of s' ring growth 
at Lephinmore* The implication of this is that heavy 
grazing occurs on this species at an early stage due to 
a real scarcity of herbage* accentuated by the imminence 
of lambing time*
The results a own by Hunter (l95Ub) also Indicate 
an early period of heavy grazing on this species In 
Midlothian and it would appear that this is a general 
phenomenon*
AgrgalU Btolonlfera (Figure 2j 2)
In this species there was a tendency towards 
major use at only one period of the year* from February 
to April* decreasing to a very low incidence in 
autumn samples* The spring use coincides with an 
early start of spring growth and the autumn low is at the 
time of increasing amounts of dying leafy blades in 
this species when there is still a relative abundance 
of more palatable species available to the animals* 
in particular the forage herbs*
The two ewe groups follow an essentially 
similar pattern of grazing* On the other hand* 
the lamb grazing results differ considerably from one 
another* The Low Knd lambs follow the ewe pattern 
fairly/
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/fairly closely* whereas the Bamacarry lambs Bhow an 
Intake considerably higher than any other group* for a 
reason at present unknown* Since the results were 
obtained from different lambs in successive years 
the variation cannot be entirely due to personal 
preference of particular animals or to sampling error. 
There may be an unknown factor ln operation on 
bamacarry hirsel Influencing the lambs to a higher 
Intake of &.
Juncus a ecles (Figure 2} 3)
These species were shown to be very valuable
In the period October - March. They are winter-hardy* 
easily found In extreme weather conditions* and 
£• flQuarrosus in particular can be pulled from the ground 
to give succulent basal material. Of the three species 
Included ln this group J. e^fusua appeared to be the 
most frequent component of samples over the year* 
but £. artlfflil&ittfi an<l_jZ. flflliaEiaaJlfi present ln 
samples to the same extent as J. offusus In January 
and February. During these months of the year there 
Is little else of a herbaceous nature available on
the hill* and the animals must overcome thelx* more 
usual reluctance to graze on J. artlculatua. This 
species grows on ground which* at other times of the year 
is/
201
/Is soft and marshy, but during winter Is comparatively 
hard and the sheep can then move freely on to it*
Braid (personal communication) also points out that 
£• artlculatus is one of the first plants to sho.v 
green, in January or February* On both hlrsels there 
was considerable evidence that J. scuarroaus had 
frequently been pulled out by the roots and eaten, 
only the hardest basal portion being untouched*
The lambs also graze on these species but never 
to the same extent as their dams* By the time that 
the lambs are on the pasture there Is, of course, 
other herbage available, the leaves of the Juncua 
speoies are well developed and tough and areas carrying
J. artlculatus will have reverted to their normal 
marshy constitution*
Krlorhorum species (Figure 2jU)
Fragments of these species, mostly of
K. vagina turn* occurred most frequently in samples 
from April - June, but also formed an Important part 
of the samples from December - April* The material 
eaten in thia latter period must have been rather 
unpalatable, much of It being of dead growth from 
the previous season*
It can be seen that the lambs ate slightly
more/
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/more of thl3 speoles than the ewes during most of 
the period of study* while retaining essentially the 
same pattern of grazing ts the ewes*
Carex species (Figure 2}5)
In these speoles the most frequent sample
counts were found In the periods March - May and 
October - December* At such times they formed an 
appreciable part of the diet* Even during spring and 
summer they were by no means a negligible factor ln the 
diet analyses* As occurred with &* stolonlfera 
It can be seen that one group (Low End lambs) showed 
an Intake appreciably higher than any other*
Carex species occur on Low End hirsel in larger 
quantities than on Bamacarry and ln reasonably 
pure communities* It ls probably this factor of 
amount and availability which causes the greater 
lamb intake on Low End*
Karaite atalaia (Figure 2?6)
At no time did this species form an Important
part of the diet and indeed it was only In the eriod 
April • July that it was grazed to any extent* This 
corresponds to its early growth period after which 
It becomes wiry and completely unpalatable* The lambs 
ate consistently less of this species than did the 
ewes/
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/ewes, and on Baimacarry hlrsel in particular lamb 
sample counts were veiy few.
MallBll caerulea (Figure 2; 7)
From January - June this species appeared to 
be relatively palatable and acceptable to the sheep*
For much of this period, until about March, they oust 
have been grazing on old leaves of the previous year's 
growth or on early current year's growth protected by 
leaf litter. Thereafter the flush of Mllnla growth
occurs and accounts for the high April - June results*
It is of interest to note that the lambs 
showed a higher preference for this species than did the 
ewes, until about August*
Calluna vttlaa.ri.fi (Figure 2; 8)
Considerable importance has always been attached 
to this species as part of the diet of hill sheep*
The results from the present study substantiate its value* 
The counts for Calluna fell below 6 % in the period 
Mrch - July only and it was the most frequent fragment 
during January - February and - December in
Barnacarry ewe samples* In Low Hnd ewe samples 
simiar results were found in the periods January - 
February, September and November - December*
The November - intake occurs at a time
whan/
/when there Is little herbaceous material available and 
while the current year's growth Is at111 unfrosted and 
palatable* During severe winter months the bushy 
heather tips are of course the prime material 
available during periods of snow cover, whether or not 
they are frosted.
Consumption of heather quickly declines aa 
other herbage becomes available ln the spring. During 
the period March * July other species are more readily 
available and the heather Is relatively little sougl t 
after. At and after flowering time there ap-ears to 
be an Increase ln the amount eaten, this Increase 
rising gradually to the main winter Intake.
The lambs consistently ate less than the 
ewes, emphasising more strongly the downward tendency 
of intake In the April • June period. Gradually their 
diet content of Calluna approached that of the ewee 
until, at the end of the sampling period ln October, 
the heather Intake Is almost the same for lambs and
ewes.
Trifollum species and Lotus species (Figure 2:9)
The intake of these species appeared to follow 
very closely their growth and availability over the 
year. The Figure shows that there was n considerable 
increase/
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/Increase In consumption from April atvaar&Q, at the 
time when fresh growth of these species starts in 
any quantity.
The Bamacarry lambs in particular had a notch 
higher intake than their dams although the Low End lambs 
ate much the same amcornt as the ewes.
Consumption in all cases fell off rapidly after 
September, when these species had reached their final 
growth for the year, the plants were becoming more 
fibrous and the flowering heads had formed fruits*
These species are infrequent over raxoh of the 
grazing areas and it mist be considered that the present 
results indicate a high degree of selection for them, 
particularly by the lambs.
agamlnaagi, .Jjffloa<m9 and cyperaQW (Figure 2;io)
At all times these, the narrow-leaved plants 
of importance on the hill, formed the greater part of 
the diet analyses. The period March - May corresponds
with the spring flush of most of the comments and 
later a decline in intake reflects, in part, the lesser 
atl^i^e^^tVi^emess of the maturing plants nnd the greater 
availability of other forage herbs. As the autumn
approached the intake again increased.
It was noted that the lambs almost consistently
had a higher intake than the ewes.
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Other Forage Herbs (Figure 2j11)
This group oomriees almost all the plants not 
In the group lmimHitely above and is mtnly oomposed 
of the herbaceous Dicotyledons and the petalloid 
Yoi noc otyl dons#
During the least intake of.this group, in 
April, the grasses and their allies are at their most 
palatable while the forage herbs are relatively few 
in number and smll in bulk. A gradual Increase in
consumption was evident carrying on through to 
October at which time the forage herbs are abundant 
while many of the grasses have flowered and become 
les9 attractive to the grazing animals. Thereafter 
a decline occurs owing to the more fibrous nature of 
the mture herbs. Much of the winter levels ah >wn
in Figure 3,11 is due to Calluna intake.
Green, Sharp, Oook & Harris (1951) investigated 
the winter grazing diet of sheep. They showed that 
over the winters of 1946 - 1948 the average 
utillsatid of grasses and forage herbs was about the 
same, approximately 24 % for each class. Diring the
first part of the winter grazing season the forage 
herb species received heavier use than the grasses but 
with the advancement of the season the use of grasses 
increased. A similar type of grazing sequence is shown 
by//
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/by the present results, except that the overall grass 
omaum^plon Is at a higher level*
The utillsatlTO of many species vhioh are not 
illustrate by Figure 2 is discussed below.
it Is evident that BffeaiKUs, eaespitOBa 
was not relished by either ewes or lambs, forming as 
it did an average of only 0.3 of all sample counts. 
Although frequent on both hlrsels there was obviously 
a rejection of this species except during the pericxl 
November - February.
The LuzuIb species, almost entirely pllosa
and J*. campestrlst were occasionally encountered in 
samples. The aarnbs ste more taan did the rnes on both
hlrsels. Sandson) (19U6) has oorneinieM n hee
predilection of Blackface ewes in Shetland for Luzulta 
species, particularly in winter. In the present study
the reverse trend appears, in that almost all the 
Luzula fragments were found in summer and autumn 
samples.
T£lg|lP&qmum saaar-naawa was quite frequent 
in samples with an average count of 2.8 *. This species 
was commonly grazed in April - July. Linton (1916) 
considers that ' it is not a favourite with sheep9 
while Tribe (1930a) states that it is grazed in April 
and May.
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The Poa speoles are regarded as very palatable, 
early, but seldom plentiful (Linton 1918; Braid 1954). 
The frequenoy of these speoles in samples was rather 
low (ewes 0.9 A» lambs 2.2 %) but they are infrequent 
on the hlrsels in question. It is noticeable that
the lamb samples showed a much higher intake of these 
species than did the ewe samples.
The Krlca species were grazed intermittently 
throughout the year. Waiace (1684). Linton (1918), 
Fenton (1949) and MacLeod (1954) indicate that in 
compprleon with Calluna vulgaris these species are 
little used. McLeod (loo. cit.) suggests that 
K tlperea is less well-liked by sheep than K. teerfellx 
and the present results wawld support both comnooto•
Although occurring to an extent in samples 
at all times of the year the Yaccinlum species 
were eaten minly in the winter mcoths. Ck both
hlrsels the lamb samples showed smaier counts then 
the ewes. The high count of %• ox.vcoccua is mlnly
due to grazing from May - October by Bamacarry ewes. 
Fenton (1949). Tribe (1950a) and Waiaoe (16%) 
refer to these species as being evergreen and 
grazed at almost all times of the year.
Galium species show the variati n over the
year which is typical of the srmaier herbaceous plants,
■ • .. •* ’ •
with an increasing count from late spring until 
autumn^
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/autumn, end a higher lamb aanple count than ewe*
Uleo europaeua did not figure frequently 
in aamplea and the lambs in particular mide almost 
no use of it, Earlier writers have commented on
the feeding value of young plants and the shelter 
value of older plants# In Saater Boss heavy grazing
of this species by sheep has been shown (Bruce 1871; 
Ritchie 1919).
rroten^jllla erecta showed the freouency in samples 
typical of the smller herbs. Lamb grazing ms again 
heavier and greater use of it was apparently made 
on Low End hirsel.
The mosses, Sphagnum and golytrlohum. have 
been considered to be pulled with other plants and 
not to be eatmn for their own sake (Matin 1955) 
although Linton (1918) notes that they are deliberately 
eaten when the animals are really hungry# In the
present investigation the sample frequencies are 
quite high and it is probable that there are 
occasions throughout the year when they are deliberately 
eaten, perhaps for their water content, although there 
is no visual evidence to support this at present#
Grasses not so far considered are all rather 
infrequent on the study areas and the low slta^le 
comte/
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/counts are attributable to this factor* Closer 
examination shows that the graslng attention paid to 
them la similar to V)at in the case of the grasses 
already considered*
The shrub Wrloa gale occurs In quantity only 
on Barnacarry hlrsel and it can be seen that although the 
ewe samples occasionally showed traces of It there was 
complete rejection by the lambs except In the last month 
of sampling*
As has been mentioned above the group 
'unclassified * Includes many plants whose frequencies 
In samples was very low* Consideration must also 
bo given to plants which were present on the hlrsels 
but which never appeared In samples^
Of these the only one of Importance is 
Pteridlum aculllnum* This ls common on both hlrsels 
and easily available to the animals* Mo fragments of 
this plant were found in any of the samples* irom thia 
two conclusions may be drawn :
1* The fragments were completely destroyed by 
the digestive processes* or
2* The plant was not grazed*
From rumen and faecal samples seen in cases of
suspected/
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/suspected poisoning of stock by bracken It Is possible to 
state that fragments do appear In such samples* One ls 
led to the conclusion that this plant was not graced 
to any extent by the experimental animals* ln
contrast to recent reports of heavy grazing of bracken 
by sheep In Brecon (Anon 1961; Garrett-Jones 196l)»
3. Piet AoalsagB and Comparative ;r ztn,? Tntensltv.
As noted earlier Hunter (l95Ua»b) has 
Investigated the movement of Blackface Bheep over an 
ecologically well-marked hillside In Midlothian*
His results were expressed as Comparative Grazing 
Intensities (C*G«I*) and showed both the relative 
incidence of grazing on any particular area at the time 
of study and also the pattern of grazing and flock 
movement throughout the year*
It ls possible that although a sheep may be 
moving ln a Callunetum for example* It may not In 
fact be grazing the Calluna* particularly as hill 
pasture contains few pure stands of any particular 
species* A correspondence between Hunter's results and 
the present results would Indicate that when the 
sheep were moving over a Callunetum they were in 
fact grazing mainly on Calluna*
In some cases the present results can be
compared/
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/compared with those of Hunter (loc. clt. ) in ord r 
to elucidate this point* This has been done and la 
shown ln Figure 3j 1 * 5«
Since Hunter's results were obtained from 
Blackface ewes on an unrestricted hill It has been 
thought advisable to compare them with those of the 
present work for the ewea on Bamacarry hirsel only.
AgroeVa/F.aou. (Figure 3jl)
In this comparison there was a rough 
correlation In that both systems of measurement 
Indicated a falling consumption of these species 
over the year. Of especial Interest was the 
position of the maxima which ln both cases appeared 
In the period February - March. As has already been 
noted this is prior to the major spring flush of 
the fescue component of the pasture.
Aproatlc atoloolfera (Figure 3j2)
A similar j attem of grazing over the year is 
shown by the two methods* with the faecal sample counts 
Indicating a higher intake ln the earlier part of the 
year and a lower intake from July - October than the 
C.G.T. assessment. Again the maxima occur close 
together (February * March)* and the rise in October 
shown/
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/shown in Hunter’s results was followed by a rise ln 
November by the present results.
Krlophorum xaEiHiiiUS (Figure 3} 3)
A roughly similar type of grazing pattern over 
the year is indicated by boti sets of results.
Calluna vulinnls (Figure 3$U)
In this case Hunter’s results for lea heather* 
described as being younger heather* but more than twelve 
years old* growing on shallow, well-drained peat* have 
been used ln the comparison.
Correspondence was good especially in the 
months January - April. From this time until July 
the present results Indicated less heather Intake than 
the C.G.I. results* and after July they indicated a greater 
Intake than the C.G.I. results. Some of this higher 
intake may well have been due to the intake of fresh 
young shoots ln the autunn months and of the old r 
bushy heather during the winter. Hunter notes that 
his results for lea heather during the winter months 
do not include those days on which the free choice of 
herbage by the sheep was affected by snow cover.
If these dayd had been added he notes that the heather 
values as shown by the C.G.I. system would have been 
Increased at that time.
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"ardo3 strlcta (Figure 3(5)
Cormpaison between the two sets of results was 
in this case much less w©H mi iked. hunter's results
indicated a maximum intake in February and December 
whereas the present results showed a maximum fragment 
count in April and June with a D^cem^^ir increase 
corves ponding in part to that shown by Hunter.
This discrepancy can not be attributed to 
species other than Nardua being grazed in the lardetum 
at Midlothian since the present results show a higher 
intake than that shewn by the C.G.I. assessment.
There is# however# the probabbllty that 
spring drought conditions ara more severe in their 
effect on the herbage at Lephinmore than they are in 
Midlothian. This would lead to a greater intake of those 
plants which could withstand such conditions# of which 
hard us is an example.
It can be seen from the above comppalsons that 
the general sequence of grazing on the illustrated 
species is shown to be similar by the two methods 
of analysis.
Hence it can be concluded that the amount of 
time spent on any particular spewles can be related 
to the amount eaten and that when the animals are 
in/
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/Un a Festuoetum# for example# they graze minly on 
the dominion t epedes and pay only casual attention 
to others.
Ocnveroely# the correspondence of results by 
the two rmthods shows that analysis of faecal samples 
can assess the past morermnts of sheep over various 
communities# provided that these commit ties are 
relatively pure.
The correlation shown in Figure 3 between the 
results for the two methods does not imply that the 
sheep at Lephinmore ate the same amount of any 
particular speoies as the sheep at Midlothian.
Neither system of analysis measures the amount of 
the speoies eaten# and both scales have been chosen 
to give the best correlation. The correspondence
then relies on the patterns traced by the graphs and 
not on absolute values.
Vanations between results obtained by the 
two systems on the same area at the same time wo^^d 
indicate that the sheep were ignoring the min 
constituent of any community and selectively grazing 
a minor memmer. Tbls would be so particularly where
the faecal counts were consistently below the C.Q.I. 
assessment at the same period of the year. Were
the/
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/the faecal counts are consistently above the C.G.I# 
value the implication la that much of the species under 
consideration is being grazed from impure stands#
It can be seen that the maxima and minima 
of the present results are frequently found at 
approximately one month later than those shown by 
the C#G. I. results# The following reasons would
account for the discrepancy s
1# That the seasonal growth# and hence the 
availability and palatabillty# of the same species is 
about a month later at Lephinmore than in Vldlothian# 
due to climatological factors#
2# That there was an inherently later 
grazing pattern in one set of experimental animals#
This could be due either to two strains of the same 
sheep type being investigated# or to the fact that 
the same grazing pattern was mcdfied by climatological 
factors#
3# That one worker sampling near the end
of a month and the other sampling near the beginning 
of the subsequent moith would naturally present the 
results in such a way that there was an apparent 
time gap of about a month# whereas# in fact# this 
gap might be only a few days# In the present study 
there was no set time in the month for sampling thus
this explanation would be partly negated.
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It Is felt that the difference in time shown 
by the results is due to the second possibility m<etionodf 
namely# that different strains of Blackface sheep were 
in use# und r different climatic conditicne# which 
also affected the growth and rmturity of the plants*
It can be seen from the above discussion that . 
there is a definite pattern of grazing for any particular 
type of plant and at timos this appears to be present 
down to species level*
In every case maximum intake of a species is 
found to be either at or near the time of its greatest 
palatabUity or at a time of scarcity of any really 
palatable species*
Fenton (1949)# Davies (1925) and Arnold (1961) 
are in agreement that sheep prefer the finer# younger 
and more palatable herbage* The present results bear 
out these conclusions*
The results also indicate to whet extent and 
for how long a period this preference is shown* Of 
particular interest are the following points*
P9atu,g,o eutaira ana Cn1I»a Bifida gave the 
highest fragment counts in samples at almost all times 
of//
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/of the year. While the results do not indicate the. 
amounts of these plants eaten they do show that these 
are of importance at all times.
The Juncua speoies contribute a not unimportant 
part of the diet# particularly in autumn and winter.
^riorhorao species are relished prior to lambing 
and almost inmniiately show a drop in intake. This, a • • (
corresponds with the shepherds' view that this species 
is valuable to ensure a good milk yield in the ewe.
There are# however# many hill sheep farms with little 
or no Sriophor^ available and yet they have a good 
lamb marking percentage# so that the grazing pattern 
as shown here and the proximity of lambing time to 
it ray be purely fortuitous.
Carex speoies have been occasionally 
moitioned by other workers as important in the Het of 
sheep and other herbivores. Braid (1954) places the 
Cyperaoeae as the third most important group of plants 
on hill pasture# after the grasses and heather.
Dougaai (1951) regards fi. panicea as an important 
feature of the winter feed of sheep# especially after 
grazeable heather haa been lost to them by burning.
The present results show that these species are of 
value particularly In the early winter and in spring.
Moltoia caerWlea also is perhaps more widely
grazed//
/grazed than has hitherto been realised* although 
Wallaoe (188U) comments that 'sheep fatten and do well 
on Molinia* living on little else for a month or more 
and continuing all summer to eat a part* * As with 
some other species this heavy grazing Is at a particular 
time of the year only and at a particular point of 
palatablllty of the species* Thus an Increase In 
the amount of species on the hill would not necessarily 
lead to better grazing conditions for the animals*
U, 5g.e_Djaw
As has been mentioned In the General Introduction 
and elsewhere, the two hirsels under consideration 
varied ln herbage cover and ln the frequencies of the 
components* Also, the sheep on Low Knd hirsel were to 
an extent restricted ln their movements by fencing and 
natural barriers so that the plants on the lower slopes 
of this hirsel were not available to them*
Desnlte these factors the average species 
counts from the ewes on the two hirsels are* ln many 
cn8O8* alike In their percentages* Considering the 
more Important dietary components* as based on sample 
counts* It oan be shown that only In the oase of 
Kardus strlcta and Sallim YUlKarlfi la there any 
significant/
2PS
/rUgnifloent difference, at the 0*05 «'levcl# in the sample 
countn between the two himels for the ewee (Table 15)#
The numrlcal analyses indicate that the ewee 
on ^amecerry hiweel ate more Calluna vulgaris than did 
the ewee on Low iAd hirsel, and this ia in accordance 
with the observed occurrence of Callona on the two 
hlrsels*
The significant difference found in the mounts 
of Nrrdup strlcta in the diets of the two sets of anime Is 
as obtained by faecal sample cnrlyaia, nay be no more 
then r reflection of the proportion of Callum vulgaris 
in the ewes' genwal diet; that is, it la probable 
that the Low 5Ad ewes ate less Nardus because they 
already had an ample fibre supply ave^iltble from 
Calluna vulgaris*
Perhapa the non-significant results are of 
greater importance, because although there is a 
difference between hlrsels in the smounte of Pes.tuoa 
species, briophorum species end Juncua species fpr 
example, no such difference appeared in the samples 
to a significant level*
6* Lamb Diet Cormpaison
iTxen a similar analysis ie applied to the It mb
diet/
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xa&s 13
COM AKI8H S-m-tt HIRoBLS
t
AYarag? squpA gY.<sy..Ba.rlqfl ,gf etw
agogtec gsraacerry Lot Snd 1
£• rsiji£a 12.8 13.7 0.03
8.6 7.7 0.97
£• naauaaa 6.2 6.0 0.1+2
'lunsua species 5.6 7.8 1.62
Brlophorum species 6.3 6.7 0.35
&£££ species 5.3 6.0 1.79
fi. aixifiia 1.6 0.9 1+.12
M. ^asjailsa 3.6 U. 6 1. 30
£• xulsada 8.7 10.9 2.67
IClfgllttffi epecles 1+.0 L.2 0.21
♦ kotua species
Values of £ underlined are significant at 0*05 %
level with 6 degrees of freedom#
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TABLK 14
JUL3X
oom-AKisc« HIRbKLS
Average court, aver period of study
SPggjgU B»oaoarr.v Low Rnd 1
£. xukCU 13.4 14.8 1.12
& etulmlferu 10.0 8.3 1952
B naaiaaa 8.9 8.5 1.40
iUOSUfl specios 1.4 3.9 2l22
SrloP.hoJttO species 8. 8 8.3 1.19
Care,x species 4.1 8.0 2x92
N. BrHutU 0.2 0.8 2.65
g. sae.rulea 4.1 3.5 0.91
2. ml&iiu 5.2 4.5 0.80
Trlfdluo species 8.4 7.1 1.46
* Lotus species
Values of i underlined are significant at 0*05 %
level with * degrees of freedom#
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/diet results (Table 1U)* it Is found that the Low Knd 
lambs ate significantly more of the Juncus species 
and Carex speoles and significantly less A^rostls 
Btolonlfera than did the lambs on bamacarry hirsel.
Juncus species and Carex species are more 
frequent on Low End hlrsel and occur ln larger 
communities. This factor of availability probably 
influenced the higher lamb intake. As has been 
mentioned previously* the lambs on Bamacarry hlrsel 
showed an Intake of AaSflfllik filtifflitara greatly ln 
excess of that of any ether group* for a reason at 
present unknown. The significant difference shown for 
this species arises because of this very high sample 
count.
It appears from the above results that the animals 
have an overall diet preference* In that they tend 
to eat the same type of diet even when under different 
gracing conditions* to the extent of Intensive selection 
for Infrequent species or the rejection of abundant 
speoles except in some few cases.
This supposition ls less well shown by the lamb 
sample results* and It appears that ln their case the „ 
amount of a species available ls a greater factor In 
determining/
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/determining the amount they will eat of It*
6. g^<j> ,anfl jasig,aarsxl
It is of interest to note from Appendix Table 27
that the lamb diet over the sampling period varied considerably 
in some species from that of the ewes* However* the 
ewe samples covered the complete year while the lamb
results are based on six months sampling in the year.
In order to abtain more accurate comparisons Table 15
has been prepared* showing the ewe sample average
counts as calculated from the six-months periods
May • October in the years 1957 * 1959 corresponding
to the lamb sampling period. The value of i between
the ewe and lamb samples has also been entered.
It can be seen from Table 15 that the lamb 
diet on Barnacarry hlrsel is appreciably different 
from the ewe diet for some species.
7. 2x2 ifanfo Piet. (taw
Table 16 haB been prepared from the results 
of the Low Knd analyses in the way described above for 
Barnacarry.
Significant differences again arise In the 
relative amounts eaten of some species by the ewes and
lambs
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15
BasaagaErj.-Hlrael « £»e sample Averages (. )
Amended to six-month values*
Value of X between ewe and lamb samples*
Species “iisa Lambs i .
£. rubra 12.8 13.4 0.28
£. axloa 3.0 4.2 &£6
A. ai<2l2ai£e£& 8.0 10.0 2.97
JUNSUS effuaus 2.3 1.0 5.80:
Juagua axtlsulatua 0.5 . 0.2 1.44
Juncus BQuerro3us 0.3 0,2 1.40
liUZUla species 1.3 1.2 0. 50
£• vaKlQfltua 6* 0 5.6 0.59
£• anguatlfollutn 0.7 1.2 1.85
£• nl££a 2.1 3.4 2.78
ft. stsista 1.7 0.2 8.03:
M» sasrul<aa 3.4 4.1 1> 52
P. prtttensls 2.1 3.9
£»lclYlaUa 0.4 1.5 6, QQ:
£• vulgaris 7.2 5.2 1.69
Trifollum species 2.3 4.0 6.79:
ItSlUft species 2.4 4.4 1. 97
All 1 results are at U degrees of freedom.
Underlined values are significant at P a 0.
Underlined and : values are significant at P » 0*01
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T&iL£_l6
IiOT m fllff#Sl * Hue aaimle Averages (a) 
Amended to six-month values.
Value of ± between ewe and lamb samples*
Specie. Essa ianba 1
£. ma 13.# 14.6 1. 83
£. grim 3.7 4.4 0.89
A ^HaiiRi^a^ya 6.6 6.3 1. 76
£• fjiaufl 2.9 2.7 0.78
i* arUQUfflttta 1.3 0.7 2* 27
Z* aauamaua 0.9 0.5 1. 50
epeclea 1*1 1*0 0.45
I* amtoatum 5.2 5.0 0.85
R anguatlfollum 0.9 1.3 3* 33
£• nigra 2.4 4.0 2.42
£. sniata 1.1 0.8 0.33
II. aasiFll.£a 3.7 3.5 1* 00
£» osalRnala 1.8 1.9 0.55
£• iri^Llia 1.0 1.3 0.21
£. Yilfioala 9.2 4.5 5* 53:
Trlfsllum speoiea 3.8 4.1 0.14
Lotus species 3.3 3.0 2.14
All X results are at 4 degrees of fredoon* 
Underlined values are significant at P « 0*05*
Underlined and i value is significant at P a 0*01.
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It was noted that In many oases where there 
were significantly higher results in the lamb samples 
the species in question were relatively softer and 
more palatable, while those whloh were significantly 
lower were more often woody or otherwise unpalatable.
In an effort to establish a more sound basis 
for these differences the moisture content, fibre 
content and ash percentage of the species investigated 
were considered. The species could then be separated 
into ’hard’ and 'soft' categories, considerations 
being given to the above criteria as tabulated by 
Way (1853)» Klnch (188U), Hogg (18J5) and Pagan (1927) 
as well as to palatability.
The resultant grouping is shown below :
♦Hard* apeoles •Soft* species
caeacitQaa £. mhra
£• effuaua pvlna
j. artiottiatua 4. stolon1 fare
J. aquarrosus JJ. Xlfljoiasa
£• olg£a Luzula suedes
£• cacyqatiyllea £. vagtnatum
£. nanleea £. an pi at1folium
2. oaeapltoamn > gqerulea
E. atrlota
£» vulgaris £• trlvlalta
£. tetralla Qallum apeoles
2. clnatpa Tri folium apeoles
2. mvrtlllua/ i^otus species/
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l_jaaa_fl2£SLL£fl conta.
Y. Bcrtlllue 
V. pxyyqgfflfi
U. europaeua
M ealm
'Soft' epeclos conta. 
Lotus species
2. erecta
qphaimum species 
i&U.V.lBhUro species
ualcam species 
£• sElalatna
A*
d. clouersta
- t. nqyaa
Using the hard/soft separation above and summing
the average sample counts for each group at the mcothly 
level over the period of study ( ewes 1057 - 1050 only ) 
enabled Tables 17 and 18 to be prepared. The results
in these Tables are also shown in diagramnutlc form in 
Figure 4; 1 and 2.
In Table 17. between ewe and lamb results. there
is a significant difference at P » 8.01 for 'hard' species 
(1 * 4*17) and for 'soft' species (Jt » 3*73) with ten 
degrees of freedom in each case.
In Table 18. between ewe and lamb results, there 
is a significant difference at P * 0.05 for 'hard' species 
(l * 2.57) and for 'soft1 species at P * 0.01 (t * 5*1) 
both at ten degrees of freedom.
For 'hard' species Brnocarry ewe diet shows 
no significant difference at P « 0.05 (i » 0.515) when 
cornered/
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TABL 17
Burnaoarry H1u««1 * urafioneagee of 'Hard* and 
wmta ..In the ,aaw and Lamb PXaV
Swes Lambs
Hard 8 oft Hard Soft
January 45.5 43.0
February 37.75 52.25
H^rch 24.0 65.5
April 27.4 63.4
Mar 23.4 65.0 19.6 65.3 /< !
June 26*0 62.4 12.0 79.3 -t' 7
Jtaly 22.0 63.1 10.9 77.3 M f
Autist 32.6 54.6 12.7 70.6 ,6-7
September 29. 5 58.4 16.9 67.9 1 < 3
October 32.7 53.3 23.9 66.1 11 0
Ncvenber 41.5 44.5
Deoamber 47.7 43.5
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2ASE_18
Low and niraei t larflcntagga-O - Liard .*.. aoa 
'Soft* Components in the Swe and Lamb Diet
January 47.75 44.75
February 46.3 48.3
torch 32.9 62.6
April 33.6 60.1
toy 30.3 64.3 25.5 65.9 u
June 24.6 65.8 20.9 73.5
July 24.75 64.25 21.6 72.9 $>■
Aiumst 29.4 58.0 22.7 74.8 1- <
September 26.9 67.25 24.5 72.5 I 0
October 30.5 60.4 27.7 65.7 6. G
November 39.5 46. 25
December 45.0 46. 5
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/compared with Low Rnd awe diet; similarly with 'soft' 
speoies at P » 0.05 (i » 0*47) both at 22 degrees of 
freedom.
In the lamb results there is a significant 
difference between the 'hard' results for Bamacarry 
and Low End at P » 0.001 (t « 5»47); for 'soft1 
results there is no significant difference at P « 0.05 
(i * 0*680) both at ten d egrees of freedom.
It can be seen that no significant difference 
was found between the ewe diets on the two hirsels for 
either 'hard' or 'soft' species. despite the differences 
in herbage. This agrees in general with the conclusions
reached above, since in this case the effect of single 
species is lost in the sumMon
For lamb diet there is a significant difference 
in the amount of 'hard' species eaten by the lambs on 
Low Rid; as has been muttoned previously. Junoue species. 
Carex species and Calluna are of higher frequency on 
Low End. and it is probably the intake of these species 
which caused the significantly higher results.
On both hirsels the lambs show significantly 
different intakes of both 'hard' and 'soft* species 
from the ewea. This implies that the lambs in fact
select a different diet from the ewes during at least 
their first six Mnths. This will be discussed in the
next section.
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8. Lamb. Diet
From Appendix Table 27; Tables 1U - 18;
Figure 2* 1-11 and Figure U, 1 - 2 it can be seen that 
for certain species or groups of species the lamb sample 
counts are consistently lower or higher than those for 
the ewes* These differences are due to selection by 
the lambB for species not eaten to the same extent by 
the ewes*
A detailed study of the results Indicates that 
there ls a sequence ln the degree of selection* From 
the time of birth and during the first two or three weeks 
of grazing the lamb sample diets gave almost the same 
results as those of the ewes* A similar range of species 
was present ln the samples* of the same order of Importance 
and frequency* As the lamb aged* and at about 4 weeks 
old* the diets began to diverge* Fewer of the harder* 
less palatable species occurred In the lamb samples* 
their place being taken by softer and more palatable 
plants* This difference existed for much of the lamb 
sampling period* and there were Indications that by 
September the lamb and ewe diets were again approaching 
one another as to the range of species grazed and their 
relative frequencies*
The sequence ov*r the six-month sampling period
may/
P37
/may conveniently be divided into three phases:-
1. An Imitative phase during the first few weeks 
of grazing, when the lamb diet is based on that of the ewe, 
since the lamb is closely following her much of the time, 
and presumably grazing on the same species*
2* A diverging phase, when the lamb appreciates 
that it ls not capable of dealing efficiently or comfortably 
with some of the species and refrains from grazing them to 
the same extent as before* During this phase the relative 
change in palatability of any particular species may or 
may not be a determining factor in its grazed frequency, 
in that although a species may be becoming more palatable 
at this time it may well still be outwlth the range of 
what the lamb appears capable of dealing with*
3* A converging phase when, as the lamb grows 
and its mouth hardens, it becomes more capable of dealing 
with the adult diet and slowly returns to it*
It has not been possible to follow the diet of 
the lambs to the point where it has reached a diet 
indistinguishable from that of the adult ewes, but in 
lambs kept on their hlrsel of birth this type of diet 
would in any case be forced upon them by the exigencies 
of winter*
Tribe (19U8) notes that it had been suggested
In/
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/In the past that the feeding habits of the young are 
largely Influenced by Imitation, of the parent* he made 
a conprlson to disclose food preferences of lambs which 
had the opportunity to Imitate older sheep and those 
which had not* It was concluded that imitation was of 
little Importance In sheep*
The present results are In accord with these 
findings* ln that* after a short Initial Imitative phase* 
the lambs pursue a diet selection different from that of 
their dams although the same speoies In the same proportions 
are available to both ewes and lambs*
Kats (1953) suggests that the diet of an animal 
may to an extent depend on its previous experience of the 
components of that diet; It learns that some are suitable 
to It and that others are not* This he termed environ­
mental selection of diet* Conversely* a netlvlstlc 
theory of diet Implies that feeding behaviour Is determined 
by the inborn structure of the animal l*e* by heredity*
Kats (loc* clt*) suggests also a homeostatic theory of 
diet whereby the grazing animal has inborn diet tendencies 
modified by trial and error*
From this he develops the avidity theory of 
appetite which assumes that whft an animal haa e ten in 
the past is a determining factor ln Its choice of food 
In/
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/In the future* dependent to a great extent on the senses 
of smell* flavour and palatabUity and little on the 
physiological effect of diet components on the animal.
The Importance of palatabUity in diet selection 
as compared with.availability is obscure (Ivins 1952j 
Norman 1957) and whilst Stapledon (19U7» 19U8) and 
Ellison (19U8) claim that the grazing animal selects 
those species which It Instinctively feels will benefit 
it* Tribe and Gordon (1950) reject this view and quote 
their results from rats* where the animals became less 
healthy on a freely-selected diet because they did not 
e^t sufficient of the foods which contained the diet 
elements necessary for their well-being.
In the present case It Is very doubtful that 
physiological requirements are directing the change In 
diet pattern between the ewes and the lambs* and more 
likely that the m Jor Influencing factor Is that of 
oral sensation ln the lambs.
9, _ Quantitative Diet
The work of Hercus (1957* I960) draws attention 
to the possibility that qualitative Investigations of 
the present type may lead to a quantitative estimate 
of the diet. That this extension may be valid depends
on thefollowlng factors:
2H0
1. That there le good correlation between 
fragment counts and quantity of Ingested material* This 
may vary from species to species, In that species which 
are easily digested and are broken down Into large fragments 
will have a lower fragment count per unit Intake than 
those which are not easily digested and broken Into small 
fragments* Species which are subjected to prolonged 
digestion and produce fragments too small for accurate 
Identification will leod to Inaccurate results*
Conversely, species whloh are Ingested but are not digested 
at allt or very little, are rendered opaque by the action 
of the digestive Juices and their fragments would be 
listed as ’unclassified’• Tn both these latter cates 
large counts In the ’unclassified’ group would indicate 
that either or both of these factors were operative*
2* That there are no features of the respective 
fragments which tend to lead to selective identification; 
e.g. fragments of Calluna vulgaris can be identified by 
their characteristically partially opaque appearance and 
not primarily by their epidermal pattern* A fragment 
of grass with the same characters would be listed as 
’unclassified* as It would be difficult to Identify 
accurately*
Hercus (i960) has shown that an easily digested 
species gives large fragments, while In scouring animals
the fragments are too small for Identification*
2U1
Drnpala et al. (19U7) show t at the Increase In 
the number of undigested fragments of tissues and their 
increase In size ln faecal samples Is conelated with the 
increase in maturity of the forage eaten and with its 
increasing lignification, thus confirming Hcrcus’ view.
Herous (i960) also shows, by means of the 
figures here reproduced (Figures 5*6), that the percentage 
dry weight of gross fed is closely comparable with the 
proportion of cuticle in the faeces 2 days later (Fig. 5) 
and that there is a close correlation between the 
comparisons of digestibility by the two methods (a) by 
faecal nitrogen techniques and (b) by proportion of 
faecal cuticle (Fig. 6).
Her work also Indicates that a more reliable 
estimate of quantitative diet may be based on the sum 
area of fragments rather than their freguency, lut at 
present she is not prepared to relate Qualitative results 
to quantitative.
Within any species the values obtained from 
faecal sample analysis over a period are comparable at 
similar times of the year, and this may be extended further 
depending on the variation in digestibility from month to 
month.
It is evident that little la at present known 
of the relations obtaining among weight Ingested, 
digestibility/
21+2
GRASS FED
fflQUKK 5 : Comparison of % dry weight of grass fed 
with the proportion of cuticle in the 
faeces two days later. (After Eercus i960)
FIGURE 6 : Comparison of estimates of digestibility
by the faecal nitrogen technique and by 
the proportion of faecal cuticle.
(After Hercus i960)
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/digestibility and faecal fragment counts or fragment 
area counts. The preeant system of analysis of diet
is etill in a relatively imroture state and further work 
on staH^oused animals fed a weighed and known diet will 
be necessary to find the required ccIu-el&tCm8•
The results, and the above discussion, show that 
the problem of the self-selected diet of Blackface sheep 
is complex, depending to a great extent on availability 
and palatability of the herbage ar.d on the seasonal 
preferences and age of the sheep. It miy also be that
the diet of Blackface sheep, os shown by the present 
results, differs from another breed on a similar hirsel, 
and probably also differs further from that of another 
breed, say Cheviot, on a southern uplands hired, as 
suggested by Tribe (1948) and Hunter (1958).
Variation between the diet of individual sheep 
was wide in many cases, indicating that there are 
personal preferences underlying the overall selection 
of diet. Hunter (1961) suggests that a sheep learns
its gracing range from its mother, and that a sheep does 
not utilise the whole area of a heft available to it, 
but that different parte of the heft are graced by
different sheep.
The pet tem of grazing toy the experimental 
animals appears to toe a distinctive one, particularly 
ln lambs, and at first glance it would appear that, ln 
order to make the best uae of hill pasture, the flora 
should, where necessary, toe modified to provide the 
optimum grazing conditions at any time of the year.
However, as comparisons between the two hirsels show, 
the animals have the ability to select a almllar diet 
from different available herbage. Therefore a wide 
range of hirsel types as regards the species present 
will adequately supply the components of the diet. 
Nevertheless, there remains no doubt that many hirsels 
should toe Improved and brought more closely to the flora 
range which affords the necessary diet. But every 
hirsel presents Its own problems, apart from the basic 
ones of low soil fertility, bmcken, lack of winter feed, 
excess of worthless herbage and the economic and geographic 
difficulties of Improvement.
It would appear from the results that of prime 
Importance la the amount of fescue, bent and heather on 
the hirsel, and that Increase or selective benefit to 
these can do nothing but good, except where they may be 
already abundant. As Linton (1918) points out 'the 
abundant and obvious plants ln a pasture are those which 
are/
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/are not being eaten*; this concept ls true so long aa they 
are abundant at all times of the year* Secondary plants 
which are of great benefit at some times of the year and 
yet may be 'abundant and obvious* at others are still of 
great value as for example Juncua spp*, Carex spp* , 
Krlophorum spp., MolInla and the forage herbs, particularly 
legumes*
Many of the present hill land Improvements, in 
particular drainage, affect the physical qualities of the 
soil to the extent that some plants may no Ion er be able 
to survive, and thus what ln certain circumstances oould 
be valuable gracing material will be lost*
On the other hand the deliberate Increase of these 
plants must be approached with caution; as has been shown 
they are mostly of seasonal value, and at other times 
take up valuable ground* At present there would appear 
to be a good oase for an Increase In the amount of legumes 
on hill pasture, as those at present growing there tend to 
be limited in growth, low in grazing potential and
especially difficult to establish*
£ABT,H
SUMMARY
LITHRATURK OITRD
SUMMARY
r
fv**''*'*
The epidermal ohar®ctera of the plants found 
on Scottish rough grazings have been investigated. It
is shewn that the differentiated cells of the epidermis, 
such as stomtal guard cells, cork cells, silCaaccmtalntag 
cells az >d asperities vary in their frequency and pattern 
of distrltutlro among the undifferentiated cells of the 
epidermis*
The characters of an epidermis, based on these 
variations, are uniquely attributable at generic or 
specific level and can be utilised in the identlflcatlcm 
of epidermal fragments of such plants*
A key to the identiflcatlcm of epidermal fragments 
of the common plants of rough grazing is presented with 
photomicrograph^ illustrratlctfis of the epidermis of the 
species investigated.
In faeoal samples from ruminant animals, epidermal 
fragments are the only specifically identifiable reman ts 
of the plants which have been eaten and digested. They
can be utilised in an inveatlgatlw of the diet of such 
anirnle*
An Investlgatlm has been carried out, and comparison 
made, of the diet of Scottish Blackface ewes and lambs on 
free range over two ecologically different rough grazings 
in Argyllshire, using the above technique* The result
?b7
/of the analyst8 of 254 faeoal samples are presented*
These samples /ere obtained over a period of forty 
successive months from four sets of experimental animals:
1* Kwes on free range from aea-level to 1100 feet*
2* Their lambs*
3* Swes on restricted range from 600 to 1500 feet*
4* Their lambs*
The results Indicate that there Is a recurrent 
annual pattern of grazing exhibited by the ewes* This 
can be shown to occur on groups of plants* for example 
on grasses* rushes* sedges and other forage herbs* and 
also on particular species* The lambs also show a 
recurrent pattern of grazing* differing to some extent 
from that of the ewes*
The seasonal and yearly utilisation of the more 
Important components of the sward was Investigated and 
attention ls drawn to the grazing patterns which emerge; 
in particular* to the prevalence ln the diet at various 
times of the year of Juncus speoles* Carex speoles* 
BrloPhowia species and of ftftmlea*
It Is shown that a correlation exists between
the results of diet analyses by the observation of 
flock movements over ecologically distinct areas and 
by analysis of plant epidermal fragments in faecal samples
2U8
The results show that the ewes tended to select a 
similar diet although grazing on ecologically different 
areas* It la concluded that they can exercise a 
selective preference In their diet depending on the 
available grazing*
The analyses Indicate that lambs of successive 
years exhibit basically similarAhablts a*d th&t they show* 
a higher degree of preference for certain species. In-thatr 
-d4ot-4hsrr d~0 ttfe dwesT
Compared with the ewe diet, the lambs show 
Imitative* diverging and converging phases In their diet 
selection*
i'he relationships between qualitative and quantitative 
diet are discussed. I’he significance of the results to 
rough grazings la considered*
2kS
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aatevs jaallia 1.
Bateau teMSua L- 
Smopuuiua s^sajjaaUss 4.
AuthoxanhUum (doratum L. 
iaituHiB gomerota 
LaltUB perumie L.
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Total
 TABLd 1
Hirsal,.Barnaoarry Group. .l/waa Yuar.,1957
^vurage Counts per Month
Month May Jun, Jul. x.ug, ^up. 0ot. . Nov, Liao,
samples 6 4 2 1 2 l 2 -2
No.l 7.8 10.25 19.0 14 13.0 13 12,5 12.0
'2 6 .0 0.25 3.5 5 4.5 1 2.5 2.5
3 12.7 11.0 5.5 7 3.5 5 5.0 10,0
4 8.3 5.0 4.0 4 5,5 3 3,5 5.0
5 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 1.0
6 2.5 0.75 1.0 1 7,0 3 3.5 5,0
7 0.5 0 1.0 1 1.0 1 0.5 3.0
8 0 0.25 0 0 0 4 3.5 4.0
9 0.1 1.0 2.5 0 0.5 6 0 0
10 13.9 8.0 3.5 2 4.5 2 0.5 4.5
11 1.0 0 0.5 3 1.0 1 0 1.5
12 2.5 0 0 0 3.0 0 6.5 4.5
13 1.3 0.5 1.5 2 0 0 2.5 2.5
14 2.0 2.25 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0
15 4.3 11.5 7.5 3 1.5 2 0 0
16 1.5 2.0 2.0 0 0.5 1 1.0 1.5
17 8.0 1.75 0 4 1.5 0 1.5 0
18 0.7 2.25 1.0 1 5.5 0 1.0 0
19 0.1 0.5 2.0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1.1 3.25 3.5 16 13.5 12 15.0 19.5
21 0.7 C .25 0 3 2.5 0 0 3.022 0.1 1.0 0.5 1 0.5 2 1.0 0.5
23 0.1 0 0 0 1.5 5 4.5 4.5
24 0.3 0.75 0.5 1 l.Q 2 0 0.5
25 1.5 4.25 2.0 1 1-5 3 0 2.026 0 0.75 1.0 0 0 0 1.5 0
27 1.1 3.25 1.0 0 2.0 7 3.0 1.0
28 0.9 2.5 0.5 1. 2.5 3 3.5 1.0
29 1.3 2.0 2.5 3 2.5 5 0.5 0
30 2.7 2.0 5.0 4 4.0 2 3.0 1.0
31 1.3 2.5 3.0 2 2.0 2 3.0 2.0
32 0.1 0.75 1.0 0 0 1 0 0
33 0.1 0.25 0.5 0 1.0 1 0.5 0.5
34 0.7 0.5 0 2 0.5 1 0 1.0
35 0.3 1.0 0.5 0 0 3 0 1.0
36 G.3 0.75 0 1 1.0 1 1.0 0
37 0 1.0 2.5 0 1.0 0 0 0.5
38 9.3 1?.5 14.0 9 4.5 5 11.5 2.5-
39 6 .5 3.5 6.5 9 5.5 3 6.5 2.5
40 101.7 100 >p 99.5 100.0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0
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2 CONTD.
Hir3el.•Barnaoarry Group..Dwes Year*>195#
Average Counts p^r Month
jtffionth Jul. <Ulg. □ep. Oct. Nov. Deo.
samples 4 2 3 4 2 2
No.l 16.25 15.5 18.6 13.0 9.5 10 .5
2 4.75 2.5 1.3 1.0 1.0 2.0
3 7.C 5.0 8.0 7.25 11.0 6.5
4 6.0 5.5 10 .6 5.75 2.0 7.5
5 C 0 0 0 C.5 1.0
6 1.75 1.5 0.3 4.5 5.0 6.0
7 0.5 0 0 .6 0.5 1.5 1.5
8 0.25 0 0 0.75 2.0 4.5
9 0.5 2.5 5.0 1.0 0 0
10 4.0 2.0 2.6 1.75 2.0 4.0
11 0.25 0 C 0 0 0.5
12 1.0 3.0 2.0 4.25 7.5 6.0
13 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0 1.0
14 1.25 0 0.6 0 0 0
15 3.75 2.0 3.0 1.0 c 0.5
16 1.5 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.0
17 2.0 3.5 2.0 C.75 2.5 5.0
18 2.0 4.5 2.6 3.75 0 0
19 0.5 0 0 0.25 0 0
20 5.25 15.5 4.3 12.25 15.0 14.0
21 0 1.0 0 0.5 0.5 2.0
22 c.75 0 3.3 2.25 0 0
23 C .5 1.5 2.0 2.25 3 -5 1.5
24 1.5 2.0 3.0 0.75 0.5 1.0
25 2.0 2.0 0.3 4.25 1.5 2.0
26 l.C 0 1.0 0.75 C 0
27 3.0 2.5 3.0 1.75 2.5 0
28 6.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 o .5 1.5
29 5.25 0.5 1.3 2.5 1.5 0
30 3.0 0.5 0.3 3.5 3 .0 2.5
31 2.25 0 2.0 1.25 3 .0 3.0
32 0.25 c 1.6 0.25 G 0
33 0.25 l.C 2.3 0 l .5 0.5
34 0.75 2.0 0.6 0.5 0 0.5
35 0.25 0 0 0 0 0
36 0 1.0 0.6 0.5 l .5 0
37 1.0 4.0 2.3 0.25 2.5 0
38 6.25 12.0 8.3 11.75 6 .5 5.5
39 6.5 2.5 2.3 5.25 9-.5 8.5
40 100.0 1C0.0 100 .0 100.0 10 0 .0 100.0
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mu, 3
Hirsel..Barnaoarry Group..Lues Year..1959
xkVerngu Counts por iionth
ivionth Jan. ?ob. ioh,, 4ipl,, Liny Jun<
kj ample s 0 1 1 2 4 3
No. 1 11 24 13.0 10<5 11.6
2 0 5 3.0 2.0 2.3
3 13 10 11.3 8.0 11.0
4 7 4 9.3 6.75 5.6
5 2 0 0 0 0
6 5 3 2.5 2.0 2.6
7 3 2 0.3 0.75 0
8 6 3 0.3 0 0
9 0 0 0 0.75 2. 3
10 7 3 8«5 10,5 8.3
11 1 0 2.3 1.75 0.6
12 4 3 5.5 3.25 2.3
13 1 2 2.0 0.25 1.0
14 0 1 1.3 2. 75 0.6
15 0 0 3.0 7.5 3.3
16 0 0 2.0 3.75 1.3
17 8 4 7.5 7.75 6.0
18 0 0 1.0 1.5 0.3
19 0 0 0 0.5 0.6
20 16 3 3.0 3.0 3.0
21 3 3 0 0.73 1.0
22 1 1 0 0.75 1.6
23 0 0 0 0.25 0
24 0 0 0 1.5 1.6
23 0 0 0 0.5 1.3
26 0 1 0 0.25 0.6
27 1 2 1.3 2. 75 2.6
28 1 0 1.0 2.0 2.0
29 0 0 0,3 1.5 3
30 2 4 2.5 1.0 4.0
JL 2 0 1.0 0.75 3.0
32 0 0 0 0.5 0.3
33 1 2 0.5 0.75 0.6
34 2 1 1.0 2. 3 0.6
35 0 0 0 0.75 0.3
36 0 0 0 0 0
37 0 1 0 1.75 1.0
38 2 10 4.5 5.0 6.3
39 1 2 4.5 2.0 5-0
40 100 100 100.0 100.0 99. 8
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Hir sal.-.Barnaocurry Group, .^wes Yoarb 1957-1960
Mnthly Totals
Month Jan. Fob» Moh, Apl, May Jun,. Jul. 4&g. bop. Oat. Nov. Deo.
camples 2 4 2 3 12 11 7 3 10 6 6 6
No.l 23 30 42 73 109 129 121 63 137 77 69 80
2 3 8 7 20 43 18 26 19 33 7 16 11
3 21 47 26 38 123 99 46 30 62 39 49 41
4 12 21 10 40 93 67 36 33 67 29 23 33
3 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 8
6 8 18 6 13 23 32 10 13 34 23 33 32
7 7 12 3 4 6 1 3 1 10 4 13 17
8 10 19 3 3 0 1 1 0 0 10 17 26
9 J 0 0 0 4 17 9 3 26 10 0 0
10 13 23 13 43 133 83 24 18 26 11 9 23
11 2 4 1 8 13 10 4 3 8 1 2 * 4
12 8 13 10 27 39 13 6 12 16 19 38 33
13 2 3 2 14 17 8 7 3 7 3 3 7
14 0 0 1 9 29 19 7 4 3 1 2 6
13 0 0 0 23 67 78 37 7 21 10 6 3
16 0 2 2 14 23 36 13 3 6 4 6 10
17 7 30 13 30 89 30 9 12 10 3 8 10
18 0 0 0 3 13 10 12 16 46 19 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 4 6 6 3 0 1 0 0
20 34 37 12 16 29 34 33 72 134 71 76 89
21 8 11 3 3 13 6 0 12 12 4 3 13
22 2 3 2 0 3 13 6 3 -3.+ 12 4 3
23 10 0 0 0 2 4 3 4 16 18 26 22
24 0 2 0 3 8 16 8 10 14 8 3 4
23 0 0 0 2 18 23 16 7 19 20 6 8
26 0 0 1 0 7 12 6 0 3 3 7 4
27 0 3 2 4 22 32 18 3 24 19 16 2
28 0 2 1 6 18 27 26 9 26 24 12 3
29 0 0 0 2 16 29 29 10 28 13 8 3
30 2 6 3 8 27 33 24 13 24 16 18 13
31 1 3 4 7 16 20 20 9 17 9 14 16
32 0 0 0 2 4 6 3 1 6 3 0 0
33 0 4 3 2 3 6 3 3 12 2 3 4
34 0 6 2 7 17 8 4 6 4 3 2 4
33 0 0 0 0 6 7 2 1 0 3 1 • 2
36 0 0 0 0 3 6 2 3 7 3 7 0
37 0 2 1 4 8 13 12 13 9 2 3 1
38 14 26 13 30 88 87 61 ‘P 82 36 48 24
39 9 14 6 16 30 41 43 21. 33 28 . 36 29
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Hirsel. .Bamacarry Group..Lambs Year..1957
*xvuragu Counts pur Month
Month May Jun. Jul.. Aug. □up. Oct.
samples 8 4 2 4 4 5
No.l 11.0 14.5 16.5 15.0 11.25 13.6
2 3.4 3.25 5.0 4.25 5.5 2.6
3 9.5 10.75 13.5 10.25 11.25 8.6
4 10 .5 12.50 10.5 6.50 2.25 3.0
5 0 0 0 0 0.25 0
6 0.5 0.25 0 0.5 2.0 4.4
7 0.1 0 0 0.5 0.25 0
8 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.8
9 0.4 1.50 0.5 1.25 0.75 2.010 9.7 9.125 7.0 3.50 2.75 1.2
11 2.4 2.0 1.5 1.25 0.5 0.612 3.5 4.25 4.0 4.75 3.25 2.0
13 0 0 0 0.50 0 0.2
14 1.2 0.75 0 0.25 0 0
15 6.7 3.75 4.0 0.75 0.5 0.6
16 0 0 0 0 0.25 0.2
17 5.1 8.25 2.0 2.50 1.25 0.8
18 2.4 2.0 4.0 4.25 7.0 5.6
19 0.4 1.25 1.5 1.50 1.5 2.0
20 4.3 1.25 3.0 3.0 8.0 10.6
21 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.25 1.0 0.8
22 0.4 0.5 0 0.75 0.5 1.0
23 0.9 0.25 1.5 0 0.5 1.8
24 0.5 0 0 0 0 1.4
25 2.4 2.5 2.0 2.75 3.75 5.0
26 0 0 0 0 0 0.2
27 2.1 3.0 4.5 6.25 5.0 4.6
28 1.6 3.25 2.5 4.25 3.5 4.2
29 0.4 1.0 1.5 2.75 3.5 1.8
30 1.2 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.G
31 0.4 0.75 1.5 0.75 1.25 0.8
32 0.3 0.75 0 0.5 0.25 1.0
33 0 0.5 1.5 0 0.5 0.6
34 0 0 0 0.5 0.25 0 .4
35 0.3 C.75 0 0 0.25 0.2
36 0.3 0.75 1.0 1.50 1.0 1.4
37 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 8.6 5.5 3.5 13.5 9.75 7.C
39 6.6 2.5 4 J) 4.C 7.5 7.0
40 100.0 100.0 10C.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
QLU3Lim S
Hir sol. .Brarnaoearry Group. .Lmabs . 1958
average Counts per i/Ionth
lion t h ivjjiy Jun. JuL. Aug. jup. Got.
Samplus 2 2 2 2 2 2
No.l 5.5 12.0 15.0 14.0 13.0 17.0
2 5.0 4.0 5*5 4.5 2.5 5.0
3 7.5 10.3 11.0 11.0 12.0 10 .0
4 6.0 10.5 12.0 7.0 4.5 3.0
5 0 0 ‘0 'G 0.5 G
6 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 1.5 0.5
7 0.5 1.0 0. 0 0 C
8 0.5 0 • 0 0 0 0.5
9 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.0
10 9.5 7.5 6.0 3.5 5.0 1.5
11 3.0 2.0 1.5 0.5 0 0
12 2.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 4.5 5.5
13 1.0 0 0 0 0.5 0
14 1.5 1.0 0 1.0 0 0
13 5.5 4.0 3.0 1.5 1.5 1G
16 1.0 0.5 0.5 C 0 0
17 13.0 5.5 6.5 1C 1.5 1.5
18 2.0 3.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 4.0
19 0.5 1.5 1.5 3.5 2.5 1.5
20 7.5 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.5 5.G
21 1.0 1C 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0
22 1.0 0 0 1.5 C .5 1C
23 1.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.5 1.5
24 G G G C 0.5 1.0
25 2.5 2.5 1.5 4.5 4.5 6.5
26 0 C C 0 C 0
27 3.5 4.5 4.0 4.0 3.0 5.0
28 3.5 8.0 4.5 3.5 5.0 4.5
29 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 3.5 5.5
30 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.0
31 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 1C 1.0
32 0:5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.5
33 0 1.5 1.0 2.0 1.5 0
34 1.0 1.5 0 0 •c 1.5
35 0.5 G 0 G.5 0.5 0:5
36 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.5
37 G 0 0 0 0 C
38 1.5 2.5 4.5 9,0 6.5 2.0
39 5.5 1.0 5.5 4.5 2.5 2.0
40 100 .0 100 .0 ICC .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0
Hirsel..Barnaoarry Group..Lambs Year.-. 1959
Counts per i.ionth
ivio nth ^lay Jun. Jul. ^Ugt ►□ep. Oct
Samplus 3 2 3 3 3 3
No.l 11.0 12.0 17.0 14.6 18.0 13.3
2 3.3 4.0 3.6 5.3 4.0 2.6
‘ 3 11.3 11.5 6.0 9.3 10.6 7.6
4 6.3 9.0 7.3 5.6 3.6 3.0
5 0 0 0.3 0 0.3 0
6 1,0 0 0 0.3 1.0 1.6
7 0.6 0 0.3 0.3 0 0.3
8 0 0 0 0 0 0.3
9 1.0 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.6 1.6
10 7,6 5.0 7.0 4.6 2.6 2.3
11 |»3 1.5 1.0 0.6 0.3 012 1.6t k « 2.0 3.3 3.0 2i 6 4.3
13 '0 1.0 0.6 0 1.0 0
14 1.0 0.5 0 0.6 '0 0
15 5.6 5.0 2.6 1.3 1.0 0
16 0 0.5 0.6 0.6 0 0.6
17 7.0 7.5 7.3 2. 6 1.3 1.0
18 1.6 3.0 2.6 2.6 6. 3 5.3
19 O.6 1.0 1.0 2.3 2.0 2.6
20 5.6 1.0 1.3 5.6 6. 3 13.321 O.6 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0
22 '0. 6 0 0.6 1.0 0.3 0.6
23 1.0 1.5 0 0.6 1.3 0.6
24 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0
25 1.3 2.5 3.3 3.6 3.6 6.3
26 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 2.3 3.5 5.0 6.0 2.6 4.3
28 2.0 2.0 6.3 2,0 4.0 3.6
29 1.0 1.5 1.3 0. 6 1.6 4.6
30 1.6 2.0 1.6 3.> 1.3 3.0
31 0.6 1.0 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.0
32 0 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.6 1.0
33 0.3 1.0 0 1.3 1.0 0.6
34 0.6 0 0.3 0 0 0
35 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0
36 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.3 0.6 o. 6
37 0 0 0 0 0 0.3
38 14.0 10.0 9.3 11.6 14.3 5.0
39 6.0 5.5 6.6 5.6 2.3 5.6
40 98.9 100.0 98.2 98.6 93.9 98.8
f X
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Hirsel. .Barnnoarry Gropp. .Lambs Years. 1957-1959
Monthly Totals
Month May Jun. Jul. ^ug. oop. 0ot.
samples 13 8 7 9 9 10
No.l 132 106 114 132 125 142
2 63 29 32 42 39 31
3 125 87 67 91 101 86
4 115 89 67 57 29 30
5 0 0 1 0 3 0
6 8 2 0 4 14 28
7 4 2 1 3 1 1
8 1 0 0 0 2 6
9 7 10 6 11 11 21
10 120 67 47 35 29 16
11 29 15 9 7 3 312 38 28 24 35 30 34
13 2 2 2 2 4 1
14 16 6 0 5 0 0
15 82 33 22 10 8 5
16 2 2 3 2 1 3
17 88 59 38 20 12 10
18 28 21 23 34 58 52
19 6 10 9 20 17 21
20 66 9 12 39 62 103
21 12 5 4 3 6 11
22 7 2 2 9 4 9
23 13 5 5 4 11 14
24 4 0 0 0 4 12
25 28 20 17 31 35 57
26 0 0 0 0 0 1
27 31 28 32 51 34 46
28 26 33 34 30 36 41
29 10 11 9 16 26 34
30 18 17 16 24 21 25
31 8 8 6 6 10 9
32 3 5 3 5 5 11
33 1 7 5 8 8 5
34 4 3 1 2 1 5
35 4 4 1 2 3 2
36 3 5 5 11 8 14
37 0 0 0 0 0 1
36 114 47 44 107 95 54
39 82 23 39 42 42 56
40 1300 800 700 900 900 1.000
T.43I4. 11
Hirsel..Barnaoarry Group..lambs
Monthly averages
Years..1957-1959
Month my Jun. Jul. Bop. Oot,
oamplus 13 8 7 9 9 10
No.l 10.2 13.3 16.3 14.7 13.9 14.2
2 4.6 3.6 4.6 4.7 4.3 3.1
3 9.6 10.9 9.6 10.1 11.2 8,6
4 8.8 11.1 9.6 6.3 3.2 3.0
5 0 0 0.1 0 0.3 0
6 0.6 0.3 0 0.4 1.6 2.8
7 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1
8 0.1 0 0 0 0.2 0.6
9 o.3 1.2 0.9 1.2 1.2 2.1
10 9.2 8.4 6.7 3.9 3.2 1.6
11 2.2 1.9 1.3 0. o 0.3 0.312 2.9 3.5 3.4 3.9 3.3 3.4
13 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1
14 1.2 0.3 0 0.6 0 0
13 6.3 4.1 3.1 1.1 0.9 0.5
16 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3
17 6.8 7.4 5.4 2.2 1.3 1.0
18 2.2 2. 6 3.3 3.8 6.4 5.2
19 0.5 1.2 1.3 2.2 1.9 2.1
20 5.1 1.1 1.7 4.3 6.9 10.5
21 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.9 1.1
22 0..5 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.9
23 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.4 1.2 1.4
24 0.3 0 0 0 0.5 1.2
25 2.2 2.5 2.4 3.4 3.9 5.7
26 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
27 2.4 3.5 4.6 5.7 3.8 4.6
28 2.0 4.1 4.9 3.3 4.0 4.1
29 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.7 2.9 3.4
30 1.4 2.1 2.3 2.7 2.3 2.5
31 0.6 1.0 0.9 o. 6 1.1 0,9
32 0.2 0.6 0,4 0.6 0.6 1.1
33 0.1 0.9 0.7 0,9 0.9 0.5
• 34 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0,1 0.5
33 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.2
36 0,2 0.6 0.7 1.2 0,9 1.4
37 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
38 8.8 3,9 6,3 11.9 10.6 3.4
39 6.3 2.9 5.6 4.7 4.7 5.6
40 99.8 Ko. o :100,0 99,7 100.0 100,0
IT.83IG 12
Hjrsal. #Low And Group,o-.ws Yuar.. 1957
,iVurago Counts per Month
Moth' Jun,. Jul. 'tUg.: ^op. Got. Nov. Duo,
oampP-os 3 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 3
No.-1 11*6 15.5 17.5 12.5 12.0 15.0 11.0 12.6
2 3*-6 6.0 2.0 45 3.5 3.0 6.5 2.0
3 10.0 5.’5 5.0 4.0 6.5 8.0 5.0 7.0
4 11.-3 5.0 4.0 4.5 6.0 3.5 6.0 5.3
5 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1/3
6 3.6 2.5 3.0 5.0 2.5 4.0 3.0 6.3
7 0.6 0 0.5 0.5 1.5 3.5 3.0 3.3
8 1.0 0 0.5 0 0.5 1.0 3.5 4.3
9 0 0 0.5 0.5 6.0 1.5 0 0
10 7.6 8.0 3.5 4.0 2.5 3.5 1.5 4 6
11 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0 1.5 1.3
12 3.0 3.5 1.5 0.5 3.5 5.5 5.0 3.6
13 1.3 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 1.3
14 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0
15 6.3 9.0 5.5 4.0 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.316 2.6 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 . 0 0
17 6.0 40 2.5 3.0 1.0 2.5 2.0 5.0
18 0.6 1.0 2.0 2.5 4.0 3.0 2.0 0
19 0 0.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 0 020 6.0 2.0 5.5 12.0 16.5 12.5 16.5 18. 3
21 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.’5 0 2.322 1.0 3.0 1.0 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.6
23 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 1.0 1.6
24 0 1.0 0.5 0 0 0.5 1.5 0.6
25 0.3 0 1.5 0 3.5 3.0 3.5 0.326 0.6 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
27 1-3 6.0 2.5 45 2.0 0 1.5 028 1.0 2.5 3.0 8.0 45 2.0 0 0
29 2.0 2.5 5.5 3.0 3.5 4 5 1.0 0.330 2.6 3.0 5.5 45 40 2.0 1.5 1.6
31 1*3 2.0 1.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.332 0 0.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 0 0 0
33 . 0.6 2<5 1.0 0 1.5 0*5 0.5 0*3
34 0.3 0.5 0 0 0 1*5 0*5 0.6
35 2.0 40 1.5 0 0 0 0 0
36 0 0 1*5 3.0 2.5 0.5 0 0
37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 2.3 0.5 7*0 5.5 1.0 3.0 9.0 9.3
39 2.3 1.0 4.5 3.5 1.0 2.0 2.5 2.6
40 99.0 100.0 lOCUO 100*0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 98.9
*t*+
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Hiraol. .Lok 2nd Group. *Lwes Yuar.,1958
xxVurage Counts pur idonth
i*fonth Jan. Fob,► Moh. *.pl. i»Iay. Jun,
b amp lo a 0 1 2 2 0 3
No.l 15 17.5 15.0 12.6
2 2 4.0 3.0 2.3
3 10 6.0 9/0 5*6
4 5 6.5 8.0 6.6
5 2 0 0 0.3
6 4 3.0 5.0 0.3
7 4 4.0' 1.0 0
8 5 5.0 1.0 0.3
9 0 0 0 0.3
10 9 9.0 5.5 7.0
11 1*5 2.5 1.3
12 q. 4.0 5.0 1.3
13 1 2.5 3.0 1.0
14 2 1-5 0.5 1.0
15 0 0 3.5 5.3
16 0 0.5 1.0 1.0
17 5 5.5 3.0 5.6
18 0 0 1.0 0.6
19 0 0 0 O’.3
20 21 10.5 5*5 5.3
21 2 5.0 3*5 0.322 2 1.0 1.5 2.3
23 1 0 0.5 0
24 0 0 ‘ 0 0.6
25 0 0 0.5 0.6
26 0 0 0 0.3
27 0 1.0 1.0 2.6
23 0 0 0 2.3
29 0 0 1.0 5.0
30 0 4.5 4.5 7.0
31 0 1.5 1.0 2«0
32 0 0 0 0.6
33 0 0 2.5 1.6
34 0 1.5 .2.0 1.6
35 0 1.0 0.5 0.6
36 0 0 0 0.3
37 0 0 0 0
38 1 3.0 9.0 7.6
39 2 0^5 0 5.0
40 100 100.0 100.0 98.6
 ^(0
T.J3Ia 13 , CQNTD.
L..Low ^nd Group. .-jWos Y
Month Jul. Aug. sop. Oot. Nov. Juc.
unmplus 0 I I 4 2 2
No.l 14.6 13.0 11.75 13.0 12.5
2 2.6 6. 6 3. 75 5.0 4 5
I 8*I 6.0 5. 75 10.5 9.0
4 5.0 43 4.25 8.0 7.5
5 0 0.3 0 0 40
6 0.6 3.0 4.25 6.5 7.5
7 0.6 1.0 1.75 1.0 2.5
8 0 1.3 1.25 4.0 4 5
9 0.6 4 3 2*00 ' 0 0
10 5.0 4.0 1* 75 2.0 5.0
11 1.0 0.6 0.50 0.5 1.5
12 2. 6 2.0 2. 25 40 4.0
1I 0.6 1.3 0.75 2*0 1.5
14 2.6 1.3 2.00 1.0 1.5
15 4*I 1.0 0.25 0 0.5
16 1.0 0.3 0. 75 0 1.0
17 1.1 2.0 2.75 1.5 3.0
18 2.I 1<3 3.00 1.0 0
19 0.I 0*6 2.00 0 0
20 16.-I 12*0 8,25 10.5 15.5
21 1.0 1.6 0.75 1.0 1.5
22 0* 6 0 1.25 1.5 1.5
2I 0.3 0.6 1.00 1.0 2*5
24 0.6 0 0 1.0 0
25 3.3 2.3 1. 75 1.5 0.5
26 0 0 0 0 0
27 4. 6 5.0 6.50 0.5 0
28 I.0 5- 6 2. 75 0 0
29 5.0 1.1 3. 25 0 1.0
30 I.6 3 6 4. 25 45 1.5
I1 0.6 1.6 2. 75 1.0 1.5:2 0.I 1.6 0 0 0
II 0 0.6 1. 00 0 0
0 1.25 0.5 0
I5 1.0 0.6 0. 25 0 0
36 0.I 1.0 1. 50 0 0
I? 0 0 0 0 0
3 2.6 7.3 7.25 8.5 4*5
3 0.I 1.0 5.50 8.5 2.5
40 98.7 98.9 100.00 100. 0 100.0
ear.«1958
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T..BI4 15
,Low ^nd Group.. Jwus Yuar I960
akV^ragu Counts p^r Month
Month Jan. Fob . Moh. .xpl. May Jun.
oauplos 2 1 2 2 J- 2
No.l 3.5 11 13.3 16.5 14 13.0
2 3-3 3 4.'5 3.0 5 2.0
3 9.3 12 12.0 10.0 7 6.0
4 7.0 6 6.3 8.0 6 8.5
5 1.3 3 2.3 0 0 0.5
6 3.0 3 9.0 7.0 5 8.0
7 3.0 3 4.0 2.0 0 0.5
8 7.5 3 3.0 4.3 2 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 3.0 7 7.5 8.0 8 5.5
11 0.3 2 0 2.3 1 2.0
12 1.3 3 4.0 4.0 5 4*0
13 2.0 1 2.0 0.5 3 1.0
14 0.3 1 2.3 4.3 0 1.0
13 0 0 0 6.0 5 7.5
16 0 0 1.0 1.0 2 0
17 3.0 6 6.3 4.0 7 6.0
18 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.5
19 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
20 19.0 20 6.0 3.0 7 5.0
21 3.0 1 1.0 1.5 3 1.5
22 1.3 1 1.5 0 2 2.5
23 2.0 2 1.0 1.0 0 0
24 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
23 0 0 0 0.5 1 0.5
26 0 0 0 1.0 0 0.5
2? 0 0 0 0.3 2 2.0
26 0 0 0 0 1 1.5
23 0 0 0 1.0 3 5.5
30 1.0 2 1.0 3.0 4 4.0
31 1.0 1 2.0 0.5 1 2.0
32 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
33 0.3 2 0 2.0 2 0
34 1.0 0 0.3 0 3 1.0
33 0 0 0 0 1 0.5
36 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
37 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 4.3 2 4%0 1.5 0 4.5
39 6.3 3 3.0 0.5 0 0.5
40 100.0 100 ioo.o :100.0 ioo :LOO.O
T.xBK, 16
Hirsel.. Low Lnd Group, .^wos Year^.. 1937-1960
idbnthly Totals
Month Jan, Feb. doh. .*4)1. dhy. Jun,
□ample a 4 3 8 8 7 10
No.l 41 36 134 125 89 128
2 10 6 27 37 27 31
3 36 • 31 90 59 62 63
4 23 16 49 33 57 68
5 3 3 8 3 1 2
6 16 14 33 33 26 32
7 16 8 19 11 6 4
8 23 16 28 17 9 3
9 0 0 0 0 0 1
10 28 20 63 54 31 78
11 7 3 6 11 12 14
12 13 13 25 39 25 24
13 8 3 11 13 9 12
14 3 3 10 17 13 7
13 0 0 0 23 37 61
16 0 0 9 17 14 11
17 17 19 33 38 45 37
18 0 0 0 3 3 8
19 0 0 0 0 0 5
20 76 63 88 63 44 42
21 14 7 13 12 10 11
22 7 3 8 7 9 24
23 8 4 6 8 3 0
24 0 0 3 0 0 6
23 0 0 0 4 3 8
26 0 0 0 3 6 7
27 0 0 6 6 10 33
28 0 0 0 2 6 21
29 0 0 0 3 18 47
30 6 3 22 27 31 31
31 4 3 11 8 9 19
32 0 0 0 0 0 5
33 3 2 0 10 8 13
34 2 0 12 12 9 10
35 0 0 3 4 9 19
36 0 0 0 1 1 3
37 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 12 9 24 31 21 42
39 18 7 12 18 17 26
40 400 300 800 800 700 1000
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T.JLL 16 OQHTD.
Hir sol.. Low Jnd Group..Lwos Yoars..1957-1960
Monthly Totals
Month Juli 4ug. uup. Oot. Nov. Du<
"-’Ouipl^S 4 7 8 8 4 7
No.l 66 97 105 97 44 89
2 12 25 35 30 23 20
3 20 39 52 54 31 65
4 20 31 34 42 28 41
5 0 0 3 0 2 8
6 10 19 18 35 19 44
7 3 5 9 18 12 27
8 2 2 7 10 15 34
9 3 4 21 15 0 0
10 18 29 31 16 7 38
11 5 4 5 3 4 10
12 7 13 16 27 18 26
13 5 6 8 16 10 13
14 4 12 7 12 6 7
15 23 23 8 4 3 3
16 3 9 3 6 0 2
17 10 20 20 18 7 27
18 8 16 18 22 6 0
19 5 7 9 16 0 0
20 28 88 107 83 54 114
21 4 12 10 11 2 13
22 5 10 12 14 8 8
23 0 3 4 5 4 12
24 2 2 0 3 5 4
25 6 18 22 18 10 2
26 3 2 3 0 0 0
27 17 30 41 34 4 1
28 10 42 40 20 0 0
29 17 29 25 23 2 3
30 17 27 35 30 12 13
31 5 5 14 15 4 9
32 4 4 8 0 0 0
33 3 3 5 7 1 4
34 2 0 3 8 2 4
35 6 10 5 3 0 0
36 3 9 10 12 0 0
37 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 28 31 35 42 35 43
39 16 14 12 31 22 16
40 400 700 800 800 400 700
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Hii'sel, .Low xjtid Group. .ajWqs Years.. 1957-1960
Monthly .tV'.raKus
Month Jan. pub. Moh* Apl • May Jun.
►jamplus 4 3 8 8 7 10
No.l 10.25 12.0 19.3 15.6 12.7 12 .8
2 2.5 2.0 3.4 4.6 3.9 3.1
3 9.0 10.3 11.3 7.4 8.9 6.3
4 6.25 5.3 6.1 7.0 8.1 6.8
5 1.25 1.6 1.0 0.4 0.1 0e2
6 4.0 4.6 4.1 4.1 3.7 3.2
7 4.0 2.6 2.4 1.4 0.9 0.4
8 6.25 5.3 3.5 2.1 1.3 0.3
9 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
10 7.0 6.6 7.9 6.7 7.3 7.8
11 1.75 1.6 0.7 1.4 1.7 1.4
12 3.25 4.3 3.1 4.9 3.6 2.4
13 2.0 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.2
14 0.75 1.0 1.3 2.1 1.9 0.7
15 0 0 0 3.1 5.3 6.1
16 0 0 1.1 2.1 2.0 1.1
17 4.25 6.3 7.3 7.3 6.4 5.7
18 0 0 0 0.3 C.4 0.8
19 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
20 19.0 21.0 11.0 8.1 6.3 4.2
21 3.5 2.3 1.9 1.5 1.4 1.1
22 1.75 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.3 2.4
23 2.0 1.3 0.7 1.0 0.4 0
24 0 0 0.4 0 0 0.6
25 0 0 0 0.5 0.4 0.8
26 0 0 0 0.4 0.9 0.7
27 0 0 0.7 0.7 1.4 3.528 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 2.1
29 0 0 0 0.6 2.6 4.7
30 1.5 1.6 2.7 3.4 4.4 5.1
31 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.0 1.3 1.9
32 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
33 0.75 0.6 0 1.2 1.1 1.5
34 0.5 0 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.0
35 0 c C .4 0.5 1.3 1.9
36 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.3
37 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 3.0 3.0 3,0 3.9 3.0 4.2
39 4.5 2.3 1.5 2.3 2.4 2.6
40 100 .0 99.2 99.1 99.9 100 .0 10C .0
  
dOd
TxxBKu 17 CoNTJ.
HLrsol. • Lov _nd Group. .Lvms Yera ., :L^)57-^1960
ivnthh-y Averages
Mr^1;h Jul. AUg. . Sep. Oct. Nov. Deo.
samples 4 7 8 8 4 7
No.l 16.5 13.9 13.0 12.1 11.0 12.7
2 3.0 3.6 4.4 3.7 5.75 1.9
3 5.0- 5.6 6.5 6.7 7.75 9.3
4 5.0 4'.4 4.3 5.3 7.0 5.9
5 0 0 0.4 0 0.5 1.1
6 2.5 2.7 2.3 4.4 4.75 6.3
7 1.75 0.7 1.1 2.3 3.0 3.9
8 • 0.5 0.3 0.9 1.2 3.75 4.9
9 0.75 0.6 2.6 1.9 0 0
10 / 4.5 ‘ 4.1 3.9 2.0 1.75 5.4
11 1.25 0.6 0 .6 0 .4 1.0 1.4
12 " 1.75 1.9 2.0 3.4 4.5 3.7
13 1.25 0.9 1.0 2.0 2.5 1.9
14 1.0 1.7 0.9 1.5 1.5 1.0
15 5.75 3.3 1.0 . 0.5 0.75 0 .4
16 0.75 1.3 0 .4 0.7 0 0.3
17 2.5 2.9 2.5 2.3 1.75 3.9
18 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.7 1.5 0
19 1.25 1.0 1.1 2.0 ' 0 0
20 7.0 12.6 13.4 10 .4 13.5 16.3
21 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.4 0.5 1.9
22 1.25 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.0 1.1
23 0 0.4 0.5 0.6 1C 1.7
24 0.5 0.3 0 0.4 1.25 0.6
25 1.5 2.6 2.7 2.3 2.5 0.3
26 0.75 0.3 0.4 C 0 0
27 4.25 4.3 5.0 4.3 1.0 0.1
28 2.5 6C 5.0 2.5 0 0
29 4.25 4.1 3.1 2.9 0.5 0.4
30 4.25 3.9 4.4 3.7 3.0 1.9
31 1.25 0.7 1.7 1.9 1.0 1.3
32 1.0 0' .6 1.0 0 L 0
33 0.75 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.25 0.6
' 34 0.5 0 0,4 l.C 0.5 0.6
35 1.5 1.4 0.6 0.4 0 0
36 0.75 1.3 1.3 1.5 0 0
37 0 G 0 c c 0
38 7.0 4.4 4.4 5.3 8.75 6.1
39 4.0 2.0 1.5 3.9 5.5 2.3
40 100.0 100.2 IOC .0 100 .2 ICC .0 99.2
28U
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Hirsol.. Low Lnd Group.,Lambs Yuar,.195o
.ivoragu Counts pur Month
Month May Jun. Jul, Aug. □ up. Oot,
oaaplcs 3 4 3 3 3 2
No.l 12. 3 13.50 19.6 15.0 12.0 15.0
2 3.6 5.00 3.0 4.6 4.3 3.5
3 7.0 7.25 6.6 6.3 5.3 6,0
4 9.3 7.500 7.0 6.0 7.0 5.0
5 0.3 0.25 0.6 0 0.3 0.5
6 3.3 2. 25 2.0 2.6 2.6 4.5
7 1.0 0.50 0 0 1.0 1.5
8 0, 6 0.25 0 0.3 0.3 2.0
9 0.6 0.75 0.3 1.0 1,6 2.0
10 5.3 5.00 6.0 5.0 4.3 3.5
11 1.6 1.50 1.0 0.3 1.3 1.0
12 4.3 4.50 3.0 6.0 4.0 4.5
13 1.3 3.50 1.6 2.0 2.3 3.0
14 1.6 l. 50 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5
13 5.3 3.50 4.6 2. 6 0.6 0.5
16 1.3 1.00 1.6 0. 6 0 1.0
17 4.6 6.50 5.0 2.0 1.3 1.0
18 0.3 1.00 1.0 2k6 2.0 2.5
19 0.3 0.75 1.3 2.3 1.6 3.0
20 4* 6 3.50 2,6 3.0 4.0 11.0
21 0.6 0.50 0.6 2.6 3.6 1.5
22 0. 6 O.25 1.0 2.3 2.3 1.0
23 0.6 0 0.6 0.3 1.6 1.0
24 0.6 0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0
25 1.0 2.75 2.3 2.3 2.6 3.5
26 1.0 0.50 0 0 0 0.5
27 1.6 3.00 4.3 5.3 6.6 4.5
28 1.0 2. 00 2.3 3.3 4. 6 4.5
29 2.0 3.50 3*6 3.6 3.3 1.5
30 3.6 5.25 5.0 6.0 4* 6 2.0
31 3.0 1.75 1.6 1.3 3.6 2.0
32 0 0 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.5
53 0.6 1.00 1.0 1.3 1.0 0
34 1.0 1.25 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.5
35 2*3 1.75 1.0 1.6 2.3 1.0
36 0 0.75 0.6 0.6 1.6 1.5
37 0 0 0 C 0 0
38 6. 6 3.00 4.0 2.0 0.6 1.0
39 4.0 3.25 1.0 0.3 1.0 0
40 ?. 3. 6 100.00 98.8 98.9 98.6 100.0
 2Q5
T£BLE 20
Hirsel ..Low End G-roup. Lambs Year ..1959
Average Counts per Month
Month May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct.
Samples 3 4 3 3 4 4
No .1 13.6 15 .5 17.6 15.0 14.75 13.0
2 4.0 4.75 4.0 3.6 5.5 4.75
3 8.6 8.25 4.3 2,6 4.5 7.25
4 7.6 7:o 8.0 6.0 5.0 6.0
5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0
6 4.0 1.75 3.0 2.3 1.5 2.5
7 0 .6 0.25 0 0.6 0.25 1.75
8 0 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.25
9 0.6 0.25 0.6 0,6 1.0 2.0
10 7.0 6.25 7.C 6.3 2.25 2.25
11 3.0 2.25 2.3 0.6 1.0 C.5
12 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.0 4.75 3.0
13 3.6 2.5 2.0 2.3 2,5 2.75
14 1.3 1.75 1.0 1.6 1.5 0.5
15 3.3 3.0 1-.6 1.6 1.25 1.0
16 1.0 1.25 0.3 0.3 0.5 •0
17 6 .6 6.25 4.6 1.3 0.75 1.0
18 1.3 1.25 1.6 3.o ; 2.75 2.0
19 0 0.75 c .6 1.3 2.25 1.5
20 5.0 2.75 3.6 3.3 5.5 9.25
21 l.C l.C 1.3 1.6 1.75 1.0
22 0.3 0.75 1.6 1.0 1.25 1.5
23 0 .3 0.25 0 l.C 1.0 0.5
24 0 0 0 .6 C .6 0.75 0.25
25 1.3 3.5 0.6 4.0 5.75 3.25
26 0.3 C 0.6 0 0.25 0
27 1.3 3.0 3.C 6.3 5.5 5.75
28 1.3 2.0 1.6 5.6 5.25 3.0
29 • 3.0 1.75 3.6 3.3 4.25 2.75
30 6 .6 5.25 3.6 4.3 4.0 5.25
31 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.6 2.5 1.25
32 0.3 c.75 c .6 1.6 1 .V 0.75
33 0.3 C.75 1.3 1.3 c .5. c .5
34 < .3 1.25 2.0 l.o c .75 0.25
35 1.6 1.25 1.6 3.v 1.75 1.0
36 0.3 1.25 1.3 1.6 1.25 1.0
37 0 0 c 0 0
38 1.6 4.25 6.0 l.C 3.0 7.0
39 2.0 c.75 1.3 l .6 1.0 3.75
40 97.8 100 .0 98.6 97.6 l<>0 .0 100 .0
k'OO
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Hirsel..Low Lnd Group..Lambs Years..1957-1959
Monthly Totals
Month May Jun. Jul. Aug. oep. Oot.
Samples 8 8 7 6 8 7
No.l 104 116 124 90 109 98
2 33 39 26 25 41 30
3 63 62 40 27 39 45
4 6l 58 48 36 42 40
5 2 3 4 1 3 1
6 28 16 19 15 17 22
7 6 3 1 2 6 12
8 3 3 1 3 5 6
9 6 4 3 5 10 16
10 52 45 45 34 25 17
11 17 15 9 3 8 6
12 30 32 25 27 35 25
13 19 24 15 13 20 21
14 13 13 9 9 12 7
15 34 26 23 13 8 7
16 11 9 7 3 3 2
17 46 51 31 10 7 8
18 7 9 10 17 20 19
19 2 6 7 11 16 13
20 33 25 20 19 36 65
21 7 6 7 13 19 9
22 6 4 10 10 15 9
23 5 1 2 4 9 6
24 2 0 5 4 6 1
25 10 25 12 19 33 25
26 5 2 3 0 2 1
27 12 24 27 35 49 34
28 9 16 15 27 41 25
29 19 21 25 21 27 17
30 39 42 30 31 35 27
31 20 15 13 15 28 12
32 1 3 6 8 8 4
33 4 7 10 8 6 4
34 6 10 10 6 8 5
35 14 12 12 14 17 6
36 2 8 7 7 11 9
37 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 41 29 31 9 16 30
39 28 16 8 6 8 16
40 800 800 700 600 600 700
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TAffi-b? 22
Comparison of the Yearly Averages of All Groups
1957
Bamacarrv Low <nd
Kwes Lambs KSSa Lamb
Number of Samples 20 * 27 18 5
Bpeolee
F» rubra 11.1+
a
13.0 13.3 13.6F, ovlna 2.9 . 1+.1+ 3.8 5.0A. stolonifera 9.0 10.2 6.6 6.1+
D« flexuosa 5.7 . 7.6 6.0 Au0
Da oaeapitosa 0.3 OaO 0.1+ 0.2J. effusus 2.8 . 1.1+. 3.9 3. 2Ja artioulatua 0.8 0.2 , 1.7 1.2J* squarrosua 1.0 0.2 1.5 0.8Lusula app. 0.9 1.0 1.0 l.k
R. vaginaturn 7.2 5.9 ka 6 k.25. angustlfollum 0.8 1.1+ 1.2 1.6C. nigra 2.2 • 3.5 3.2 1+.0C. echlnata 1.3 0.1 1.8 3.0Ca panioea 1.2 0.5 1.2 2.0Ta oaeapltosum 1+.8 • 3.2 3.k 3.0N. atrlota 1.1+ 0.1 1.1 1.2M« caerulea 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.2P. pratanals 1.1+ 1+.0 1.7 2.6Pa trlvlalls O.k 1.3 1.1 1.0Gt vulgaris 7.6 • 5.3 11.3 2.65. tetrallx 0.9 0.8 1.7 1.2S« c in area 0.7 0.6 1.6 1.8V. myrtlllue 1.4 0.8 0.1+ 0.8V. oxyoooouB 0.6 0.1+ 0.5 O.kGalium 8PPa 2.1 3.1 1.1+ 2.6U. ©uropaeue 0.1+ ■ 0.0 0.2 0. 6Trifolium spp. 2.1 3.9 2.1 3.kLotus 8PPa 1.7 • 3.1 2.k 3.0Pa ereota 1.8 1.6 2.6 2.0Sphagnum agg. 2.8 1.9 3.0 3.8Polytriohum agg. 2.1 0.8 1.2 3.kHolcus app. 0.1+ 0.5 0.1+ 0.8Ca oriatatua Oak 0.1+ 0.8 l.kAa od ora turn 0.6 0.2 0.1+ l.kD. glomerate 0.6 - 0.3 0.9 1.8La perenne 0.6 0.9 0.8 1.0M. gale 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0Unclassified 9.3 8.1+ 1+.8 3.8
Unknown 5.1+ ' 5.6 2.1+ 2.6Total * 100.9 100.0 99.9 100.0•>
eu?
TABLE-24
COMPARISON of the Yearly Averaae-a of All Qroupa
1958
Bacaaaaffry Low sna
Number of SnmpPes
frtea
24
Lama
12
Hwea
22
Lama
18
8888Ls8
P. rubra 14.4 12»8 13.4 14.5
P. ovlna 2.3 4.4 3.9 4.1
A. atolodfera 8.4 10.3 7.4 6. 5
D. flejuionn 6.4 7.2 5.9 7.1
D. oneapitosn 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3
J. efUsua 3.1 0. 6 3.5 2.8
J. nrttculatun 0.9 0.3 1.7 0.6
J. squnrrosus 1.2 0.2 8 0 0.5
Luaula npp. . 1.2 1.6 0.7 1.0
K. vaginatum 4.0 5.5 4.9 4.9
S. angustlfollum 0.6 1.2 1.2 1.2
C. nigra 3.8 3.8 3.0 4.4C. achlnata 1.0 0.3 1.4 2.3C. panicea 0.6 0.6 1.6 1.4
T. caO8piColum 82 2.8 1.9 3.1N. atriota 1. 6 0.3 0.7 0.9
M. oaarulea 3.7 4.8 3.4 3.7P. pratenala 1.8 3.8 1.3 1.5P. trivlalis 0. 2 1.8 0.6 1.4C. vulgaris 8.9 4.1 10.9 4.4
S. tetrallx 0.7 1.0 1.6 1.6
S. cine re a 1.1 0.7 1.2 1.2
v. mytniua 1.4 1.3 0.7 0.7V. oxy^o^s 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.4Galium 8pp. 1.7 3.7 1.4 2.4
U. europaeua 8. 6 0.0 0.1 0.3
TrlfoUum app. 2.0 4.0 3.1 4.2
Lotus spp. 2.4 4.8 2.0 2.8
P. ereota 1*8 2.6 2.6 3.1
Sphagnum agg. 1.9 2.8 4.1 U.6
Polytrohhum agg. 1.8 1.1 1.6 2.2
Holds app. 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4
C. oristH!^ 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.9
A. odoratum 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.1
D. glomerata< 0.0 0.3 0.5 1.7L. perenne 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.8
M. gale 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Uncoasslfled 8.2 4.3 6.1 3.0
Unknown 4.9 3.5 3.0 1.8
To^al 100.2< 10O.2 100.5 99.8
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TASLK 25
Comparison Of the Yearly Averages of All Groups
1252
bamacarrv Low and
Number of Samples 22
^anfes
17
Swes
28
Lambs
21
SESaiaa
P. rubra 13.1 14.5 14. 6 14.9P. ovina 2.9 3.8 3.3 4.5A. stolonifera 8.0 9.3 8.1 6.1D. flexuosa 6.2 5.7 5.6 6.5D. caespltosa 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3effusus 3*8 0.7 3.1 2.4J. artloftlatus 1.3 0.3 1.6 0.6
J. equarrosus 1.3 0.1 2.1 0.4Luzula spp. 0.7 1.1 0.4 0.9Be vaginaturn 5.8 5.2 6.3 5.1E. anguatlfolium 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.4C. nigra 3.6 2.9 3.1 3.6C. echlnata 0.8 0.4 1.3 2.6c. panloea 1.5 0.4 1.0 1.3T. caespltosum 3.5 2.5 1.9 2.0N. strlcta 1.7 0.4 1.2 1.6
Me oaerulea 3.7 4.3 5.6 3.3P. pratensls 1.5 3.7 0.8 2.0P. trivialis 0.3 1.7 0.3 1.1C. vulgaris 8.7 5.8 11.3 5.1Be tetrallx 1.5 0. 6 1.3 1.3R. clnerea 1.1 0.6 1.6 1.1V. myrtillus 1.4 0.8 0.8 0.5V. oxycoccus 1.1 0.4 0.3 0.4Galium spp. 1.2 3.5 1.1 3.2u. europaeus 0.6 0.0 0.6 1.2
Trifolium spp. 2.0 4.0 2.6 4. 2
Lotus spp. 1.8 3.5 1.8 3.2
p. erecta 2.5 1.8 1.8 3.1Sphagnum agg. 2. o 2.2 3.9 4.9Polytrichum spp. 1.9 0.8 1.4 2.2Holcus spp. 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.9C. crl8tatu8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8A. ‘ odoraturn 0.9 0.2 1.0 0.9D. glomerata 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.7L. perenne 0.5 0.7 0.4 1.1M. gale 1.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
Unclassified 6.1 10.8 3.6 4.0
Unknown 3.4 5.3 2.9 1.8Total 100.4 100.5 99.9 102.2
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ZABLS 26
OMC arlaon of the Yearly Average of AIL Orouoa
I960
.tfrraaaarra
Kea
10
Lot Wa
swan
10Number of Samples
SEgglSB i *
P.. rubra 11.2 12.8 "
P« . ovlna 5.9 -• 3.8"
A* . atolonlfera • s. u 9.4D« flemosa ■ 6.6 '*» 7.2
D« caespltosa • 0.3 1.2
J* effusus • 4.2 *** 6.U
J. artioulatus 2.6
J.. squarrosus ■ 1.6 -* 3.9
Luzula spp. • 1. C i 0.0
K. . vaglnatum • 5.5 6.7K. anjgiatlf ollum 1.2 1.3C. . nigra M 3.5C eohlnata 1.6 1.5C..prnileea 1.2 ' * 1.8
Z.. oaespitou^ 2.9 •« ■ 3.2N. strlcta • 1. 8 ■ * • 0. 6
M .oaerulea 4.1 6.0
P. pratOTBls 1.9 C.2
P, trivial, is C.1 C.2
C. vulgaris 1C.2 9.3B. tetralix 2.3 1.8
B. cinerea 0.7 1.4
v. mytnius 1.3 1.0
V. oxycoecus 0.9 0.1
uallum spp. 1.1 0.3
U. europaeus 0.9 0.3
spp. 1.9 0.7
Lotus spp. 2.6 0.4
P. ereota . 0.6 1.6
Sphagnum agg. 3.3 2.4Polytrthum agg. 1.1 1.3Holous spp. °»3 0.1C. orlstatus ^6 0.9
A. odoratum 0.7 0.8
D. glomerate 0.3 0.2
L♦peronno 0.4 0.1
M gale 0.7 • C.C
Unoolaslflad 5.6 3.1Untanom 3.0 1.9
Total 10Q.C 1CC.C
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TAHLS 27
Comparison of Overall Averages for the Years 1957-60
aflTOflflftfflT Low ^nd
Msa L^ba Brea Lambs
Number of Samples 76 56 78 44
Species
P. rubra 12.8 13.4 13.7 14. 6
P. ovlna 2.8 4.2 3.6 4.4
Aa 8toloclfera 8.6 10.0 7.7 6.3
D. f 16X0^8 6.2 6.9 6,0 6. 5
D. caespitosa 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.3
J. efUaus 3.3 1.0 , 3*8 2.7J. articulatus 1.1 0.2 * 1.8 0.7
J. squarrosua 1.2 0.2 2.2 0.5
Luzula spp. 0.9 1.2 0. 6 1.0
s. vaginatun 5.5 5.6 5.6 5.0
s. an^^s'tia^^^Hum 0.6 1.2 1.1 1.3
C. nigra 3.1 3.4 3.2 4.0
0. eohlnata 1.1 0. 2 1.5 2.6
0. panieea 1.1 0.5 1.3 1.4
T. oaespltosum 3.3 2.9 2.4 2.5
n. stricta 1.6 0.2 0.9 008M. caerulea 3*6 4.1 4. 6 3.5
P. pratene^ 1.6 3.9 1.1 1.9
P. trlvlalls 0.3- 1.5 0.5 1.3
Ca vulgaris 8.7 5.2 10.9 4.5s. tetrallx 1.2 0.8 1.6 1.4
s. clnerea 0.9 0. 6 1.5 1.2
V. mrtillus 1.4 0.9 0.7 0. 6
V. o^eo^m 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.4
Calium spp. 1.6 3.4 1.2 2.9
U. eu^pa^s 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.3
TrlfoUum spp. 1.9 4.0 2.4 4.1
Lotus spp. 2.1 4.4 1.8 3.0
P. ereota 1.8 1.9 2,2 3.0
Sphagnum agg. 2.5 2.2 3.5 4.6
Polytrihhum agg. 1.8 0.8 1.4 2.3
Holous spp. 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.7
C. orlstatus 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9
Aa odoratum 0.8 0.3 0.8 1.0
D. glomerata 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.7
L. perenne 0.5 0.8 0.5 1.0
M. gale 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
UncCa88ifled 7.5 8.2 4.5 3.6
Unknown 4.3 5.1 2.7 1.7
Total 100.2 100.9 100.3 100.2
